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Summary
This thesis is split into three distinct parts.
Part I investigates pricing a special type of barrier option which we have named a knock­
down option. This is a discrete path dependent European option which is knocked out 
if the change in the daily closing log price of the underlying asset does not lie in some 
prescribed interval. Such an option does not appear to have a closed form solution. We 
present an elegant and remarkably accurate approximation for the price of this option 
appealing to results from classical probability theory. A put-call parity relationship 
is derived and a method for computing a numerically exact price of the option, us­
ing complex analysis and Fast Fourier Transform technology is also given. Numerical 
results are presented which provide a comparison of prices over different maturities, 
volatilities and intervals, investigating the accuracy of the approximations in each case.
Part II of this thesis is concerned with the potential approach to interest rate mod­
elling advocated by Constantinides (1992) and Rogers (1997). The key element in this 
approach is to model the state-price density process. We begin by presenting a the­
oretical result which demonstrates how by choosing the underlying structure in the 
potential approach to be the Ornstein Uhlenbeck (OU) process, it is possible to repli­
cate the bond prices given by Vasicek’s spot rate model. Next we consider potential 
models which are driven by a finite state Markov chain. The focus here is inevitably 
numerical; we construct a framework for calibrating potential models to yield curve 
and exchange rate data. The objective is to develop a method to fit the term structure 
of several countries together with the exchange rates between them, the emphasis is 
placed on computationally feasible models. Empirical results axe presented using ster­
ling, US dollar and Deutschemark data.
Finally, in Part III of this thesis we consider a conventional equilibrium model and 
attempt to examine the nature of the changes which occur when a sudden unexpected 
exogenous shock is imposed to the market equilibrium. The market model considered 
has multiple agents who may invest in risky assets and a riskless deposit account and 
who each seek to maximise their expected integrated utility of consumption, which 
is taken to be the constant relative risk aversion or power-law utility function. The 
shock is imposed via the dynamics of the log Brownian dividend stream of one of 
the risky assets. We examine two examples and attem pt to explain the nature of the 
changes which occur to the equilibrium portfolios of the agents and the endogenously 
determined interest rate as a result of the shock.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to this Thesis
1.1 The World of Finance
The finance sector has developed and grown into one of the largest and most influential 
industries in the world today. Technological advances and the emergence of transna­
tional corporations has ensured that whatever happens in one part of the world can be 
transmitted across the globe within seconds. Virtually the entire world economy has 
become a market economy and every nation is trying to utilise the opportunities this 
brings in order to help itself grow. As a result, the markets can now control the future 
of a large number of countries and so affect the day-to-day livelihood of many of their 
citizens.
One consequence of this is that there is an increased demand for mathematical and 
econometric tools which the corporate world and market participants can use to help 
gain an advantage in the industry.
This thesis considers three different problems from the world of finance and uses tech­
niques from applied mathematics, probability theory, statistics and economics to de­
velop solutions. The problems we look at originate from the financial markets and the 
emphasis throughout is to investigate practical solutions which may be of value in the 
real world.
1.2 Outline of this thesis
The thesis is split into three distinct parts. Part I contains just one chapter and fo­
cuses on pricing a special type of barrier option. We begin the chapter by presenting a 
brief introduction to basic option theory and the academic literature involving barrier
1
Chapter 1 2
options. Next we consider pricing a new type of exotic option which we term a knock­
down option. This is a discrete path dependent European option which is knocked 
out if ever the change in the daily closing log price of the underlying asset does not 
lie in some prescribed interval. Such an option does not appear to have a closed form 
solution. We present an elegant and remarkably accurate approximation for the price 
of this option appealing to results from classical probability theory. A put-call parity 
relationship is derived and a method for computing a numerically exact price of the 
option, using complex analysis and Fast Fourier Transform technology is also given. 
Numerical results are presented and these provide a comparison of prices over different 
maturities, volatilities and intervals, investigating the accuracy of the approximations 
in each case. We conclude by examining the applicability and desirability of this option.
With the exception of the introductory and background sections, the whole of Chapter 
2 of the thesis contains new material some of which is presented in the paper “Pricing 
a knockdown option”, Yousaf [92].
Part II of this thesis is concerned with the potential approach to interest rate mod­
elling. This is the largest of the three parts of the thesis and holds Chapters 3, 4, 5 
and 6. Chapter 3 provides an introduction to interest rate modelling.
The focus in Chapter 4 is to examine the theory behind the potential approach. The 
majority of term structure models fall into one of two classes: those that model the 
spot rate process, or those that are concerned with the process of the forward rate. The 
potential approach is an alternative to these models which has received little attention 
from the mathematical finance community. This approach was advocated by Constan- 
tinides [34] and Rogers [84] and involves modelling the law of the state-price density 
process. In this chapter we focus on the theory given in Rogers [84] and present those 
concepts and results necessary to become familiar with this relatively new approach to 
interest rate modelling.
Chapters 5 and 6 contain new material. Chapter 5 begins by considering potential 
models which are driven by finite state Markov chains; this hasn’t been considered 
before, and a discussion of the motivation behind this approach is provided. Explicit 
pricing expressions for zero coupon bonds, caps and swaps in this framework are then 
given. We also present a theoretical result which demonstrates how by choosing the 
underlying structure in the potential approach to be the Ornstein Uhlenbeck (OU) 
process, it is possible to replicate the bond prices given by Vasicek’s spot rate model. 
Finally, a procedure for implementing this numerically using a discretised version of
1.2 Outline o f this thesis
Chapter 1 3
the OU process is given.
In Chapter 6 we construct a method for calibrating Markov chain potential models to 
yield curve and exchange rate data; the emphasis here is inevitably numerical. The 
objective of the work is not to provide an empirical comparison of this model against 
others, but to investigate the best method of calibrating and implementing Markov 
chain potential models. The framework we develop is capable of fitting the term struc­
ture of several countries together with the exchange rates between them. Empirical 
results are presented using yield curve and exchange rate data for sterling (GBP), the 
US dollar (USD), and the Deutschemark (DEM). Computational considerations are 
taken into account at all stages and the aim is to provide a method which is workable 
enough that it could feasibly be implemented by the industry.
Some of the material in Chapter 6 appears in the paper “Markov chains and the poten­
tial approach to modelling interest rates and exchange rates”, Rogers & Yousaf [86].
Finally, Part III of this thesis contains Chapters 7 and 8. Here we consider a conven­
tional equilibrium model and examine the changes which occur when a sudden exoge­
nous shock is imposed to the market equilibrium. We start in Chapter 7 by giving 
the motivation for looking at this problem and then setting up the general multi-agent 
continuous time market model which we consider.
The economy we look at has one riskless deposit account and multiple risky assets. 
Each agent tries to maximise their expected net future utility, which is taken to be 
the power utility function. An explicit formula for the interest rate is derived in this 
chapter.
Chapter 8 considers two explicit examples where we impose exogenous shocks to the 
market via the dividend stream of the risky assets and analyse the effect this has on 
the endogenously determined interest rate and the portfolios of the various agents.
This work has also been presented in the paper “Examining the effects of shocks to a 
market equilibrium”, Rogers Sz Yousaf [87].
1.3 A Guide to the N otation Used
The following abbreviations and notations are used in this thesis.
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We use ‘:= ’ to mean ‘is defined to equal’ and ‘= ’ denotes is equivalent to.
A b b r e v ia t io n s
• bp := basis point
• cdf := cumulative distribution function
• pdf := probability density function
• BM := Brownian Motion
• BOE := Bank Of England
• BRC := Base Rate Changes
• Cl := Conditional Independence (calibration)
• CIR := Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (see §3.3.5)
• CRRA := Coefficient of Relative Risk Aversion
• DEM := Deutschemark
• EKDC := European KnockDown Call option
• EKDP := European KnockDown Put option
• ERM Exchange Rate Mechanism
• FFT := Fast Fourier Transform
• GBP := British Pound (Sterling)
• HJM := Heath-Jarrow-Morton (see §3.4)
• IRD’s := Interest Rate Derivatives
• MC := Markov Chain
• MLE := Maximum Likelihood Estimate
• NC := No Change
• OU := Ornstein Uhlenbeck
• RW := Random Walk (calibration)
• UK := United Kingdom
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• USD := United States Dollar
• ZCB := Zero Coupon Bond
N otations
• P(X) := the probability of X
• E(X) := the expectation of X
• V(X)  := the variance of X
• N := the natural numbers
• R := the real numbers
• R+ := [0, oo)
• I  a '= The indicator function of A
• N(p,  o2) := Normal distribution with mean p and variance <r2
• $  := cdf of N(0,1) distribution
• (a +  b)+ := max(a +  6,0), for a, b E R.
1.3 A  Guide to the Notation Used
Part I
Pricing A Knockdown Option
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Pricing a Knockdown Option
2.1 Barrier Options: theory and background
The simplest and most common type of option is a European call option.
D efin ition  2.1 E uro p ean  C all and  P u t  O ptions
A E u ro p ean  call (respectively  p u t) op tion  written on some underlying asset pro­
vides the holder with the right, but not the obligation, to buy (respectively sell) a specified 
quantity of the underlying asset, for a prescribed amount (exerc ise /s trike  price,), at 
some prescribed time (exercise d a te j in the future.
It is important to appreciate that the holder of an European call (put) option has the 
right to buy (sell) the underlying, but they are not obliged to do so. If they choose not 
to, the option expires worthless. It is this fact that means that the option has some 
value, and a question which immediately arises is how to calculate its correct market 
value?
Consider a call option expiring at time T  where the price process of the underlying asset 
at time t is S(t) = St and the exercise price is K.  The payoff for this option at time T  is
( S r - K ) + .
In 1973 Black Sz Scholes [18] published a no-arbitrage pricing formula for such options 
using the assumption that the share price St follows
St = S0exp{crWt’ + ( n - ^ ' 7 2)t},
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where Wt* is a standard Brownian motion under the measure P*, So is the share price 
at time-0, p is the expected rate of return and o is the volatility of the share.
The seminal papers of Harrison k  Kreps [50] and Harrison k  Pliska [51] show that the 
absence of arbitrage (suitably defined) is equivalent to the existence of a probability 
measure P (equivalent to P*) under which all discounted asset price processes are mar­
tingales (we will refer to this as a risk-neutral measure). Therefore, the time-t price of 
a European call option with expiry T, denoted by C(t ,T),  is given by
C((,T) =  Et [e-r(r- ,)( £ r - - f O +] (2.1)
where E* =  E[-|^t] is the conditional expectation given the information available at 
time-t taken in the measure P, r is a constant representing the riskless interest rate. It 
can be shown that the explicit solution to (2.1) is given by the Black-Scholes formula 
(see for example Hull [4]),
C(t ,T) = £■,$(*) -
where
di =
log (St!K)  + ( r + \ o 2) ( T - t )




Here 4>(.) is the cumulative normal distribution with zero mean and unit standard 
deviation. There are a number of excellent texts which discuss the issues of pricing 
derivatives, see for example Bjork [1], Musiela k  Rutkowski [7] and Neftci [8],
The field of option pricing has moved on considerably since the early work of Black, 
Scholes and Merton, options are now traded on just about every one of the world’s 
major exchanges and as you might imagine, there are many types of options available. 
Classifications include American, Asian, Bermudan and many more, however, in this 
thesis we shall only consider European style options and so all references to options 
refer to this type.
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As the theory has evolved, a large number of options with complicated contracts have 
been looked at in the literature; these are often referred to as exotic options. The work 
we shall do in this chapter will examine pricing a particular type of option from a class 
of options known as barrier options.
A large variety of barrrier options have been considered over the years, all concerned 
with whether or not the price of the underlying share crosses particular barriers. Bar­
rier options are often used as hedging instruments and are appealing because they offer 
a cheap alternative to the plain European option. These options are very popular on 
the foreign exchange markets and extensive work has been carried out to obtain suit­
able pricing formulae for the many varieties. The simplest type of barrier option is the 
single constant barrier case. However, even here there are four cases to consider.
(a) U p-and-out single constant barrier option:
in this case the barrier is at a level b >  S q( =  initial share price) and if the price of the 
underlying asset crosses b at any time before expiry the option is worthless.
(b) U p-and-in  single constant barrier option:
again the barrier is at b >  S q but here the option is worthless unless the price of the 
underlying crosses b at some time before expiry.
(c) D ow n-and-out single constant barrier option:
this is similar to up-and-out except that the barrier is at a <  S q. The option is worth­
less if the price of the underlying crosses a at any time before the option’s expiry.
(d) D ow n-and-in  single constant barrier option:
here the barrier is at a <  S q. The option is worthless unless the price of the underlying 
crosses a  at some time before expiry.
Merton [76] produced a pricing formula for a standard down-and-out European call 
option as far back as 1973 and the literature covers in some detail all of the above 
options. These options may sometimes be referred to as knock-out or knock-in options. 
Rubinstein Sz Reiner [88] give formulae for all the above types of single barrier options.
Double barrier knockout options also exist where the option is knocked out if the price 
of the underlying asset, S t, goes above some upper barrier or below a lower barrier 
before the expiry of the option. Although several methods have been used to derive an 
analytical solution none have proved to be entirely satisfactory.
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Closed form expressions for the prices of options are preferred, but when no such so­
lution exists, it is often necessary to use approximation methods. Numerical methods 
for pricing barrier options are frequently used; Hull [4] and Boyle Sz Lau [20] may be 
consulted for further information. Standard lattice techniques are common and the 
binomial tree approach of Cox, Ross Sz Rubinstein (CRR) [38] is the most basic of the 
methods available. Binomial and trinomial trees can be used to price barrier options 
but as has been pointed out in a number of papers, the convergence can be slow and 
erratic leading to inaccurate prices, see for example Boyle Sz Lau [20]. The difficulty 
concerns the location of the lattice nodes near to the barrier. Rogers Sz Stapleton [81] 
provide an alternative binomial tree with random time steps which more accurately 
prices these types of options.
There are many articles in the literature on pricing options such as knock-outs, knock- 
ins and double barrier puts and calls. As well as those papers already mentioned, a 
small selection of further papers which the interested reader may wish to refer to in­
clude Broadie, Glasserman Sz Kou [26] [27], Carr [31], Geman Sz Yor [47], Goldman, 
Sosin Sz Gatto [49], Kunitomo Sz Ikeda [68].
2.2 Introduction to the Knockdown Option
The remainder of this chapter is concerned with pricing an European put option with 
discrete path dependent knockout, which we name a knockdown option. We introduce 
an elegant and remarkably accurate approximation for the price of an option which is 
knocked out if ever the change in the daily closing log price of the underlying asset 
does not lie in some prescribed interval.
Much of the academic literature referred to in §2.1 relates to continuous barriers and 
hence assumes that there is continuous monitoring of the barrier. In reality this is 
rarely the case. Many real option contracts stipulate that only hourly prices, or daily 
closing prices may knock the option out, these clauses create what are in essence dis­
continuities in the barrier. Many of the existing models fail to address this problem and 
as a result tend to underprice the options. Discrepancies can be large, especially when 
a barrier is close to the starting price, see for example Kat Sz Verdonk [67] and Broadie, 
Glasserman Sz Kou [27]. The trade literature has for a long time voiced concern that 
these discontinuities are not fully taken into account by many of the models that are 
put forward, but it is only now, in relatively recent work, that this is being looked at
2.2 Introduction to the Knockdown Option
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in more detail.
The option that is considered in this chapter has a discrete path dependent knockout 
which operates if the change in the daily closing price exceeds specified upper and lower 
barriers. Such an option would appear to be a very desirable product, for both the 
investor and the market maker. As an example consider the situation where a trader 
has assumed a short position in a standard European put contract. With today’s in­
creasingly volatile economic climate this trader would be very susceptible to the large 
sudden drops in share prices that are becoming evermore frequent. The trader could 
stand to lose a lot of money! If however, a trader were to assume a short position in 
a European knockdown put option, they would have some significant security against 
these drops; a large sudden drop would just knock the option out and not mean large 
losses of money. Conversely, if we look at the situation from an investors point of view, 
there are also a number of perceived benefits. For example, investors no longer have 
to concern themselves with the freak intra-day fluctuations that would often knock out 
standard barrier options (especially if they were near the barrier). From this discus­
sion, it follows that in liquid markets this knockdown option would essentially model 
the markets’ volatility.
Unfortunately, one of the major obstacles in pricing discrete barrier options is that it is 
not possible to derive closed-form pricing results as in the fixed barrier continuous case. 
Moreover, the traditional way to proceed when pricing general barrier options has al­
ways been to adopt some form of tree method approximation, which, for a knockdown 
option, can be technically difficult to implement and also much slower than quasi- 
analytic solutions.
The approach we shall use here is to derive a (Black-Scholes-like) approximation for 
the price of our option. For this, we use a result from classical probability theory; the 
Central Limit Theorem. We then make use of a refinement to this theorem given in 
Petrov [9]; this forms the basis of §2.3. A note is also given at the end of that section 
stating and proving a put-call parity relationship for this option. §2.4 gives details of 
how to compute a numerically exact price for this option, utilizing results from complex 
analysis and fast Fourier transform technology. Numerical results are presented in §2.5 
and we discuss the applicability of such an option and draw conclusions in the last two 
sections of this chapter.
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2.3 Approxim ating the Price of a Knockdown Option
We assume that the price S  of the underlying asset is a log Brownian motion and that 
the interest rate r  is constant over the time period of the option, so:
Xt  =  log St =  oWt +  (r — o2 /2)t = crWt +  pt, (2 .2)
where W  is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion in the risk-neutral measure 
(IF) and o is the volatility of S  (also constant). Again the price of the asset at time t 
is denoted S(t) and we may adopt the form St if no ambiguity arises.
To begin with, we restrict our attention to a European put option with expiry T  and 
strike K , knocked out if ever the daily change in the log price is out of the closed 
interval [a, b\. We discretise the time interval dividing it into M  equal pieces, so that 
T  =  M 5 , M  being the number of days in the time period. We are interested in the end 
of day log prices; X(jS) = log S(j5), j  =  0 , ..,M . Arbitrage pricing theory gives the 
time-0 price of this option as:
¥[e~rT(K -  St )+\ Q e  [a, 6], j  = 1 (2.3)
where =  X(j8)  — X ( ( j  — 1)J), j  = 1 ,..,M  and E[.] is the expectation taken in the
risk-neutral measure.
2 .3 .1  T h e  C en tra l L im it T h e o r e m  A p p r o x im a tio n
Equation (2.3) above can immediately be re-written as follows:
EKDP =  E[e~rT{K -  ST)+ ; T] = e"rTE[(A: -  ST)+\ T ]P[T], (2.4)
where V =  ((,• G [a, 6], j  =  1,.., Af)1.
The (j are independent and (j ~  N(p5,a28) for j  = 1 ,..,M , that is, for every j , (j is 
normally distributed with mean p5 and variance a28. Hence,
1EKDP := European knockdown put option
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P[T] = (P[Cx € M ]])M 
= — F =  f "  ex P ( -
,o\/2'k8 J a
(V ~  1*$? 
2 o 28 )d y
M
(2.5)
Having obtained an explicit expression for one half of the right hand side of (2.4), we 
next consider E[{K — S t,)+ | T]. For this, we require the following lemma:
Lem m a 2.1
(a) E[Ci| Cl € [a,b]}
E[Ci £ (>/27rj)
(b) E[(Ci)2| Cl e  [a,b]]
1 \  /  1
( a - p 8 ) 2 (b — p8)2 ^
exP( TTjn— ) ~  exP( 7TJH-)2 o28 2 a2S + p8.
P ro o f
(a) Observe that,
E[Ci £ [a5b]]J \a V 2n8
o28aexp(—(ia - p 8 )2n _2jcl , (b - p S )
2 1
2 o 28
•) — a 8bexp(—■
+o28 +  /i<SE[Ci |Ci E [a, 6]].
2a2 8
E[Ci| Ci e [a, b}}
= /  xP[Ci E dx\x E [a, 6]]
J  P[Ci E dx]
1 \  /  1 '  rb
P [<1 € [a, 6]] J \ o y / 27r8
1 ^ (  1
P[Ci e  [0 , 6]] ; \<j\f2Tf8
. 1 . ^ (  \
xe V Jdx  
(  (*-^)2V b
- a 2Se\ 2a S ) 4* p8
P[Ci e K 4]]/ VV2Ts) [
exp(-
(a — p8y 
2 a 28
) -  exp(—(b ~  t*8) 
2 a 28
+ p8.
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(b) Analogously,
E[(Ci)2| Cl 6  [a,6]]
/  z 2P[Ci G dx\x G [a, 6]]
f  2 P[Cl € r
7 k x  p [Ci e
l  \  /  1 '  ' k
P[Ci £ [aA ]]/ \ a V 2 n 5 J Ja
(  (a-M)2>\
2A  ~ ^ ~ ) d xx e
1 1
P[Ci ^ [a A ] ] /  \cr\/27r<5 
1 \  (  1
E[Cl £ [aA ]]/ \cr\/27r<5
E[Ci £ [aA ]]/ \<j>/27r(5
/•ft Z' (g-M<?)2 \  /*6 /  (x-^ <5)2\
/ ie(:e — p5)eV 2<j2& ' dx +  / xpSe^ 2°2& ' dx 
J  a J  a
pb ( _ix- y-sl 2\  f n b
j  a2Se\ ) dx — a25xe \ 2<T / dx
J  a
+//<5E[Ci |Ci £ [aA]]
2x , ( a - p 5 ) 2 2 (b - f i S ) 2.1a 8aexp(----- —9— - ) -  a  <56exp(-------------- )
2<r2£
-\-o25 +  |^i G [a, 6]].
2a 2J
□
Next, using the Central Limit Theorem2 we have that the law of Y^jL\ Cj given T is 
approximately N(Me, Mi/2) where
£ :=  E[Ci| Cl ^ [a, 6]],
: =  E[(Ci)2 | C i e [ a , 6 ] ] - E [ C i | C i G [ a , 6 ] ] 2
which can be made explicit from lemma 2 .1.
Hence
E[(K -  St )+\ r]
=  E [ ( K - S ' o e ^ ci)+ | r]
^ K / S o  ( w - M e ) 2(  1 A  H K / ! >0 , * r  o  m  ,  ( w - M e ) 2 , ,
[ w m )  L  {K - S o e } exp(” i M ^ ) f o ’
2A statement of this theorem can be found in Williams [12] among many other places.
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which after some standard algebra leads to
E[(K -  ST)+| T] «  if$ (d i)  -  Sae%M,/*+Mc§(<h), (2.6)
where, v \ /M d\  — (log(K/ So) — Me), u\fMdi  =  (log(if/5o) — (Mu2 +  Me)) and $  is 
the standard normal cumulative distribution function.
Putting together (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) gives us an initial approximation for the price 
of our option, namely;
EKDP =  E[e (K — St ) , T]
"b ( n. , . x \ 2  1 M
[tf$(di)e~rT 1 [ f ( y - v 6) M
i  2 ^ 5
- S 0e5Ml/2+ME$(<i2)] • (2.7)
Analogous arguments will allow us to derive a similar expression for the price of a Eu­
ropean knockdown call option. It is also possible to derive a put-call parity relationship 
and we do this in §2.3.3.
2 .3 .2  P e tr o v ’s R e fin em en t o f  th e  C en tra l L im it T h e o r e m
The above pricing expression clearly relies on the accuracy of the Central Limit Theo­
rem approximation which we have used. An obvious question to address next is that of 
how to improve our approximation for the price. For this we turn to Petrov [9], Chapter 
5 for an account of Osipov’s asymptotic expansion of the Central Limit Theorem; we 
will make use the following refinement.
T heorem  2.1 (T heorem  5.22 P e tro v  [9]) If  we let {Yn} be a sequence of indepen­
dent identically distributed random variables with mean m(A) and variance a(A )2 then 
for Zn = Yi +  Y2 +  .. +  Yn we have
o *2
Zn — nm(  A) 1 °
a(A)y/n < x
_ . N a ( l  -  x2)e 2
=  V 72^  + 0 ( "  2)
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where
a  =  E
Y i - m ( A ) \ 3 
a( A) J
For a proof of this theorem the interested reader is referred to the original text of Petrov. 
Using theorem 2.1 in our set up gives us the following refinement to our approximation:
where
a  =  E Cl - e Ci £  [a >&]
and q  = (CjlO € [a,6]) for j = 1
By calculating E[(£i)3| G [a, 6]] and using the results of lemma 1, we see that
a —
P[Ci G [a,b]]J \ a V 2n S j  L 2(7 (5 2(7 (5 .
[2 e(e2 +  cr25) +  (/x<5 — 3e)E [(^ i )2 |^i G [0 , 6]] ] . (2-9)
Therefore, using (2.8) we have an extra term in our approximation (2.7); lengthy cal­
culus gives the new term as:
/ ot{Mv2) \  r {\og(K/S0) -  Me) _ ('0*WSQ)-Me)2
\\/727tM  /  [ My2
-S'oV27rMi/2e^Ml/2+Me$(d2)] • (2 .10) 
The expressions in (2.9) and (2 .10) are verified in Appendix A.
So the approximate price for our option using Petrov’s expansion of the Central Limit 
Theorem for independent identically distributed random variables is given by the sum 
of (2.7) and (2.10).
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We ignore higher order terms in this expansion as they make no appreciable difference 
to the price of our option, as later numerical evidence will show. The reason for this 
is straightforward; the value of M that would be used in practice is likely to be high, 
options of less that a month (corresponding to M = 21) are rare. In fact, the theory 
seems to suggest that the refinement will be redundant for all options that have a large 
(M  > 40) number of days before expiry.
2 .3 .3  P u t-C a ll  P a r ity  R e la tio n sh ip
It is also possible to derive a put-call parity relationship for our option. This relation­
ship will give an approximate price of a knockdown European call (denoted by c) in 
terms of the price of the corresponding approximate knockdown European put (denoted 
by p ). Again, observe that arbitrage pricing gives the time-0 value of our European 
call option as:
E [e - ’'r (5 r - i f ) + ;  T], (2.11)
where
r  =  (0 € [» ,i] , j  =  i , . . ,m ) .
Let us consider the difference in price between the put and the call on our option,
p -c  = e~rTE[(K -  ST)+; T] -  e_rTE[(Sr - K)+; r] 
= e-rTE[(K -  ST); r]
= e~rTKV[r] -  e-^EtSr; T]
= e-rTKE[V\ - e _rrSoE[eE£ ‘c>; r].
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Then by the independence of the (j , we deduce that,
p — c = e~rTfflP[r] - e ~ rTS0 [E[e<1; Cl G M i l l
dx
M
= e - rTKr[Ci € [a, b]]M -  e~rTS0 
= e-^ATPKi € [a, f>]]M -  e~TTSo
e e 20-2,5 da:
M
(T\/2'k8 )  Ja
e ( ± a 26 + n 5 )  \  nb (x_ ( g 2 f+ |i f) )
ua\Z2nd
which then gives us the following put-call parity relationship:
2^  2 <s da:
M
p - c  = e-'-TS0 [e%'25+M>‘s' f  a - ( a 2S + pS) 
crVfi 
b - ( o 28 + p5) '
1 < 7^  ^
M
+  K e -rTP[Ci G [a,b]]M. (2 .12)M
2.4 Num erical Pricing of a Knockdown Option
Having found an expression for the approximate price of a knockdown option, our ob­
jective now is to establish how accurate this pricing formula actually is. As we do not 
believe that a closed form expression for the price of such an option exists, we are going 
to have to calculate an “exact” price via some kind of numerical method.
Consider pricing a discrete interval knockout put option.
EKDP =  E[e~rT(K  — S r)+ ; T]






e rT{K — Soex)+g(x)dx where g(x) is the density of (j e  [a, 6]))
i - i
e rTip(x)g(x)dx (2.13)
We would now like to take Fourier transforms and so we need to use Parseval’s identity 
on (2.13). However, since 0  : x  h-» (K — Soex)+ is not in X2, we cannot apply this iden­
tity directly, to proceed we instead consider the function 0 e(x) =  esx'ijj(x) for positive
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e. This then gives us that
/ oo 1 roo{e£x{K -  SQex)+}g(x)dx = —  j  i)£(uS)g(-bj)du, 
where ^ e(o;) is the Fourier transform of ip£{x ).
/ oo eixuecx(K -  S0ex)+dx
■OO
(K  -  S0ex)dx
J ( e ( £ + i v )  l o g ( K / S 0)
L
—oo 
l o g ( K / S 0)
(e +  iu))(e +  iuj +  1) 
and g{uS) is the Fourier transform of g(x),




/  M \
exp I +iu  ^  (j I ; Cj G [a, &], for j  = 1, M
= II (E[exp(4-io;Cj); Cj € [<*> &]])
j=i
1 r b . , (x-ns)2,




E[( * - 5r)+; r] =  H r n | / _
X  r°o £ (_a;)elog(K7 So)(e+K*>)
( e  “ h  2 C j ) ( £  H -  - I -  l )
dio.
The singularity of the integrand at 0 causes problems, to overcome this, we make the 
substitution z = e +  iu  to give:
K  f £+io° g { - ^ - ^ - )ez log(-^/5°) dz
z(z + 1)
Since 2: e* *s holomorphic in the right half plane, we can use Cauchy’s The-
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orem for contour integrals3, to integrate along any line in the right half plane. Picking 
q E (0, oo), we have in the limit as e 4- 0
J C p - r T  p q+ io o  - / •  \ z \ o g { K / S Q)
e k d p  - s - n n  al , » + 1 )  T-
the contribution from the distant ends of the rectangular contour tending to zero. This 
can then be evaluated using a numerical inverse Fourier transform routine, these are 
well documented, see for example Press, Teukolsy, Vettering h  Flannery [10].
One outstanding question remains; how do we pick ql It turns out from numerical 
investigation that it matters little; convergence is rapid enough for a wide range of 
values of q. However, it is appropriate to note that there are sophisticated approaches 
to determine optimum values for q, the interested reader should refer to results on 
saddlepoint approximations (see for example Rogers & Zane [82], Daniels [39] and for 
a thorough treatment Jensen [5]).
2.5 Num erical Results
In this section, we will present prices for the knockdown option as computed by the 
Central Limit Theorem, the refinement to the Central Limit Theorem and using the 
numerical Fourier transform of §2.4. The price of the corresponding standard European 
put option with no knockout will also be given using the Black-Scholes formula (see 
§2 -1).
The first observation we make is that the price of our exotic option will always be 
lower than that of the standard European option because of the possibility of it being 
knocked out. With this upper bound in mind we will compute prices for various options 
with differing intervals [a, 6], investigating the effect the interval, the volatility and the 
number of days to expiry has on the price of the option. In the results which follow, 
the interval is symmetric and centred at 0 , therefore, an interval length (  = 0.1 implies 
the closed interval [-0.05,0.05].
2 .5 .1  C a se  A: a  large  n u m b er o f  d ays u n til e x p ir y
The parameter settings which we use for this case are given in Table 2.1, notice that 
the length of the option (T) is 1 year and so we split the interval into 250 parts. This




is probably the longest maturity knockdown option that we can have.
o r S0 K T M
0.25 0.06 100.0 120.0 1.0 250
Table 2.1: Parameter values for case A of numerical results for the knockdown option.
We consider the case where the permitted change in the daily log price is the same for 
each day over the life of the option, that is, Q is the same for all j  (we denote this 






0.07 0.020137 0.020137 0.020137
0.08 1.035799 1.035788 1.035800
0.09 6.035960 6.035921 6.035968
0.10 12.383057 12.383013 12.383068
0.11 16.158328 16.158300 16.158336
0.12 17.668572 17.668558 17.668576
0.14 18.291919 18.291917 18.291921
0.16 18.333877 18.333877 18.333878
0.18 18.335755 18.335755 18.335756
0.20 18.335811 18.335811 18.335813
0.22 18.335813 18.335813 18.335814
Price of Option with No Knockout: 18.335814
Table 2.2: Results for case A of knockdown options.
Examining the results in Table 2.2, we see that in this situation the Central Limit The­
orem approximation achieves an accuracy of more than 1 part in 105, which is more 
than satisfactory for any trader.
It is also clear that the price of the knockdown option is very sensitive to the size of the 
end-of-day knockout interval. The plots in Figure 2-1 further illustrate how sensitive 
the price of our option is to the length of the interval £.
2.5 Numerical Results




Figure 2-1: A comparison of the price of a European knockdown put option (computed 
by the Central Limit Theorem approximation) over the price of a European put with 
no knockout. We vary M, 6 is fixed and T = MS. £ is the length of the interval which 
is also varied. The parameter values taken are given in Table 2.1. We show the same 
surface plot from two different angles.
2.5.2 C ase B: h igh  v o la tility  and  a sh o rt t im e  to  ex p iry
In this case we will consider knockdown options which have a high volatility and a 
short maturity of only 25 days. The specific parameter settings which we shall use are 
given in Table 2.3.
a r S0 K T M
0.30 0.05 95.0 110.0 0.1 25








0.07 2.734293 2.734288 2.734150
0.08 6.035462 6.035451 6.03500
0.09 9.418094 9.418078 9.417456
0.10 11.925163 11.925147 11.924587
0.11 13.413397 13.413384 13.413018
0.12 14.170225 14.170217 14.170058
0.14 14.656186 14.656183 14.656287
0.16 14.730206 14.730205 14.730394
0.18 14.738657 14.738657 14.738864
0.20 14.739390 14.739390 14.739599
0.22 14.739438 14.739438 14.739648
Price of Option with No Knockout: 14.739650
Table 2.4: Results for case B of knockdown options.
In this example, (see Table 2.4) we find that the method which uses the refinement of 
the Central Limit Theorem is closer to the exact price than the prices generated using 
the standard Central Limit Theorem. This is in contrast to the results in case A and 
helps to emphasise the veracity of our statement in section (2.3.2) that the refinement 
is only of use if the number of days to expiry, M,  is small.
2.5.3 C ase C: how  v o la tility  effects th e  p rice
Next we will test our assertion that the price of a knockdown option would be sensitive 
to changes in the volatility. The parameter values we use are given in Table 2.5.
C r S0 K T M
0.11 0.06 100.0 120.0 1.0 250
Table 2.5: Parameter values for case C of numerical results for the knockdown option.
We will look at the price for a fixed interval, £, centred at 0, for varying volatility. 
Observe from the results in Table 2.6 that for the interval £, as the volatility increases 
the price of the option plummets. This behaviour is expected, it is also interesting to 
compare it to the much more stable price of the corresponding vanilla put option (also 







Knockdown prices No Knockout 
B & S priceCLT Refinement Exact
0.15 14.873704 14.873704 14.873706 14.873729
0.175 15.666059 15.666059 15.666061 15.668675
0.20 16.464717 16.464713 16.464717 16.521237
0.225 16.936597 16.936583 16.936596 17.414094
0.25 16.158328 16.158300 16.158336 18.335813
0.275 13.012962 13.012928 13.012994 19.278604
0.30 7.887758 7.887736 7.887807 20.236995
0.325 3.239001 3.238995 3.239038 21.207026
0.35 0.836529 0.836529 0.836544 22.185756
Table 2.6: Results for case C of knockdown options.
Figure 2-2: A comparison of the price of a European knockdown put option (computed 
by the Central Limit Theorem Approximation) over the price of a European put with 
no knockout, for varying M  (6 is fixed and T = M<5), and varying volatility, o. The 
parameters used are given in Table 2.5. We give the surface plot from two angles.
2.5.4 C ase D: u sefu lness o f th e  ap p ro x im a tio n
Finally, one issue that is still unresolved is the usefulness of this approximation to price 
a knockdown option. In this case we shall investigate whether it is enough to simply 
estimate the price of the option as
P[Ce [a, &]]mE[(St -* -)+ ], (2.14)
2.5 Numerical Results
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instead of our formula (2.7). To answer this question, we investigate the value of
E[(Sr -  T) 
P[C6[a,6]]ME[(5T -A -)+ ]’
for different a, b and T. The results are shown in Figure 2-3, notice that the better the 
proposed estimate (2.14) to the price of a knockdown option, the closer the curve will 
be to a flat plane passing through z = 1 and parallel to the x-y axis.
Figure 2-3: A plot depicting the ratio of our estimate (2.14) and the approximate price 
(2.7) for the knockdown put option with varying interval and days to expiry (fixed 
volatility). We show the same surface from two different angles.
2.6 Market Applicability
A recent review of leading academics and practitioners has suggested considerable in­
terest in this type of option. The feedback we received indicated that such an option 
might have been traded a few years ago but we have been unable to confirm this and 
there appear to be no papers in the literature for this kind of option.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the characteristics of the knockdown option are appealing 
as they offer a degree of protection for both the trader and the investor. Such a product 
would probably be of particular interest to risk arbitrageurs who are naturally exposed 
to severe movements in the markets. Indeed, as we observed in §2.5.3 the price of this 




Hedging a knockdown option is likely to be difficult; each day would behave as a near 
expiry, near the money digital option. Therefore delta and gamma hedging is not 
feasible as the positions taken would be huge. In practice the best option would be to 
hedge the option as if it was a standard no-knockout European option.
2.7 Conclusions
This chapter has been concerned with pricing a European put option with discrete 
path dependent knockout which we refer to as a knockdown option. One of the key 
features of the knockdown option is that the knockout condition is applied to the daily 
change in the price of the underlying share, and not, as is the case with most barrier 
options, dependent on the price of the underlying. This difference is crucial. Indeed, 
it is because of this that we have been able to price this option in a manner which is 
different to that normally adopted when pricing general barrier options.
Our study presents a straightforward expression for the approximate price of this op­
tion using the Central Limit Theorem as well as a refinement to this theorem given 
in Petrov [9]. We show how an exact price can be computed numerically using fast 
Fourier transform technology and this has allowed us to examine how accurate our 
approximation for the price actually is.
The results themselves indicate that the approximate price is accurate to the order of 
1 part in 105. However, it should be recognised that this accuracy is dependent on the 
other parameters of the option and it can deteriorate to around 1 part in 104. In the 
absence of any closed-form exact pricing expressions for this option, this approximation 
is clearly an effective result.
The numerical results have also allowed us to verify the assertion made in our intro­
duction that the price of the option would be sensitive to changes in market volatility.
Although the work in this chapter has been primarily concerned with pricing double 
sided knockdown options, this approximation may also be used to price a single sided 
knockdown option. In other words we could consider an option which is knocked out 
if the change in the end of day price is less than some specified level (or alternatively, 
greater than some specified level).
2.7 Conclusions
Part II




Introduction and B rief R eview  of 
Interest R ate M odelling
The end of the twentieth century has seen a massive explosion in the variety and volume 
of interest rate related derivatives that are traded on the world’s financial markets. In 
turn, this has lead to increased demands for mathematical models which can accurately 
price and hedge these new products.
As we start the 21st century, financial institutions, large corporations and major govern­
ments are still striving to develop complex computational and mathematical solutions 
to manage their exposure to interest rate risks and protect their assets in the event of 
market changes. However, even with the vast amount of research that has been carried 
out in this area, there are few clear cut solutions to the many problems they seek to 
solve. There is still little agreement on which model to use and considerable arguments 
over the relative merits of the different approaches.
The problems are so complex, the types of products traded so vast, and the world mar­
kets so complicated that no one model will ever be able to replicate market behaviour 
precisely. Nevertheless, academics and practitioners ceaselessly propose model after 
model, each with differing complexities and attributes and all attempting to please the 
practitioners.
The aim of this chapter is not to produce a complete survey of the literature over the 
past twenty years but more to give a brief introduction into the area of interest rate 
modelling and the terminology used within it. We shall concentrate our attention on 
one of the earliest interest rate models, the Vasicek model, and lay some of the foun­
dations for the work that will be carried out in later chapters.
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W hat is in terest rate m odelling?
The most obvious issue to address first is what is interest rate modelling and why study 
it? This question is probably best answered by posing and examining another question.
How much do I have to invest today to get $10,000 in 5 years time?
This problem lies at the heart of any investigation into interest rates and the question 
is not only of interest to someone who is high up in the financial or corporate world! 
It is of relevance to anyone who has borrowed or invested money and that is most 
members of the general public.
Clearly, the exact details behind the solution to the above problem are not of direct 
interest to the general public. They know that if they wanted to guarantee a return of 
$10,000 in 5 years time, they could simply go to the financial market and buy a bond 
maturing in 5 years for this amount. So the above question can be translated directly 
into the problem, for financial institutions, of pricing bonds.
D efin ition  3.1 Zero-Coupon B onds1
A zero-coupon bond (ZCB) is a contract paying one unit of cash at a given date in the 
future, the m aturity  date. A zero-coupon bond is also known as a discount bond and 
is termed ‘zero-coupon7 because there are no interim  paym ents (coupons)  during the life 
of the contract. Throughout we take ZCBs to be default free.
To price such an instrument, we need to make assumptions about the evolution of inter­
est rates over the period of the bond. In this case you cannot assume the interest rate 
is constant. It certainly isn’t! The reason why we could make such an assumption in 
our work on pricing barrier options was because of the short lifespan of those options. 
However, the period under consideration for interest rate modelling can be anything 
up to 30 years.
In fact, nobody can reasonably forecast the future course of interest rates and so it 
is necessary to model them with random variables and therefore to develop stochastic 
models.
1There axe slight variations in the definition of ZCB’s in some texts; instead of one unit of cash they
may be defined as paying some fixed, pre-specified, principle at maturity.
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3.1 The Perfect Interest Rate M odel
In developing a model for interest rates it helps to be clear about the characteristics 
we are looking for from our model. For this we use the list given in Rogers [83]: an 
interest rate model should be
• flexible enough to adapt to real-world influences;
• fast enough to be able to compute answers in real time;
• well-specified, so that required inputs can be observed or estimated;
• robust, in the sense that the model’s results are insensitive to hard to measure
parameters;
• realistic, in that the model will not do unwanted things e.g. negative interest 
rates;
• accurate, in that the model provides a good fit to data;
• tractable enough to provide an easy to handle regime for hedging interest rate
derivatives.
There is no such thing as a perfect model and when designing a model it is often 
necessary to compromise between assumptions that are realistic and those that allow 
analytical tractability. One of the features which cannot be compromised is the need for 
fast responses; practitioners are not able to wait a long time for numerical routines to 
provide results, they need to respond to a host of different situations quickly. Therefore 
it is sometimes necessary to accept simple models due to computational restrictions, 
instead of more complicated and perhaps more realistic models.
The process followed by interest rates is considerably more complicated than that fol­
lowed by a simple share price. An interest rate model must capture the behaviour of 
all the points on a yield curve, whereas, when modelling equity derivatives, you are 
only concerned with capturing the movements of a single point; the share price.
Another difference between interest rates and share prices is that interest rates appear 
to exhibit a behaviour known as m ean reversion. That is, they have a drift which 
will tend to pull rates back to some long term average over time.
Therefore, when the interest rate is high, mean reversion tends to cause it to have a 
negative drift which will pull it down, and when the rate is low the opposite happens,
3.1 The Perfect Interest Rate Model
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Interest Rate M
Interest rates above the mean 




Interest rates below the mean 
level tend to be pulled up
— ►
Time
Figure 3-1: Mean Reversion
it has a positive drift pulling it up.
The economic arguments behind mean reversion are fairly straightforward: if interest 
rates are high, the economy tends to slow down and borrowers are less likely to want 
to borrow. The supply and demand argument then forces rates to decline. Conversely, 
when rates are low, borrowers are more inclined to borrow hence driving rates up.
3.2 The Yield Curve
We denote the time t price of a ZCB which matures at time T  (t < T )  by P (i,T ).
D efinition 3.2 Y ield-to-M aturity
Let Y ( t ,T )  be defined by
Y { t,T )  is known as the yield-to-maturity of a ZCB maturing at time T.
Therefore the yield-to-maturity and the bond price are inversely related; when the bond 
price rises the yield falls and vice versa.
Y(t,T)  = jogp ( t>T) V ie [0 ,T). (3.1)









(b) Decreasing Yield Curve (c) Humped Yield Curve
Figure 3-2: Classical Yield Curves 
D efinition 3.3 Yield Curve
The yield curve, also known as the term structure of interest rates, is the function that 
relates the yield Y  (t , T ) to maturity T . Explicitly, the yield curve at time t is the func­
tion:
s - - \ o g P ( t , t  + s) Vt G [0 ,T). (3.2)s
This theoretical definition cannot be applied directly at a practical level because of 
ZCB’s and so in order to derive the yield curve in practice, it is necessary to take a 
number of liquid interest rate derivatives with different maturities. In this way, the 
yield curve on any given day is determined by the market and the prices quoted for 
that day.
3.2 The Yield Curve
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Although yield curves have been known to come in a variety of different shapes, market 
data suggests that there are essentially three classical types of yield curve; increasing, 
decreasing and humped. These are illustrated in Figure 3-2.
Economists associate these shapes with different economic conditions.
1. An increasing curve is the most common of the three shapes and reflects an 
environment in which it is more rewarding to tie up money for a long time rather 
than a short time because long-term interest rates are higher than the short term 
rate. It is claimed that an economy with an increasing yield curve is one where 
the short rate is expected to rise.
2 . Conversely, a decreasing or hum ped  curve is often seen when the short rate is 
high but expected to fall.
For a more detailed analysis of yield curves the reader may consult Douglas [2].
3.3 Short-term  Interest R ate M odels
A substantial number of interest rate models proposed over the last 20 years have in­
volved modelling the interest rate process directly.
D efinition 3.4 S h o rt-te rm  in te rest ra te
The short-term interest rate, also known as the spot interest rate, is the rate received 
on the shortest possible deposit over the next infinitesimal time period.
In practice, the spot rate is a very loosely defined quantity used to represent the in­
stantaneous rate of riskless return at any time (i.e. the yield on a bond of infinitesimal 
maturity). It is often taken to be the three month LIBOR.
The spot rate approach to interest rate modelling still remains one of the most popular 
approaches used to hedge and price interest rate derivatives and there is a vast amount 
of literature on the subject.
Let us denote the short-term interest rate process by (rt)t>o- Therefore, $1 invested at 
time-£, which is continuously compounded will have grown to
(3.3)
3.3 Short-term Interest Rate Models
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by time T. This is most commonly modelled as a continuous time process with contin­
uous paths, though some models have allowed for jumps.
3 .3 .1  P r ic in g  Z ero -C o u p o n  B o n d s
If we denote the price at time t < T  of a ZCB of maturity T  to be P( t , T), then clearly 
P (T ,T ) =  1 and in the absence of coupon payments, P(t ,T )  < P (T ,T ) Vt < T. The 
last fact follows because people can invest in a risk free, non-negative, savings account, 
or carry cash at no cost.
The seminal papers of Harrison & Kreps [50] and Harrison k. Pliska [51] show that the 
absence of arbitrage (suitably defined), is equivalent to the existence of a probability 
measure, P, under which all discounted asset price processes are martingales. This 
measure is known as a martingale or risk-neutral measure.
Therefore, if we define
Z(t,T)  exp(— f  rudu)P(t,T)  (3.4)
Jo
Vt G [0,T], then, under the martingale measure P, we have that
Z( t,T) = E[Z(T, T )|P t] (3.5)
Vt G [0,T]. Hence,
P(t,T) = E[exp(— f  ru)\Tt] (3.6)
Vt G [0,T]. This expression is the price of a ZCB as given by arbitrage pricing theory 
and it is frequently taken as the starting point for work in this area.
3 .3 .2  O n e-fa cto r  M o d e ls
Stochastic diffusion type models are often classified in terms of the number of factors 
in the model. This refers to the number of sources of uncertainty which is the dimen­
sionality of the underlying Brownian Motion. In this section we consider two classical 
one-factor models of the short-term rate, the Vasicek Model [90] and the Cox-Ingersoll- 
Ross Model [37]. We will also briefly discuss the time-inhomogeneous extensions of
3.3 Short-term Interest Rate Models
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these models proposed by Hull & White [58]. For each of these models, the underlying 
Brownian motion, Wt , is one dimensional, and this is the only source of uncertainty. 
Throughout what follows, the dynamics of rt are specified under the risk-neutral mea­
sure P.
3 .3 .3  T h e  V a sicek  M o d e l
This is one of the earliest models for the short-term interest rate and was proposed 
by Oldrich Vasicek [90], One of the appealing features of the Vasicek Model is its 
analytical tractability, the diffusion process is a mean reverting version of the Ornstein 
Uhlenbeck process;
where p, (3 and a are positive constants and Wt is a Brownian motion with respect to 
the risk-neutral measure. The analysis of this equation is straightforward.
(a) T he m ean of r*: multiplying (3.7) by exp(pt) gives
drt =  /3(p -  rt)dt +  adWt (3.7)
e^drt = cre^dWt +  (3(p — r ^ e ^ d t
therefore,
diftePl) =  ae^dWt  +  Ppe^dt.
In integral form this equation is
=  roe & + p(l — e ^ )  +  e ^  f  e^uadWu
where ro is a positive constant. Taking expectations yields
E[r*] =  roe ^  +  e ^  ae^udWu]
=  e ^(ro + pept -  p). (3.8)
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(b) T he  variance of rp. for this part, we begin by applying Ito’s formula to r 2
d r2 =  2r t drt +  d <  r  > t
=  2 rt/3pdt — 2 P r 2dt +  (J2dt +  2 rtvdWt,
where < r  >t is the quadratic variation of r t . Taking expectations of the integral form 




E h2] =  r l  +  f  (2pPE[ru] +  a 2 -  2(3E[rl])du. 
J
^ E [rt2] =  2ppE[rt ] -  2PE[r2] +  a 2
which implies that
-^ (e 2^ 2]) =  2 p /3 e^ ‘E[rt] +  a 2ei f i t .
Integrating and using (3.8) yields
E[r2] =  e - ^ V 2 + 
Therefore (3.8) and (3.9) give
2pe p t (r0 -  p) +  p2 +  ^  -  ^2pr0 -  p 2 +  e 2pt (3.9)
varh )  = ^ p { l ~ e 2pt) * (3*10)
(c) T he  lim iting  d is trib u tio n  of ry. hence from the above we deduce that the lim­
iting distribution of rt is
a2
N ^ 2 p -  (3 n )
(d) E xplicit form ula for pricing bonds: we can derive an explicit expression for 
the bond price given by the Vasicek model. From the above calculations, with a little
3.3 Short-term Interest Rate Models
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more calculus it quickly follows that,
f  rudu ~  N ( m t,Vt) (3.12)
Jo
where,
(1 -  exp{-(Jt)) 
m t = p t+ ±  ^  ■ (r0 -  p)
Then from (3.6) and (3.12) we get
OO ( x - m t )
vtV2tt J- c
=  exp(-m t +  ^rvf). (3.13)
P(0, t) = E[exp(— f  rudu)\ =  — \ =  [  e 2vt e Xdx 
Jo V t ^ ' K -oo
 ^ .21
(e) R em arks: the simplicity of the above expression is one of two very attractive fea­
tures of Vasicek’s model. The other one is its ability to provide a rich class of yield 
curves; this simple model is capable of producing all three of the classical yield curve 
shapes talked about earlier.
Although the Gaussian nature of Vasicek’s model gives it an appealing tractability, it 
also leads to one of the more undesirable features of the model. That is, the possibility 
of returning negative interest rates. Negative rates clearly contradict our no-arbitrage 
condition and also contravene all empirical observations. It has often been argued that 
negative rates are not a big problem as the probability of these occurring is small. 
Rogers [83] demonstrates that this assumption is dangerous; we can choose sensible 
parameter values and still achieve negative interest rates!
(f ) U ndesirab le  exam ple: by choosing p to be reasonably large when compared with 
the standard deviation (^)=), we might imagine that we needn’t worry about negative 
rates. However consider taking:
p = 0.1, p = 2 x  10“3, <7 =  1.25 x 10~3.
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Therefore we have:
!■ p > 5i w
2. lim -  logP(0,£) =  0.095t—>oo t
but this implies P(0, t) exp(0.095£) which says that the bond price grows exponen­
tially.
3 .3 .4  H u ll an d  W h ite ’s E x te n s io n  o f  V a sic e k ’s M o d e l
A number of models with time-dependent parameters have been proposed over the 
years. The main reason for introducing time-dependency was because it allowed mod­
els to fit observed yield curves and volatilities perfectly. Moreover, models were also 
able to evolve so that they could more effectively reflect the cyclical nature of the econ­
omy and the impact of economic changes or changes in monetary policy.
In 1990, Hull &; White [58] looked at a time inhomogeneous generalisation of Vasicek’s 
model they considered the stochastic differential equation
drt = otdWt -I- (3t(pt -  rt)dt (3-14)
with p, /?, cr: M+ —> R+ axe locally bounded functions. We shall omit detailed analysis 
of this equation as it follows the same principle as that of Vasicek and it is not directly 
relevant to our later work. The interested reader should refer to the original Hull and 
White paper or alternatively Rogers [83] both of which derive explicit expressions of 
bond prices using this model.
Hull and White’s extension of Vasicek’s model can fit any yield-curve and any initial 
term-structure of volatility. However, there are impracticalities! If we estimated p, (3 
and 7  from today’s yield curve data, then did the same in a week’s time, the parameter 
values may well be completely different.
3 .3 .5  C o x -In g er so ll-R o ss  M o d e l
The model proposed by Cox, Ingersoll & Ross [37], abbreviated to CIR, overcomes the 
problem of negative interest rates by considering a squared Gaussian model
drt = ( 3 ( p - r t)dt-\-GyfFtdWt (3.15)
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where p, p  and o are constants. This is another mean reverting stochastic differential 
equation with the added feature that if the interest rate starts non-negative then it 
remains non-negative (it could reach zero). Hence this model is more realistic.
A closed form expression for the price of a ZCB in the CIR framework can be derived in 
a similar fashion to that given for Vasicek’s model in the previous section. However, as 
this will not be required for our later work the proof and explicit formulas are omitted 
from this text and the reader is referred to the original paper by Cox, Ingersoll and 
Ross [37]. Longstaff [69] also gives an expression for an option on a coupon bearing 
bond in the CIR framework.
Again, Hull and White have investigated a time inhomogeneous extension to CIR where 
the parameters p, /5, cr : R+ —> R+ are time dependent locally bounded functions, see 
Hull & White [58].
3 .3 .6  M u lt ifa c to r  M o d e ls
One of the criticisms often levelled at one-factor Markovian models is that they imply 
perfect instantaneous correlation for the prices of bonds of different maturities. By 
this we mean that bond prices of different maturities all move in the same direction 
though not necessarily by the same amount. In practice the different maturities on the 
yield curve aren’t perfectly correlated and this is perhaps one reason why multifactor 
models, which do not make this assumption, perform better in empirical studies.
The most common class of multifactor spot rate models are two factor models, these 
generally model the term structure by using the evolution of the short term interest 
rate together with some other economic variable to model the term structure. Brennan 
&: Schwartz [24] [25], Duffie & Kan [42] and Longstaff & Schwartz [70] are just some of 
the papers that consider this class of model.
3.4 The Heath-Jarrow-M orton Class of M odels
The Heath, Jarrow & Morton [52] [53] (HJM) approach to term structure modelling 
is based on modelling the motion of the forward interest rate curve. The HJM and 
spot rate paradigms are comfortably the most widely used approaches to interest rate 
modelling.
The basic idea in the HJM framework is to model the behaviour of the yield curve as 
a whole as opposed to modelling the short-term rate which is represented by a single
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point on this curve. These models are therefore sometimes referred to as whole yield 
curve models.
The HJM approach to interest rate modelling gives derivative prices which are deter­
mined by volatility parameters which describe the stochastic evolution of the entire 
yield curve.
3.5 Other M odels
3 .5 .1  D isc r e te -t im e  m o d e ls
Although the models discussed so far have all been continuous-time there are a number 
of dominant discrete-time models that have helped to shape the direction of work in 
interest rate modelling.
The Ho k  Lee [57] model leads the way. This binomial lattice model was one of the 
first to provide an exact fit to the current term structure of interest rates and is a 
discrete-time predecessor of the HJM model. Dybvig [44] and Jamshidian [62] both 
derived an equivalent continuous time formulation of this model:
drt = p(t)dt +  crdWt.
Black, Derman k  Toy (BDT) [17] also presented a binomial lattice model. Their model 
was not only able to fit the current term structure but also the current volatilities of 
interest rates. Jamshidian [63] derived a continuous time version for this model.
3 .5 .2  M ark et M o d e ls
Brace, Gatarek k  Musiela [22] present a modelling methodology which directly uses 
market observables to build a model, these are often referred to as market models. This 
model is well suited to path-dependent derivative products and is relatively simple to 
calibrate.
3.6 Empirical Research
One of the major problems in interest rate modelling is that even with the large number 
of models that have been proposed, relatively little is known about how each of these 
models compare in terms of their ability to capture actual market behaviour. There 
is no common framework under which different models can be compared and tested
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to evaluate relative performance in a consistent way. The major obstacle is that the 
various modelling approaches are all very different, consequently, until recently very 
few papers have attempted to compare models and carry out empirical research to 
benchmark performances.
Chan, Karolyi, Longstaff &; Sanders [32] begin to address this problem and compare a 
variety of continuous-time models of the short-term riskless rate using the Generalized 
Method of Moments. The results they obtain are interesting as their paper is the first 
to show evidence that the most successful models in capturing the dynamics of the 
short-term interest rate are those that allow the volatility of interest rate changes to 
be highly sensitive to the riskless rate.
There are other papers which test specific models. The first extensive empirical analy­
sis of the CIR model was Brown & Dybvig [28]. They consider US Treasury bills, notes 
and bonds over the period 1952 to 1983. For each day they take the market price of 
the derivatives and estimate model parameters that produce the best least squares fit 
of model prices to observed market prices. This approach was also used by Brown & 
Schaefer [29], Chen & Scott [33] and Moraleda &: Pelsser [78]. Gibbons &; Ramaswamy 
[48] also conduct empirical tests of the CIR model of the term structure as do Heston 
[56], Longstaff [69], Longstaff & Schwartz [70] and Pearson & Sun [79].
Many interest rate models specify the stochastic behaviour of unobservable financial 
quantities such as instantaneous forward rates, the instantaneous short rate or its vari­
ance. This forces calibration procedures to transform these unobservable parameters 
to a set of market quantities and this can be problematic. One major criticism fre­
quently made about interest rate models is that if a model is calibrated today, and then 
recalibrated even a day later, with only a small market change, the parameter values 
for the two calibrations will often be substantially different. If this happens it gives 
practitioners little faith in the modelling regime they axe using.
The papers of Hull h  White [59] [60] [61] consider the calibration of a certain class of 
short rate models to option prices. The models they consider are of the form
dfin)  =  cr(t)dWt +  [6{t) -  a( t) f(rt)]dt
where f{rt) is some function of the short rate rt and Wt is a standard Brownian motion. 
The calibration of HJM type models are considered in Amin & Morton [14], Brace &
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Musiela [21] and Brace, Garatek Sz Musiela [22].
Amin Sz Morton [14] test six term structure models in the HJM class. They use an 
implied volatility technique to estimate model parameters on a daily basis using Eu­
rodollar futures and futures options data with different maturities over the period from 
1987 to 1992.
The implied volatility technique is one that is frequently used by banks and other fi­
nancial institutions to calibrate their HJM style interest rate models. The idea in this 
approach is to use current market prices of actively traded liquid derivatives to deter­
mine volatility parameter estimates and then to use these estimates to price the less 
liquid and more complicated exotic derivatives. One long held criticism of fits that use 
implied volatility is that invariably they involve a new estimation of the parameters on 
each trading day and this is often at odds with the theoretical foundations of the mod­
els which assume that the volatility parameters are constant over time. Nevertheless, 
this technique is commonly used and many academics and practitioners have accepted 
this apparent inconsistency.
Amin Sz Morton report results for pricing an average of 18 options each day using one 
and two parameter models. They quote impressive absolute errors for the prices of 
each option.
Finally, there have been two significant recent contributions to the literature on empiri­
cal comparisons of interest rate models. The first is a paper by Biihler, Uhrig-Homburg, 
Walter Sz Weber [30] which conducts a comprehensive comparison of forward and spot 
interest rate models. In this paper the authors consider 7 different models and use in­
terest rate warrants on the German market from 1990-1993 to assess the performance 
of each model. They estimate the various model parameters using historical time series 
rather than using the implicit method described earlier. Biihler et al concede that it 
would not be feasible to use most of the models that they consider in a trading environ­
ment. This is primarily because their path-dependent nature make fast and efficient 
computation difficult.
The second recent paper on empirical comparisons is by Moraleda Sz Pelsser [78]. This 
paper also conducts comparisons between spot and forward interest rate models. How­
ever, in contrast to the work of Biihler et al, one of the primary objectives here is to 
consider models that are computationally tractable and so could be used by practi­
tioners in a trading environment. Moraleda Sz Pelsser fit their chosen model to yield
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curve data and prices of caps and floors with different strikes and maturities. The 
data they use is from the US markets taken over the years 1993 and 1994. Their work 
uses an implied volatility technique to estimate parameters so that the sum of squares 
of differences between market and model prices is minimised. Some attention is also 
devoted to the performance of the models to out-of-sample data. For any given day 
they take parameter estimates of the previous day and compare the cap/floor prices 
produced by the models with the prices observed in the market. They only consider 
one-day out-of-sample tests.
The results in Moraleda & Pelsser’s paper indicate that the spot rate models out per­
form forward rate ones both for in sample and out-of-sample data tests. This appears 
to be one of the best papers to-date on the calibration and fitting of interest rate models.
As a final note, it is worth remarking that purists often argue that the good fits obtained 
in empirical work involving implied volatility is primarily a result of the daily re­
estimation of the volatility parameters and so it is not a good measure of the quality of 
the term structure models. Practitioners often respond to this criticism by commenting 
that their chief concern is to use models to price exotic derivatives and to revise daily 
hedging portfolios, the time horizon is therefore only one day and they are willing to 
accept such a setup if it can give accurate prices for that day.
3.6 Empirical Research
Chapter 4
The Potential Approach for 
Interest and Exchange R ate  
M odelling
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in the review of interest rate modelling in Chapter 3, the majority of term 
structure models fall into one of two classes: those that model the spot rate process, or 
those that are concerned with the process of the forward rate. In this and subsequent 
chapters, we shall examine a relatively new approach to interest rate modelling, advo­
cated by Constantinides [34] and Rogers [84], known as the potential approach.
The potential approach involves modelling interest rates by specifying the law of the 
state-price density process directly and makes use of the fact that the state-price den­
sity is a positive supermartingale. This modelling approach is still very much in its 
infancy and there appear to be very few papers related to it in the academic literature: 
Constantinides [34], Saa-Requejo [89], Rogers [84] and Rogers Sz Zane [85] are the only 
ones we know of. Moreover of these, Rogers Sz Zane [85], is the only one which investi­
gates numerical fitting of the model to data and it is this area which will be the focus 
of our work in subsequent chapters.
The main concern of this chapter will be to introduce the background theory and fun­
damental results which we will rely on in our later work. Much of the theory presented 




We denote the time t price of a ZCB with maturity T  (t < T )  by P(t, T) and let (rt)t>o
where Et =  E[-|JFt] is the conditional expectation given the information Tt  available 
at time t, taken with respect to a fixed risk-neutral measure. Suppose that there is 
some reference probability P (equivalent to the risk-neutral measure P) and define the 
state-price density process (Ct)t>o by
Since we axe concerned with nominal interest rates, r  > 0, the process (t is a positive 
supermartingale. If (  also tends to 0 in L1, that is,
E£t =  P(0, t) —>• 0 as t  —» oo,
then (  is called a potential. This terminology has strong links to the Markov process 
concept of a potential.1
The following lemma uses the definition of the state-price density given in (4.2) to 
rework the arbitrage price of a ZCB given in (4.1).
Lem m a 4.1 The time t price of a ZCB is
be the short-term interest rate process. Our starting point will be the expression given 
by the arbitrage pricing paradigm for the price of such a derivative (see §3.3.1),
(4.1)
(4.2)
P(t,T) = EJCrl/Ct (4.3)
1see, for example, Rogers & Williams [11], Section II 54
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This approach of representing the bond price in terms of the state-price density and 
then modelling this process, was first proposed by Constantinides [34]. Rogers [84] 
demonstrates how the theory of Markov processes can be used to generate examples 
of families of positive supermartingales thus giving a wide family of models for this 
approach.
Throughout our work on the potential model we consider a Markov process (Xf)t>o 
with state space X  and resolvent {R\)\>o and generate a family of supermartingales 
by setting
Ci ~  e - atRag(Xt), (4.4)
where g : X  —> [0, oo) and a > 0.
This choice of supermartingale is given in generic approach 1 of Rogers [84] except that 
Rogers considers the normalised version of so that Co =  1-
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f l e~as g(Xs)ds +  e - atR ag(Xt). (4.5)
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Now since =  f Q e~asg(Xs)ds is an increasing process, =  M t — At must be a super­
martingale. Clearly is positively valued for all t: by the positivity of the resolvent 
operator and since g > 0 .
This specification for the potential provides us with a very useful family of positive 
supermartingales. Different choices of g and a  give a wide range of state-price densities.
Next we shall derive an expression for the interest rate process. Differentiating (4.2) 
yields
dCt =  exp(— / rsds)dZt — Zt exp(— / rsds)rtdt 
Jo  Jo
= U Z T 'd Z t  -  ndt).  (4.6)
Differentiating
& = M t -  f  e~asg{Xs)ds, 
Jo
gives
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Hence from the definition of Zt as the change of measure,
Zt =  Ct exp( [  rsds) (4.7)
./o
is a local martingale and we see that if we were using £ as the state-price density rela­
tive to the probability space of the Markov property X, the spot rate process is
.. _  g { x t)
‘ R ag ( X t Y  ( ' )
4.3 M odelling multiple countries
It follows from the last section that, to use the potential approach to model the term 
structure for a single country, we must first model a single Markov process and then 
construct a term structure model as a function of that Markov process.
However, what is remarkable about this approach is that in order to model the term 
structure for multiple countries, we still only require a single Markov process. We 
model the one Markov process and we can then add as many countries as we like by 
simply taking a new function of the Markov process for each new country. This fact is 
important and represents a major benefit the potential approach has over many other 
modelling regimes. Most models require new sources of randomness for each country 
modelled and this rapidly increases the computational and theoretical burden. Here, 
under the potential approach, all the randomness can be explained by one base Markov 
process.
Therefore, under the construction for the state-price density in the previous section, 
for each country i we require a function gi : X  —» [0, oo) and scalar a* > 0.
4.4 M odelling Exchange Rates
One of the most exciting consequences of this approach is the ease with which exchange 
rates can be modelled in this framework. Saa-Requejo [89] and Rogers [84] both ob­
served that under certain assumptions the exchange rate between two countries is the
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ratio of their state-price densities. Therefore, as we are essentially modelling the state- 
price density process for each country, it is clear that once the term structure for two 
countries has been modelled, the exchange rate between them will be determined for 
free; no new sources of randomness are required.
To see that the exchange rate between the two countries is indeed the ratio of the 
state-price densities of each country, we present the same argument as that given in 
the Appendix of Rogers [84]. This is a standard change of numeraire argument. The 
expression we shall give here differs slightly from that given in Rogers [84] because 
there it is assumed Q = 1 for all countries i.
We consider the situation where we have several countries and the assets in one country 
are freely exchangeable, at the prevailing exchange rate, for assets in another country.
Let (Sl)t>o be the price process for a non-dividend paying asset in country i, measured 
in the currency of country i. Then if Q is the state-price density for country i ’s assets, 
(QSl)t>o is a P-local martingale.
Moreover, assuming complete markets, is (up to multiples) the only process for which 
£lS  is a P-local martingale for every traded asset S.
Next, denoting to be the time-t value of 1 unit of country f  s currency in country 
i ’s currency, observe that
{C\3SJt )t>o is the price process in country z’s currency of the asset whose price process
in country j  is (S3t )t>o.
Prom this it follows that
QC\3S{ is a P-local martingale,
however, we also know that
( 3 S3t is a P-local martingale.
Therefore, in the complete situation we conclude that
(4.9)
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4.5 E xisting numerical investigations
As was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, Rogers & Zane [85] is the only paper 
we know of which considers the fitting of potential models to interest and exchange rate 
data. Rogers and Zane investigate the fit of one class of potential models to daily yield 
curves for the US dollar and sterling. They present results for modelling the exchange 
rates between the two currencies together with the yield curves for each country over 
a period of 200 days from January 1991.
For the underlying Markov process, Rogers and Zane consider a two dimensional Gaus­
sian diffusion X  solving
dXt =  dWt -  B X tdt (4.10)
where B  is a 2 x 2 matrix and Wt is a Brownian Motion in R2. The bond price under 
this Markov process is an expectation of a function of X.  The distribution of X t  is 
N(e~TBX q,Vt ) where
VT = [  e - sB(e~sB)Tds. (4.11)
Jo
This choice of diffusion process is appealing because of its tractability; prices of bonds 
and other derivatives can be reduced to an integration with respect to a Gaussian den­
sity and Rogers [84] gives closed form expressions for this case.
The numerical work in Rogers Sz Zane [85] is restricted to Brownian motions in two di­
mensions because of the increased computational burden involved in considering higher 
order diffusions.
4.6 Conclusions
The potential approach to term structure modelling has many appealing features, one 
of these is the ease with which the yield curves and exchange rates for several countries 
can be handled at once. Most models require additional sources of randomness for 
every country and exchange rate introduced into the model. This is not necessary with 
potential models; by modelling a single Markov process we can add as many countries 
as we wish. Each yield curve is modelled via a function of the Markov process and when 
a new country is added, all that is required is to add a new function of the Markov
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process.
Even with this alternative approach to modelling interest rates, a number of the tra­
ditional issues still remain. For example, the question of a suitable choice for the 
underlying Markov process.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we shall examine the potential approach further, constructing 
a framework under which we can calibrate a potential model where the underlying 
process is a Markov chain.
4.6 Conclusions
Chapter 5
An Investigation into Markov 
Chain Potential M odels
5.1 Introduction, Aim s and Objectives
In this and the next chapter we will investigate potential models whose underlying 
structure is a finite Markov chain. As discussed in the conclusions of the last chapter, 
the choice of the underlying process is a key question for any interest rate model. Most 
models are forced to choose an underlying diffusion primarily on the basis of tractabil- 
ity and not always because of any realistic behaviour the diffusion may exhibit.
One of the major advantages of the potential approach is that it is not necessary to 
restrict oneself to the situation where the underlying Markov process is a diffusion. 
We shall explore letting the Markov process in our potential model be a data-imposed 
homogeneous time-continuous finite state Markov chain. Markov chain interest rate 
models have been suggested before but they have never been investigated within this 
approach.
Inevitably, the emphasis of much of this study will be numerical. The aim will be 
to present a logical advancement and development of a framework in which potential 
Markov chain models can be calibrated to accurately price interest rate derivatives. 
Therefore, we will present a stage-by-stage analysis documenting the results of the 
trials carried out and discussing the benefits and flaws of each approach. Where pos­
sible we will propose improvements of the initial trials and investigate their effect. 
Throughout the investigation emphasis will be placed on creating computationally fea­
sible models that could be adopted in a trading environment.
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The objective of this study will no t be to attempt to conclusively determine whether 
the Markov chain potential approach is demonstrably better than other interest rate 
models. Our objective is more to investigate this new approach and report on the 
best method of implementation which we have found. Of course, we intend to give a 
number of results; however, because of the lack of a common general testing framework 
for interest rate models it is difficult to judge the quality of our fits with those reported 
for other models. Therefore, the work here will not serve as an empirical comparison 
of interest rate models and we will not make any categorical statements regarding the 
relative performance of the various models in the literature.
The basic construction of this chapter is as follows. We begin in §5.2 and §5.3 by 
introducing some definitions and discussing the specific details of the chains we shall 
consider. In these sections we also derive explicit formulae for the price of ZCB’s, 
caps and swaps within this framework, hopefully demonstrating the flexibility of the 
approach and the ease with which these prices can be obtained.
In §5.4 we present a theoretical result showing how it is possible to use a potential 
model to replicate the bond prices of the Vasicek spot rate model. We then demon­
strate how this can be implemented at a practical level. This involves constructing 
a generator matrix for a chain exhibiting the behaviour of a mean reverting Ornstein 
Uhlenbeck process and we make use of the formulae derived in §3.3.3 and §5.3.
5.2 Continuous-tim e Markov Chain Technology
There are a number of appealing reasons for looking at Markov chains instead of dif­
fusion based models. Traditionally academics and practitioners have often had to 
compromise between a diffusion which exhibits realistic properties and one which is 
tractable enough to provide straightforward expressions for the various popular in­
terest rate derivatives (IRD’s) which they must price. The calculation of prices for 
instruments such as swaps, caps, floors and other IRD’s may often be reduced to an 
integration over the statespace but these prices can only be given in closed form for 
certain diffusions. The absence of explicit expressions can often imply that numerical 
integration is the only solution and this can be cumbersome as well as computationally 
time consuming, thus making it more likely to be rejected by the practitioners.
These problems are not encountered when dealing with finite state Markov chains; we 
no longer have an integration over the statespace just a sum over the states. Moreover,
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adding states is only adding extra terms to the sum and therefore from a computational 
point of view this is incredibly appealing.
There are several Markov chain structures we could use. One structure we discuss in 
forthcoming sections is a discrete version of the mean reverting Ornstein Uhlenbeck 
process, that is, a random walk which fluctuates around some mean value and which is 
always pulled back towards the mean by a force proportional to the current deviation 
from the mean. This walk may be on a circle, a torus or some other network. Other 
examples of structures which could be adopted are ones which exhibit cyclical move­
ments or even purely erratic behaviour. The options are limitless and the flexibility is 
very appealing.
5.3 Explicit Formulae for Prices of ZCB’s, Caps and Swaps
In order to demonstrate how straightforward it is to derive pricing formulae in the 
Markov chain potential framework, we shall derive explicit expressions for the price of 
three main contracts, the ZCB, the caplet and the plain vanilla swaption. We begin by 
introducing our notation.
Let (-X’(£))*eR+ be a continuous-time Markov chain with finite countable statespace X.  
We let X(t)  = j , (for some j  £ X)  denote the fact that the process is in state j  at time 
t. Thus, X ( t ) is referred to as the state of the process X  at time t. We may use the 
alternative notation Xt = X  (t ) when there is no ambiguity.
We denote by Q the infinitesimal generator (or Q-matrix) of the finite Markov chain X  
and (P(t))t>o is the transition semigroup (of matrices). This semigroup is expressible 
in terms of Q as P( t ) =  exp(tQ).
Throughout this study we define the state-price density, £, as
C, =  e~atR ag(Xt). (5.1)
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5.3.1 Pricing a ZCB
Starting from the result of lemma 5.1, we see that 
P(t,T)
where X t = i and E is the expectation taken with respect to a reference measure.
Therefore, given a generator matrix Q of some underlying Markov structure, together 
with a non-negative function g, the scalar a  and the start state of the chain, we can 
compute the price of a bond.
5.3.2 Pricing a Caplet
An interest rate cap is a contractual agreement which effectively guarantees to its 
holder an upper limit for the variable rate on some loan. Hence it protects the holder 
against floating interest rates being too high. In practice, the seller of an interest rate 
cap agrees to pay cash to its holder if the variable interest rate on some loan exceeds 
a mutually agreed fixed level at some future date or dates. The holder is not affected 
by the agreement if the variable rate is ultimately more favourable to them than the 
agreed fixed level.
A typical contract may be as follows. Let us denote by K  the fixed interest rate offered 
by an interest rate cap on some principal value L. The agreement commences on date 
Tq and the cap is settled in arrears on dates T{ =  To +  iS (i = 1, ..,n). We will denote 
the period-8 LIBOR rate at time Tj  by R{Tj)  and we let rs denote the instantaneous 
short term interest rate. Payments continue for the lifetime of the option and each of 
the individual cash-flows is called a caplet. Thus a cap is the sum of many caplets, so 
if we find an expression for the price of a caplet we get the expression for the corre­
sponding cap for free.
Consider a caplet with start time Tn_i and settlement Tn =  Tn_i +  6. The cash-flow 
at time T n is
EtKrl/Ct
v ^ r p  i e ' aTR ag(k) 
2 ^ i PT-t]ik e-a tR  
hex  ayv 1
D c(T" t)g]* c
kex
- a ( T - t ) R ag{k)
R ag{i) .
(5.2)
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-  K )+L5.
The value of the caplet at time t < Tn_i is
Cpl(f,Tn_i,Tn) = Et
= 16
f T n~ 1




■P(Tn- UTn)L8(R(Tn^ )  -  K) (5.3)
where,
• Et =  Ef'l^t] is the conditional expectation given the information Tt  available at 
time t , taken with respect to a fixed risk-neutral measure;
• Ef =  Ef'l^t] is again a conditional expectation but this time with respect to a 
reference measure.
Now since P(Tn- \ , T n) = (1 +  JR(Tn_ i )^)_1 from (5.3) we get
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Therefore, we see that a caplet is a put option on a ZCB, so we have reduced the problem 
of pricing a caplet to that of pricing an option on a ZCB. Taking Xt = i we can proceed;
Cpi(t,rn_ i,rn) — Et ^ l {ic-p(r„_1,rn)}+J (i + KS)
=  £ [ e(T"“ ' t)Qi“  ( e7 - S S w fc)) L ^  ■ P(T- 1’T») }+ (1 + KS)
and this expression can be computed with the aid of (5.2). As observed earlier, it is a 
trivial extension to price a cap.
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5.3.3 Pricing a Swaption
In this subsection we shall consider pricing a plain vanilla interest rate swaption. There 
are a large variety of swap agreements available and further information on these can be 
found in Hull [4] and Musiela & Rutkowski [7] as well as within the specialist literature.
A plain vanilla swap is an agreement between two parties to exchange future cash-flows 
on some future prearranged dates. One side, party A, agrees to pay the other side, 
party B, a fixed interest rate on some notional principal. In return, party B agrees to 
pay party A interest at a floating rate on the same principal for the same period of time.
There are essentially two perspectives from which we could attempt to price a swap. If 
we take the view of the party which pays the fixed rate and receives floating then we 
call it a payer swap. The converse situation is called a receiver swap.
We will consider a payer swap. The payments will be settled in arrears so that the 
floating rate is determined at the beginning of each time period and paid at the end 
of it. The fixed rate of interest is usually chosen so that the value of the swap at the 
time it is entered into is zero.
We denote the notional principal by L and the fixed interest rate by K.  The agreement 
starts at date To with payments in arrears at dates Tj =  Tq+ i5 (i = 1,.., N ). Therefore, 
the fixed interest payments are L5K  at each of the payment dates. The time-t (t < To) 
total value of all fixed interest payments is
N
L S K j ^ P f r T j ) -  (5-5)
j = 1
Next, we must obtain an expression for the time-i total value of the floating payments. 
First observe that the payment for one floating leg of a swap settling at date T), say, 
(j 6  1,.., N)  is exactly equal to a deposit of L  at date Tj_i and a withdrawal of L  at 
date Tj. So this is equivalent to two bonds. From this it follows that the total value of 
the floating side payments of our swap at time-f must be
(P(t,T0) -  P ( t ,TN))L. (5.6)
Therefore, (5.5) and (5.6) imply that for the swap to have zero initial value the fixed 
rate of interest, K , must be
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K  = 1 - P ( T 0,Tn )
tT ,?=lP(T0, Tj)
(5.7)
We are now in a position to price a swaption. A swaption is an option to enter into 
a swap agreement on a future date at a given rate. Suppose we have a swaption to 
pay a fixed rate K  on a swap which starts at date To with payment dates Ti = To + id 
(i = 1,.., N),  then the payoff of the option at time Tq is
1  —  - P ( T q , T / v )  
S E t i H T c T j )
K (5.8)
Hence the time-t value will be
Swp(£,T0) =  Et
rTo




and from this we can obtain a potential model pricing expression, taking X(t)  = i,
Swp(t, Tq) =  Et
=  Et
exp(- f  rsds) j  1 J *
J* 1 5 l2j=i
(  1 - P ( T 0,TN)
V Y , U P (T°>Ti)
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where
V>(X(t),T0 lIV) =  I l_ f (To' T'n) -  K
+
S T , U P ( T o , T j )
So our final expression is
Swp(t,T0) =  ( § ^ j )  W , T 0,TN).
kex
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5.4 Replicating Vasicek Prices Via the Potential Approach
In some cases it is possible to create potential models which precisely replicate the 
dynamics of particular spot rate models. As an example, in this section we will gener­
ate a potential model which replicates the prices of the Vasicek spot rate model. We 
present first the theoretical setup and then demonstrate how this can be implemented 
numerically.
Consider Vasicek’s model in the form
drt =  crdWt +  /3{p -  rt)dt (5.9)
where p, (3, a are fixed positive constants and Wt is a standard 1-d Brownian motion 
in the risk-neutral measure. We have already examined this equation in §3.3.3.
For us to create a potential model which has the same dynamics as (5.9), we need to 
choose an appropriate underlying diffusion to use for the potential model. The obvious 
choice for this is the Ornstein Uhlenbeck process because the Vasicek model is itself 
just a mean reverting version of this process.
Therefore, let’s consider a potential model with underlying Markov process
dXt = adWt -  j3Xtdt (5.10)
where d, (3 are fixed. Im p o rtan tly , observe that Wt is a 1-d Brownian motion in the 
reference measure, IP.
Next, we define g so that Rag(Xt) = exp(Xt/(3) and therefore using (5.1) the state- 
price density is
Ct =  e ~ a t  exp ( ^ j ' j  , (5.11)
where a > 0. We can obtain an expression for the interest rate by using Ito’s formula,
dCt = ( -& Q  -  XtCt + dt +  l c tdWt.
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Therefore,
f  ■ -(a +
= - r tdt +  i d W t.
Hence
a 2
The Radon-Nikodym derivative is
dFZt = —  
dF
d ~ <j2=  exp I —Wt  1
Ft \ P  W 2
and
Wt = w t -  ( Z j  t.
Therefore, rewriting (5.10) in terms of a Brownian motion with respect to the risk- 
neutral measure gives
dXt = ddWt +  P -  X t j  dt. (5.13)
From (5.12) we have drt =  dXt , so that (5.13) becomes
~2
drt = odWt + +  a — rt)dt. (5.14)
Zp
Finally comparing (5.14) with Vasicek’s model (5.9) we see that to replicate the dy­
namics of the Vasicek spot rate model the parameters of the potential model are given 
in terms of the parameters of Vasicek’s model as follows:
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a
a (5 .1 5 )
/? =  /?.
Therefore to summarise, we have found that by taking the underlying diffusion in the 
potential approach to be an Ornstein Uhlenbeck process and setting the potential pa­
rameters as in (5.15), we can exactly replicate the prices given by Vasicek. Our aim
order to verify that they are in fact close to each other. The level of closeness will de­
pend on how good our approximation of the Ornstein Uhlenbeck process is, to improve 
accuracy we can take more states in the Markov chain.
5 .4 .1  M ark ov  C h a in  Im p le m e n ta tio n
The first task is to construct a Markov chain approximation for the 1-d Ornstein Uh­
lenbeck process
This process takes the entire real line as its statespace, X  =  (—oo, oo) and has limiting
for j  =  —M, ..,0, ..,M  for some fixed M  G N. Thus the total number of states is 
(2M  +  1) and the value of M  can be increased to improve accuracy.
now is to examine how this can be implemented numerically within a Markov chain 
potential model and to compare bond prices for this model with those of Vasicek in
dXt = adWt -  p X tdt. (5 .1 6 )
distribution N(0, a2/ {2(5)). For the approximation we shall discretise the R line by 
choosing states so that
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Figure 5-1: Discretisation of R line
We restrict the movements of the chain to immediately adjacent states, so that if the 
current state is X j  for j  G { —M  + 1, ..,M  — 1} then the next move must be to either 
X j - \  or X j + \ .  The rate at which we move from state X j  to X j + \  will be denoted Xj  
and we let p j  denote the rate at which we move from state X j  to x j - \ .  When the walk 
reaches an end state, the next jump must be back to the state from which the walk 
arrived, r  is the first jump time.
To obtain explicit expressions for the rates of change X j , p j ,  we shall use the fact that 
e ^ X ,  and e2l>-  f i)  are martingales with (5.16). It is straightforward to verify2 p
that these are martingales by considering the ltd derivatives,
d {e ^ X t) = p (e^X t)d t  + e ^ d X t -hO
=  P (e ^ X t)dt +  e^bdW t -  e ^ p X tdt 
= e^bdWt
2pe2~pt(X 2t -  ? l )d t  +  2e ^ X t d X t  +  e2~ptd < X  >t 
2p
2pe2Pt(X? -  - t ) d t  -  2pe2'PiX 2dt +  2be2^ X tdWt +  b2e2ptdt 
2 P
2 be2'ptX tdWt .
Using the first martingale we have that for j  G {—M + 1,..,M  — 1}
and
d(e^ l ( X 2 - ^ ) )  =
- 2
e [ ^ X t \ X 0 = Xj]  =  j [ >  ( , i + l  ( 3 - ^ - )  +  ( 3 - f i L - ) )  (A
— \Xj + 1
=  X i .
Ai
Xj  +  Pj
+  X i -i - 1
Pj
Xj  T  P j
Xj  +  Pj  
Xj  p j  -  p
Therefore
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Figure 5-2: Jump Rates
(Aj  -I- p,j 0 ) x j  — \ j X j + i  +  P j X j —i-
Next, using the second martingale
(5.17)
E
{ T ~ W lXo = Xj ■  f-*(e20‘ ( (*i+i -  + (*?-i -  ) «
= I + (*?-!"
- 2
2/5
(Aj + Pj — 2/5)
Which yields
AjX2j +l + PjX2j_ x =  x|(Aj + pj -  2/5) +  d2. (5.18)
Therefore, we have two equations (5.17) and (5.18) which we can solve for Aj and pj 
when j  E {—M + 1,..,M  — 1} and so we have all the jump rates for the chain except 
for those at the end points. The end points must be dealt with separately; we only 
require one equation here so we solve
(p m  -  P ) x m  =  P M X M - l
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for p m - Symmetry then gives us the value of \ ~ m - By construction Am  and p~M are 
both zero.
We are now in a position to form the generator matrix, Q, for our Ornstein Uhlenbeck 
Markov chain approximation.
5 .4 .2  N u m e r ic a l Im p le m e n ta tio n
What remains is to put everything together and compare the bond prices given by the 
Vasicek spot rate model with those generated by our specially chosen potential Markov 
chain model.
As discussed in §3.3.3, the explicit pricing formula for ZCB’s in the Vasicek model is 
given by
r t  1 [-  OO ( x  — r n t )
P (0 ,t) = E[exp(— / rudu)] =  — - =  / e 2vt e~xdx 
Jo vtV2n 7-oo
exp (—m* +  ^ 2), (5.19)
where,
(1 — exp (—fit)) 
m t =  p t + ±  H (ro -  p)
V* =  ^ [ 2^ - 3 +  4e' ^ - e" 2/3t]-
For the potential model, we use the specification given in §5.4.1 to form our generator 
matrix Q. Also, from (5.2) the price of a bond in this framework is given by
kex
Rqgjk) 
_R a g ( i ) .
and we set R ag(Xt) = exp(4t ).
When implementing this numerically, we choose values for the Vasicek parameters, p, (J 
and a and then use the relations (5.15) to obtain the values for the potential parameters 
d, P and a. The results showed that even with just a 15 state Markov chain, the two 
approaches gave the same price to within 6 significant figures.
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5.5 Remarks
Proponents of forward rate models often argue that their framework is capable of repli­
cating models that exist in the spot rate modelling paradigm. In this section it has been 
seen that the potential approach is capable of replicating the prices of a spot rate model.
The work here demonstrates that the potential approach is flexible enough to generate 
the same prices as another well-known interest rate model. This example also helps 
clarify how Markov chain potential models could be implemented in practice.
5.5 Remarks
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Calibrating Markov Chain  
Potential M odels to  Interest 
R ates and Exchange R ates
6.1 Calibrating Markov chain potential m odels to  market 
data
This chapter will concentrate on establishing a method for calibrating Markov chain 
potential models to market data. We focus on computationally feasible models which 
could be employed in a trading environment.
6 .1 .1  D isc u ss io n  o f  M ark et D a ta
The data which is used in this study is daily yield curve data covering the period from 
2nd January 1992 to 1st March 1996.
For each day we have values of the yield of bonds with maturity 1 month, 3 months, 6 
months, 1 year, 2 years, 5 years, 7 years and 10 years. We shall use daily yield curve 
data for three currencies; these are sterling (GBP), United States dollar (USD) and 
the Deutschemark (DEM)1.
We also have daily exchange rate data between these three currencies, obtained from 
the United States Federal Reserve Data Exchange2.
1We are grateful to Dr Simon Babbs for supplying the GBP and DEM data. The USD data was 
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Figure 6-1: Yield and Exchange Rate Curves
The data sets were cleaned and any dates that were not common to every set were 
removed from all sets. This included public holidays and other days where one or more 
of the three markets was closed. In total we have 1029 days of traded data. Surface 
plots of the yield curve for each country, together with graphs of the exchange rates 
are shown in Figure 6-1.
It is worth pointing out that the period of time under consideration in this study rep­
resented a turbulent time in the world markets. The years of 1992 and 1993 saw both 
the US and UK economies in the middle of deep recessions. Indeed, 1992 was a year of 
huge turmoil for the UK economy, it saw the shock re-election of the Conservative party 
for a third consecutive term of office. This was followed by the day termed “Black-
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Wednesday” (16th September 1992) in which the UK was embarrassingly forced out of 
the ERM and in which the Bank of England lost 4 billion pounds trying to stop the 
GBP devaluing. Moreover, on this day, the UK government announced a 5% rise in 
the base rate taking the rate to 15% in a desperate attempt to stop the pound’s value 
sliding. The turmoil in the UK economy at this point was partly attributed (by many 
analysts) to the strength and dominance of the German currency. In fact it can be seen 
that the German economy had a strong influence on most of the other major European 
economies at this time.
Conversely, 1994 to 1996 saw a weakening of the German dominance and a recovery in 
the UK and US economies. These countries slowly came out of their long recession and 
this is reflected in the shape of the yield curve and exchange rate over this period. We 
have therefore chosen quite a varied and turbulent period for the calibration exercise.
Money market interest rates are frequently influenced by exogenous parameters set by 
monetary authorities. Babbs & Webber [15] [16] provide several illustrative examples 
demonstrating the effects that some of these parameters have on the short term interest 
rate. One particular example compares movements in 3 month sterling LIBOR with 
the Bank of England band one stop rate (a rate which closely follows the UK base 
rate). Figures 6-2 and 6-3 clearly show a link between 1 month and 3 month LIBOR 
and the Bank of England band one rate.
It follows therefore that if we were able to model the base rate (which is only a jump 
process), we would already have a reasonable model for 1 month LIBOR. Indeed, Babbs 
& Webber argue that term structure interest rate models should take into account the 
jump behaviour caused by monetary authorities exercising control over domestic mar­
kets. Moreover, they suggest that diffusion models of the term structure such as Duffle 
& Kan [42], HJM or extended Vasicek cannot capture the observed jump-diffusion 
behaviour. They present a theoretical framework where the short term interest rate 
follows a jump diffusion process. Their arguments provide us with a further incentive 
for pursuing Markov chain potential models as these models would seem ideally suited 
to modelling the occasional jumps caused by such exogenously determined parameters. 
The traditional approach of focusing on the volatilities of various yields and rates may 
actually be concentrating on the noise in the system, and overlooking the signal.
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Figure 6-2: Base Rate against 1 Month LIBOR
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Figure 6-3: Base Rate against 3 Month LIBOR
6 .1 .2  F ittin g  M eth o d o lo g y
In §5.3.1 we saw that by taking
ft =
the time t price of a ZCB with maturity is
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In the context of a finite Markov chain X  with generator matrix Q, the resolvent (or 
Q'-potential) is given by
R a = (a l  -  Q)~l .
The fundamental question now is how do we make these potential models generate 
accurate prices for interest rate derivatives? This question translates directly to what 
is the best way to find values for the parameters a and g and Q?
Before we explain the estimation methods we will use, let us introduce some notation. 
We shall denote the vector of parameters in our model by 0. On each day we will have 
market values for M  observables and the market value on day n, for the zth observable 
will be denoted by y%n. Similarly, the model value for this observable will be denoted 
Y l(8 ,Xn) where X  is the underlying Markov chain. We suppose that
y'n =  Y i ( 8 , X „ ) + e  j (6 .1 )
for i = 1 ,..,M , where E{ represents independent Gaussian noise with E[ei] =  0.
We adopt a Bayesian standpoint, and suppose that the initial law of X  is given by 
7r =  (^ (z ) )^ , where N  is the number of states in the Markov chain. The initial law 
of 6 is given by the density /o($); conceptually 0 is unchanging with time even though 
our knowledge of it varies.
We use the notation zn = (zo,..,zn). Based on the assumptions above, the likelihood 
An of (Xn,y n,$) is
An = An(Xn,y n,0)
=  g))] <6-2)
where pij(s,6) =  ]?0(XS =  j\Xo = i), and b(z) =  \ z .V ~ xz , where V  is the covariance 
matrix of the Gaussian errors. Sj =  tj — t j - \  is the time between the (j  — l)th  and j th  
observations. As we are interested in the posterior distribution of (Xn,0) given yn, we 
introduce the notation
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Ln(x ,y n,6) = ^ 2  An(Xn,y n,0), (6.3)
X n : Xn= x
and notice that,
Ln(x, y n,0) = ^ 2 L n- i ( { , y n-i,0 )p(x(sn;O)exp[-b(yn -Y(x;O))]. (6.4)
For the Markov chain model in mind this expression will be far too complicated to al­
low exact analysis, and so we need to make simplifying assumptions to progress. These 
assumptions will be introduced as we progress.
The results of the fits will often be quoted in terms of the basis points (bp) error. A 
basis po in t is a percent of a percent and is a term used frequently in the industry and 
academic literature. We refer to
1 M
basis point error per maturity =  —  X . i o ° l ^ - y<(x ;0)l- (6-5)
i=l
6 .1 .3  C o m p u ta tio n a l C o n sid era tio n s
In order to estimate the parameter vector 6, we will need to use a numerical min­
imisation routine. A number of routines were investigated and the best one (for our 
purposes) in terms of computational speed and numerical results was found to be the 
routine E04JYF supplied by NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group). Therefore this rou­
tine was used in all the trials reported in this study.
The routine itself is a quasi-Newton algorithm which can solve problems of the form
Minimize F(xi,cc2 , .-j^fc) (6 .6)
subject to constant bounds l j , Uj where lj < xj < Uj, j  — 1, 2 ,.., k when derivatives of 
F(x) are unavailable. The number of iterations is dependent on the number of vari­
ables, the behaviour of F(x)  and the distance of the starting point from the solution.
At this stage we must also consider how we can compute the transition semigroup 
exp (tQ) . It is important that this matrix can be computed rapidly and for this reason
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we restrict ourselves to Q matrices which are symmetrisable. That is, Q matrices which 
satisfy the time reversibility condition:
muqij = rrijjqji for i , j  = 1, N  (6.7)
where M  =  (m ij) is a diagonal matrix and "Ya Li m n ~  1-
Q is an N  x N  matrix and the diagonal matrix M  plays the role of the invarian t m ass 
of the Markov chain. Observe that since M Q  = QTM  we have
M  2 QM  2 — M  2 Qt M  2 .
, iHence, M *Q M  2 is a real symmetric matrix from which it follows that Q is diagonal- 
isable. Therefore, there exists an orthogonal matrix R  such that
A =  R-'-QR  (6 .8)
is diagonal. Thus the semigroup is given by
etQ = RetAR - \  (6.9)
6.2 Size of the Markov chain statespace and period of
calibration
The question we must address next is what is the optimum number of states for our 
Markov chain? To answer this, we use a technique from multivariate statistical analysis.
Our aim is to essentially develop taxonomies, that is, to examine the data and organise 
it into meaningful structures. This will help us to determine whether there are any 
clear groups of yield curve structures and if so how many there are. This information
should give us a guideline for what would be a reasonable number of states for our
Markov chain.
The method we shall use to investigate the taxonomy of the data will be a form of 
cluster analysis. Clearly, the absence of a-priori hypotheses about our data means that
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we are not able to directly use the traditional statistical significance tests. However, 
a cluster analysis is a viable alternative which will still allow us to detect significant 
natural homogeneous groupings in the data even without hypotheses. This technique 
is widely used in areas such as biology, medicine, and the social sciences to reveal re­
lationships in large groups of data, see Hartigan [3].
The two key choices which need to be made when performing a cluster analysis are how 
to measure the ‘distance’ between objects, and then what method of grouping between 
objects to employ. The distances serve as a measure of similarity between objects and 
in our analysis we shall use the Euclidean metric distance. Euclidean distances are root 
sum-of-squares of differences. The criteria we use to link the variables will be the so 
called single linkage method. This is a nearest neighbour linkage which measures the 
distance to the nearest object within a group. We will perform the cluster analysis on 
a combined data set which includes all the GBP, USD and DEM data.
The results from the analysis are shown in Figures 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6 . They indicate that 
there are between 11 and 14 major clusters. The dendrogram in Figure 6-6 perhaps 
shows this most clearly. However, a valid question would be where is an appropriate 
place to cut the tree because the lower you go in the dendrogram, the more clusters 
there are. One rule of thumb for this is to choose a place where the structure remains 
stable for long distances. Another possibility would be to look for cluster groupings 
that agree with existing or expected structures, or to replicate the analysis on subsets 
of the data to see if the structures emerge consistently. As determining long distances 
in a dendrogram is fairly subjective, we also analysed four randomly generated subsets 
from our data. Unfortunately, the results from these tests were inconclusive. This is 
slightly disturbing because it suggests that the clusters we have found here are specific 
to this particular data set.
An alternative way of determining how many states we should have in our Markov 
chain is to investigate fits using Markov chain potential models with states ranging 
from 8 to 50. Unfortunately, our computational limitations prevent us from carrying 
out this investigation. However, this computation task should not be a problem for the 
industry; if this approach were to be implemented, parallelization together with high 
specification computers would mean the computation time for Markov chains which 
have a large number of states would not be a significant concern.
Next we must decide which set of days we should use to test our calibration procedures. 
We consider fits over a period of 100 days, which is approximately a 4 month calendar
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period. As we have a sizeable dataset, we have choosen to split the 1029 days of data 
into 19 overlapping groups of 100 days, the statistics of which are shown in Table 6.1.
For the first calibration procedure we will present a summary of the results obtained 
when calibrating each of the 19 periods, then for more detailed analysis we choose to 
focus on period 14 and use this period for all future calibration exercises.
A Classical 2d Euclidaan Matnc Cluster Plot
T
x-WMuaton
Figure 6-4: A classical 2d cluster plot generated using the mathematical statistics 
package Splus. This plot uses a Euclidean metric and single linkage method.
Tha distance between Clusters Merged at Sucoassrv* Stages
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Figure 6-5: An alternative representation of the cluster analysis is where the distances 
between clusters merged at successive stages is represented. Produced using Splus.
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Figure 6-6: A dendrogram which presents a plot of clusters at various distances. Pro­
duced using Splus.






















Calendar Day BRC Daily change statistics in bp
Period Numbers Mean Std Dev. Min Max
1 17th Feb 1992 - 15th July 1992 30-129 1 63.945 56.136 13.442 438.02
2 5th May 1992 - 25th Sept 1992 80-179 2 90.0 147.237 5.681 1139.932
3 16th July 1992 - 7th Dec 1992 130-229 3 125.785 166.37 5.681189 1139.932
4 28th Sept 1992 - 18th Feb 1993 180-279 3 98.061 107.264 10.073 668.876
5 8th Dec 1992 - 7th May 1993 230-329 1 65.253 55.419 7.840 525.249
6 19th Feb 1993- 19th July 1993 280-379 0 60.453 32.599 0.82144 157.463
7 10th May 1993 - 28th Sept 1993 330-429 0 59.916 37.846 0.82144 157.463
8 20th July 1993 - 8th Dec 1993 380-479 1 60.449 35.036 12.604 171.941
9 29th Sept 1993 - 23rd Feb 1994 430-529 2 75.179 68.243 12.604 560.769
10 9th Dec 1993 - 11th May 1994 480-579 1 84.796 69.671 12.698 560.769
11 24th Feb 1994 - 22 July 1994 530-629 0 74.533 37.415 9.360 196.289
12 12th May 1994 - 4th Oct 1994 580-679 1 74.245 46.334 9.360 278.727
13 25th July 1994 - 16th Dec 1994 630-729 2 77.238 47.230 13.700 278.727
14 5th Oct 1994 - 6th Mar 1995 680-779 2 83.205 45.743 13.700 217.905
15 19th Dec 1994 - 23rd May 1995 730-829 1 85.975 48.146 21.735 217.905
16 7th Mar 1995 - 3rd Aug 1995 780-879 0 82.916 50.674 6.466 207.79
17 24th May 1995 - 16th Oct 1995 830-929 0 60.324 46.884 6.466 207.79
18 4th Aug 1995 - 28th Dec 1995 880-979 1 37.773 21.0 5.597 124.308




Table 6 .1: Analysis of the GBP dataset for each of the 19 sample periods of 100 days. The column marked mean above refers to the 
average bp daily change over all maturities. The Std Dev is the standard deviation for the mean in bp. Min, Max refer to the bp 
change per day. BRC is used to denote the number of Bank of England base rate changes in the period.
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6.3 M odelling Exercise 1: day-by-day calibration
The method of fitting we shall consider in this modelling exercise is a day-by-day 
calib ration . We use this term to refer to a model which fits curves over a series of 
days with no constraints on parameter movements between days and no restriction 
on the parameters involved in the fit. Therefore, we choose to ignore all the ‘earlier’ 
information in (6.4) and use what is essentially a least squares method of estimation.
Given the observations yn, on any day n, we simply compute
rnin [{yn -  Y{x] 6))TV~l (yn -  Y{x\ 0))] , (6.10)0
where in this minimisation we make the arbitrary convention that x is some distin­
guished state (the first say) in the statespace. The labelling of the states of the chain 
is irrelevant under this simplifying assumption. The matrix V ~ l is chosen to be diag­
onal and can be modified so it represents the relative importance and significance of 
particular observables. For example, if we were keen to ensure that the model value for 
one particular observable is very accurate (i.e. very close to that given by the market) 
we would weight this observable higher than the others. For simplicity in this exercise, 
we only report results for the case where V  is the identity.
The model values Y(x\6)  for each maturity are found by using the pricing formula 
for ZCB’s given in (5.2) and then converting this to the yield to maturity value using 
definition 4.3,
Y (t ,T )  = ^ - t \ogP(t,T). (6.11)
Although this calibration exercise cannot be expected to be very stable, it should 
provide us with a lower bound for the fitting error. Moreover, if the results of fitting 
under this assumption are disappointing, then the results will be disappointing under 
more realistic assumptions.
6.3.1 Choice o f underlying structure
In §5.4 we presented a method for generating an approximation to the 1-d Ornstein 
Uhlenbeck mean reverting random walk on the R line. This is just one choice for the 
underlying structure and there are many others we could adopt: a walk on a circle, a 
random irreducible network, a mean reverting walk on a torus, or a cyclical structure
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are just some possibilities.
At the outset it is not clear what the best choice for the underlying structure is. The 
only immediate prerequisite is the need for the chain to be irreducible. That is, we 
require a chain with the property that no matter which state you are presently in, there 
is a positive probability of reaching all other states in finite time.
An alternative to choosing our own underlying structure is to allow the data to fix and 
impose the structure itself at the beginning of the fitting procedure. This approach has 
some immediate advantages
• if the underlying structure is influenced by the data we should have a model which 
understands and is able to adapt to the market more easily;
• we no longer have to concern ourselves with whether we have made the right 
choice for the Markov structure.
In this section we shall consider three different choices for the irreducible homogeneous 
Markov chain and investigate the results of each of these under a day-by-day calibration 
to market data.
6 .3 .2  C ase  A: a  jfixed O rn ste in  U h len b eck  s tr u c tu r e
To begin with we investigate day-by-day fits of a potential model where the chain is an 
approximation of a 1-d mean reverting Ornstein Uhlenbeck process on the real line.
We saw in §5.4.1 how to form a generator matrix representing this behaviour and we 
shall again make use of the procedure given in that section. However, in this case 
we will decide the parameter values a and (3 at the start of the fitting procedure and 
these will remain fixed throughout the fit. In this sense, we are dealing with a fixed 
underlying structure and so the Q matrix and semigroups for each maturity need only 
be calculated once at the beginning of the fitting procedure. Computationally this is 
very desirable and efficient.
• Method: a day-by-day fit of the yield curve for one country with a fixed 11-state 
Markov structure.
• Markov structure: mean reverting Ornstein Uhlenbeck.
• Data used: GBP data only.
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• Parameters in the minimisation vector 9:
g vector and a.
• Other settings:
jd = 0.2 and a = 0.2
6 .3 .3  C ase B: a  d a ta  im p o sed  O rn ste in  U h le n b e c k  s tr u c tu r e
In this method we take the basic Ornstein Uhlenbeck mean reverting structure and 
instead of choosing the parameters a  and j3 at the beginning of the fitting process, we 
include them in the vector 0 that we minimise over in (6.10). In this way, the data has 
an influence over the underlying structure.
• Method: a day-by-day fit of the yield curve for one country with a semi-data 
imposed 11-state Markov chain and the start state choosen to be the first state.
• Data used: GBP only.
• Markov structure: data imposed Ornstein Uhlenbeck.
• Parameters in the minimisation vector 9:
g vector, or, parameters a, j3 relating to the underlying OU structure.
6 .3 .4  C ase  C: an  en tir e ly  d a ta  im p o sed  u n d e r ly in g  s tr u c tu r e
Here we drop the mean reverting Ornstein Uhlenbeck process altogether and allow the 
market data to entirely choose the form of the underlying Markov chain.
The most obvious approach here would appear to be to allow the minimisation rou­
tine to choose all the off diagonal elements in the Q matrix as non-negative values 
and then to determine the diagonal elements so that the matrix is stochastic. Unfor­
tunately, this approach causes some difficulties. To start with, we want our Markov 
chain to be irreducible and the above idea would not necessarily give irreducible chains!
Another concern would be that in order to compute the semigroup we need to be able 
to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the generator matrix Q. A general real 
unsymmetric matrix is not necessarily diagonalisable and even if it was, it could have 
complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The complex eigenvalues/vectors do not make
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the problem inaccessible but they do increase computation time.
A further obstacle to allowing complete flexibility is that if we were to allow the min­
imisation to choose all the off diagonal parameters we would have (N 2 — N)  extra 
parameters in the minimisaton (N  = \X\) and even for an 11-state chain this is a large 
number of parameters.
Therefore, to overcome these objections, as explained in §6.1.3, we restrict our atten­
tion to Q matrices which are symmetrisable.
C om p u ta tio n a l p rocedure: to implement this, we first generate a symmetric flux 
matrix A and an invariant mass vector n. We need to find values for > 0 for i > j  
which is iV(iV — l ) / 2  parameters and also N  — 1 entries of ir.
We choose the matrix A  by setting Oy = ctji and computing all the diagonal elements 
so that i aij = The n vector is normalised so that X^=i tt* =  1- The generator 
matrix Q can then be formed using
d i j  —  7Tj Qij  —  TXj Qj{  —  CLj{.
Since d{j (j  ^  i) are chosen to be positive, the matrix is irreducible.
In total for an IV-state Markov chain this comes to (N 2 +  3N  — 2) / 2  parameters. By 
choosing to work with reversible chains, we have reduced the number of parameters 
considerably.
• Method: a day-by-day one country fit with a fully data imposed 11-state Markov 
structure.
• Ddtd used: GBP only.
• Mdrkov structure: data imposed structure, symmetrisable matrices only.
• Parameters in the minimisation vector 0:
g vector, a, above diagonal elements of A  and invariant mass vector n
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6 .3 .5  R e su lts
The extensive tests we have carried out indicate that the best fits to market data were 
obtained using an entirely data imposed underlying structure. Therefore, to begin with 
we present a summary table (Table 6.2) showing the fits obtained for all the data pe­
riods discussed in §6.2 , using a day-by-day calibration with an entirely data imposed 
underlying structure. The results presented in this table were obtained using a 15-state 
Markov chain, with all maturities weighted equally and the covariance matrix, V, taken 
to be the identity.
The table gives the mean and standard deviation of the fits for each 100 day period. It 
also reports the minimum, median, maximum and first and third quartiles of the daily 
fits during the periods. All values are quoted in terms of basis points. For reference 
we also indicate how many base rate changes occur in each period.
Perhaps the most interesting column in this table is the Median column which presents 
the median values of the sum of absolute errors for each day’s fit. This sum consists of 
8 terms, one for each maturity, so the bp error per maturity is 1 /8  of the figure given. 
The results in the table suggest that 1992 is a difficult year to fit; the mean and stan­
dard deviations are high and the median error per maturity is 2 bp whereas for most 
of the other periods it is 1 bp or less. The poor fit for 1992 is purely down to the freak 
events that occurred in the UK economy in this year and no matter which (realistic 
mathematical) model you choose, nothing will cope well under these circumstances. 
Generally speaking the results are very good, even looking at the upper quartile we 
find that only in three of the 19 periods did the error exceed 2 bp per maturity.








Calendar Day BRC Statistics of day-by-day calibration, all values in bp
Period numbers Mean Std. Dev. Min Q1 Median Q3 Max
1 17th Feb 1992 - 15th July 1992 30-129 1 18.538 6.453 10.076 13.796 16.565 21.385 35.305
2 5th May 1992 - 25th Sept 1992 80-179 2 19.015 8.334 9.395 13.768 16.543 21.672 69.703
3 16th July 1992 - 7th Dec 1992 130-229 3 18.196 26.629 0.001 6.939 14.672 21.268 226.958
4 28th Sept 1992 - 18th Feb 1993 180-279 3 10.238 6.147 1.70 5.773 9.44 13.117 26.423
5 8th Dec 1992 - 7th May 1993 230-329 1 9.677 4.77 0.975 6.107 9.443 12.852 21.472
6 19th Feb 1993- 19th July 1993 280-379 0 6.678 4.613 0.001 2.94 6.422 8.992 23.569
7 10th May 1993 - 28th Sept 1993 330-429 0 5.261 3.382 0.128 2.874 4.5 7.631 15.704
8 20th July 1993 - 8th Dec 1993 380-479 1 5.397 3.488 0.055 2.692 4.463 8.144 15.510
9 29th Sept 1993 - 23rd Feb 1994 430-529 2 6.310 3.949 0.12 3.358 5.181 9.322 16.944
10 9th Dec 1993 - 11th May 1994 480-579 1 7.248 4.738 0.039 4.099 6.833 9.466 31.231
11 24th Feb 1994 - 22 July 1994 530-629 0 9.649 6.118 0.164 5.39 8.263 13.457 30.662
12 12th May 1994 - 4th Oct 1994 580-679 1 10.005 5.32 0.443 6.337 9.482 13.508 27.236
13 25th July 1994 - 16th Dec 1994 630-729 2 7.02 4.188 0.558 3.646 6.328 10.086 18.910
14 5th Oct 1994 - 6th Mar 1995 680-779 2 8.402 4.03 1.036 5.273 8.463 11.09 21.629
15 19th Dec 1994 - 23rd May 1995 730-829 1 8.437 2.608 0.77 6.666 8.243 10.081 15.573
16 7th Mar 1995 - 3rd Aug 1995 780-879 0 7.846 3.370 0.795 5.78 8.132 9.687 17.092
17 24th May 1995 - 16th Oct 1995 830-929 0 4.524 3.286 0.081 2.152 3.733 5.952 16.660
18 4th Aug 1995 - 28th Dec 1995 880-979 1 2.586 1.844 0.001 1.058 2.231 3.576 8.969
19 17th Oct 1995 - 8th Mar 1996 930-1029 3 5.503 3.436 0.001 2.387 4.956 8.552 14.726
Table 6.2: Results of fits for the day-by-day calibration using the 19 sample periods of 100 days discussed in §6.2. Note that these 
results were obtained using a 15-state data imposed underlying Markov chain. The column marked ‘mean’ above refers to the average 
bp error between model and observed values per day. The standard deviation is that of the daily bp error in the period. Q1 and 
Q3 denote the first and third quartiles. Min, Median, Max again refer to the bp error per day. BRC is used to denote the number 





As mentioned in §6.2 for more detailed analysis we chose to focus on period 14, 5th 
October 1994 to 6th March 1995. This period does not have the freak events present 
in 1992 but still contains 2 base rate changes and so we can examine how these affect 
our model’s fit. In Table 6.3 we present summary statistics for the cases A, B and C. 
Figures 6-7, 6-8 and 6-9 show the diagnostics from the runs.
D iagnostic plots for day-by-day calibration case A: OU stru c tu re
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Figure 6-7: Diagnostic plots for the day-by-day calibration for case A, which is described 
in §6.3.2. The bp error plot (top left) shows the total error, given in bp, between the 
market and model yield curves for each fitted day. The evolution of the parameters 
g and a over the whole fitting period are given in the top right plot. Finally we give 
boxplots showing the mean and quartiles of the mod residuals for each maturity.
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Diagnostic plots for day-by-day calibration case B: d a ta  im posed OU stru c tu re
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Figure 6-8: Diagnostic plots for the day-by-day calibration for case B, which is described 
in §6.3.3. The bp error plot (top left) shows the total error, given in bp, between the 
market and model yield curves for each fitted day. The evolution of the parameters 
g and a  over the whole fitting period are given in the top right plot. Finally we give 
boxplots showing the mean and quartiles of the mod residuals for each maturity.
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Diagnostic plots for day-by-day calibration case C: d a ta  im posed s tru c tu re
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Figure 6-9: Diagnostic plots for the day-by-day calibration for case C, which is described 
in §6.3.4. The bp error plot (top left) shows the total error, given in bp, between the 
market and model yield curves for each fitted day. The evolution of the parameters 
g and a  over the whole fitting period are given in the top right plot. Finally we give 
boxplots showing the mean and quartiles of the mod residuals for each maturity.
As we claimed at the beginning of the results section, we see from the basis point error
Day-by-day calibration statistics GBP (all values are in basis points)
Mean Std. Dev. Min Qi Median Q3 Max
Case A 12.855 6.033 2.816 9.319 12.301 16.178 34.075
Case B 9.939 4.460 2.143 6.853 10.205 12.640 22.577
Case C 7.585 3.588 0.693 4.842 7.302 10.400 16.619
Table 6.3: This table contains summary statistics relating to the three cases explored 
using the day-by-day calibration procedure, with an 11-state Markov chain using GBP 
data.
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plots in Figures 6-7, 6-8 and 6-9 that the more we allow the data to influence the 
underlying structure, the better the quality of the fit.
The parameter movement plots for each of the cases show the evolution of the parameter 
a  over the fitting period and also plots the evolution of the normalised g vector. For 
p, we plot
—   (6.12)
E jL i 9(j)
for i =  1,.., iV, where N  is the number of states in the Markov chain. The parameter 
values appear to fluctuate a little over the course of the fitting period and this lack 
of stability is something we would wish to reduce in our subsequent calibration exercises.
Finally, the box plots indicate that the median fit for each maturity is consistently at 
or below the 2 bp mark.
The boxplots also indicate that bonds with some maturities are harder to fit than others. 
In this situation, we could alter the weight on the difficult maturities by modifying the 
covariance matrix so that the minimisation would focus more on improving the fit for 
a particular maturity.
6 .3 .6  D isc u ss io n
The modelling exercises in this section have been concerned with the type of underly­
ing structure we should use for the Markov chain potential models. The efforts have 
concentrated on data imposed structures and the motivation for this is twofold. Firstly, 
there does not appear to be any other structure which has compelling reasons for being 
chosen. Secondly, using a fully data imposed structure should enable the model to 
understand and adapt to the market more easily.
All the underlying structures considered have provided impressive results. In particular 
for case C, over a 100 day fitting period with 8 ZCB prices of different maturities, we 
can obtain a mean basis point error per derivative of around 1 bp. A model that is 
fitting yields to within a basis point is good enough to trade off, and we are here getting 
close to that degree of precision with so few states in our chain. This is obviously an 
encouraging starting point and our next objective must be to perform a calibration 
using more realistic assumptions.
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6.4 M odelling Exercise 2: rigid calibration w ith out-of- 
sam ple tests
In this approach, which we refer to as a rigid calib ration , we consider calibrating the 
model to a period of K  days’ data using an approximation of the likelihood (6.2). This 
calibration procedure is more “honest” than the day-by-day calibration, in that it re­
quires the parameters to be the same over all days and this is more consistent with the 
theoretical assumptions underlying these models. The simplification used here involves 
replacing (6.3) (which involves a sum over all possible paths of the chain during the K  
days of the calibration period) by a single term corresponding to a path which remains 
in its initial state throughout the calibration period. The true calibration, involving a 
sum over all possible paths of the underlying chain during the K  days, would compu­
tationally be far too slow.
The assumption that the initial state does not change is reasonable provided the length 
of the calibration period is no more than a few days and the period is one in which 
a change in the underlying state is unlikely. If the calibration period has a number 
of base rate changes and is generally considered a period of high volatility, then this 
assumption is less acceptable and frequent recalibration would be necessary.
Taking the initial state to be a;, the likelihood function in this case will be









-  YL My* ~  Y (x >9) ) +  qxxSA
3 = 1
(6.13)
where — qxx is the diagonal entry in the x  position of the Q-matrix Q. Therefore, we 
can now find the 6 which maximises the log A # (X ^ y # , 0); this value is denoted 6*.
Again since the particular initial state is not important, we may as well assume that it 
is the first one labelled. Hence, in this case we obtain 6* by simply minimising
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K
Y^lK vj - y { h 0 ) )  + qisj] -  iog /o(0), (6 .14)
j =i
where —q\ is the diagonal entry in the first position of the Q-matrix Q.
Having found our calibration vector we can now test the model out-of-sample by 
taking the days after the calibration period and trying to fit the yield curves by only 
allowing changes in the posterior distribution of X . We compute this distribution, 
7rn(An,y n), for any day n  after the calibration period using the recursive formulae
fl-n(z,yn) OC ^  7rn_i(£, yn_i)p£X(sn; 0J) exp[-6(yn -  Y(a:;0*))], (6.15)
e
for all X n E X . Observe that we use the proportional sign because the above is subject 
to normalisation; we insist 7rn{Xn( i) ,yn) = 1 for all n. The initial distribution, 
7To is a point mass on the state chosen as the initial state in the calibration exercise3.
This approach to calibration may be looked at as quasi-Bayesian and uses estimates for 
the posterior distribution 7rn of the underlying Markov chain X n at time n. Therefore, 
to price a derivative on day n, we shall use the expression
^ 2 ^ n { x ,y n)F{x,dn), (6.16)
X
where F(x,6)  is the price which the Markov chain potential model would produce if 
the starting state were x  and the true parameter value were 0. This would apply, 
for example, to the pricing of zero-coupon bonds; so, in particular, we end up with 
a continuum of possible yield curves at any given time, even though the model with 
known 0 could only produce one yield curve for each possible state of the Markov chain.
6 .4 .1  C a se  A: in it ia l ca lib ra tio n  o n ly
Here we consider the K  days of data which precede the first day of our focus data 
period (period 14) and we use the method described above to calibrate the model. We 
will only consider entirely data imposed underlying structures so the calibration pro­
cedure can impose its own Q-matrix (see §6.3.4). Once the initial-period calibration is
3The reader should refer to §6.5 for a more complete justification of (6.15)
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complete and we have found, 0*, our ‘optimum estimates’ for the model parameters 9, 
we will then hold this fixed and carry out an out-of-sample test by investigating the fit 
of yield curves for the 100 days in period 14.
• Method: a rigid calibration of the yield curve for one country with a data imposed 
11-state Markov structure.
• Markov structure: data imposed structure.
• Data used: GBP only.
• Parameters in the minimisation vector 6:
g vector, a  vector, upper triangular half of A, invariant mass n.
• Other settings:
Parameter Value
Calibration period, K 5 days (670-679)
Total fitting period 100 days (680-779)
6.4.2 C ase B: 10-day p e rio d ic  re -c a lib ra tio n
In this case we investigate a periodic re-calibration of our rigid calibration procedure. 
Practitioners are likely to have reservations over the philosophy in case A that a model’s 
parameters remain constant over such a large period. It could perhaps be argued that 
exogenous influences force the market to change and so the parameters of any model 
should be allowed to change and adapt in this situation.
One adaptation of case A is the following. Calibrate the model over K  days worth of 
data allowing the underlying structure to be entirely data imposed (see §6.3.4) then fit 
the model to J  days of data by only allowing the posterior distribution to vary using 
the recursive prescription (6.15).
Next, having fitted for J  days we repeat the procedure. So recalibrate the model over 
K  days prior to the day we are now at and then (again) fix and use the 9* obtained 
in the calibration to fit over the next J  days. This periodic re-calibration is repeated 
continuously until the total number of days we have fitted over is 100.
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• Method: a rigid calibration approach with periodic recalibration, one country fits 
using an 11-state Markov chain potential model.
• Markov structure: data imposed structure.
• Data used: GBP only.
• Parameters in the minimisation vector 6:
g vector, a, upper triangular part of A, invariant mass 7r.
• Other Settings:
Parameter Value
Calibration period, K 5 days
Re-calibrate after fitting, J 10 days
Total Fitting Period 100 days
6.4.3 C ase C: 1-day ou t-o f-sam ple  fits
A special case of the periodic re-calibration example give in case B is to re-calibrate 
the model after fitting each day. This then becomes a standard one-day out-of-sample 
fitting exercise using our rigid calibration approach.
• Method: a rigid calibration approach, recalibrating after each day’s fit, on one 
country using an 11-state Markov chain potential model.
• Markov structure: data imposed structure.
• Data used: GBP only.
• Parameters in the minimisation vector 6:
g vector, a, upper triangular part of A, invariant mass 7r.
• Other Settings:
Parameter Value
Calibration period, K 5 days
Re-calibrate after fitting, J 1 day
Total Fitting Period 100 days
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6.4 .4  R e su lts
The results of this calibration exercise are quite poor when compared to those of the 
day-by-day fit. This is not surprising when you consider that we have essentially asked 
the model to fit just five days worth of data and then to run with that unaltered for the 
next 100 days. The industry would never contemplate doing what we have attempted 
in case A and only calibrate their models every 4-5 months (100 days); the results show 
why.
Table 6.4 gives summary statistics for this calibration method, recalibrating every J  
days using K  =  5 days of data. This table indicates that the median error in bp per 
maturity is of the order of 35 for J  =  100 and of the order of 6 for J  =  1, the first 
is useless, the second is poor. We give more detailed diagnostics in Figures 6-10 and 
6-11, corresponding to the cases J  =  100, J =  10 and J  = 1.
Figure 6-10 displays behaviour we would expect. For example, the basis point error 
plot for case A (J  = 100) shows a gradual deterioration in the quality of the fit over 
the 100 day fitting period. The results of case B (J  — 10) are much improved and the 
corresponding basis point error plot for this case shows that the quality of the fit wors­
ens over the 10 day fitting period before being pulled back down by the recalibration. 
We therefore see cycles of peaks and troughs. This behaviour, although expected, is 
undesirable especially given the extent of the variations in the quality of the fit.
Rigid calibration statistics, GBP (all values are in basis points) 
5 day calibration period
Re-calibrate After Mean Std. Dev. Min Q1 Median Q3 Max
100 days 257.09 101.87 42.24 175.79 270.46 349.67 416.87
50 days 140.04 68.08 34.50 90.40 124.44 180.32 313.13
25 days 105.78 54.04 21.64 63.58 95.44 136.31 246.78
10 days 94.12 53.45 19.73 49.82 82.93 128.65 232.33
5 days 76.17 45.65 19.71 41.97 63.46 99.50 200.14
2 days 60.11 38.63 7.34 30.51 48.62 74.47 192.79
1 day 55.34 33.99 7.22 29.46 47.81 66.60 162.49
Table 6.4: This table contains summary statistics for the rigid calibration procedure. 
The results are for fits over a 100 day period using different re-calibration intervals. 
All results are for an 11-state chain using GBP data.
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Daily basis point erro r plots for the rigid calibration
Basis point error for ca se  C rigid calibration, 1 day o u t-o f-sam ple  fit
B asis point error for ca se  A, rigid calibration, 100 day fit Basis point error for case  B rigid calibration, 10 day re-calibration
Figure 6-10: We show three basis point error plots referring to cases A, B and C. These 
plots show the cumulative error in basis points for each day over the 100 day fitting 
period.
Notice that the boxplots in figure 6-11 indicate that case C, the 1-day out-of-sample 
scenario is the only one in which the basis point error is consistent across the maturities.
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Boxplots of mod residuals for the rigid calibration














Figure 6-11: We give three boxplots showing the characteristics of the mod residuals 
for each maturity for the cases A, B and C.
6.4.5 D iscussion
The most acceptable of the trials suggested here is the 1-day out-of-sample fit consid­
ered in case C. This is the nearest to the accepted practice in the industry as it amounts 
to re-calibrating interest rate models each night. The industry and practitioners find 
it much more reassuring if a model’s ‘knowledge’ of the market is updated every day. 
The quality of the fit in this example is the best of the three cases, in fact, the mean 
basis point error for case C is five times better than that of case A. We also see more 
satisfactory boxplots of the mod residuals in Figure 6-11.
Generally speaking, we would prefer to see better results than we have achieved in 
these trials. There are a number of changes we could make to try and improve the 
fit. For example, we could try to calibrate the model using specific days rather than 
just a period of consecutive days before the fitting period. One option is to choose the 
5 Mondays prior to the first fitting day to calibrate the model. Intuitively, we would 
hope that by calibrating the interest rate model to a longer time interval of data, the
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model parameters would be closer to their “correct” values. However, if we adopted 
this approach, we would also want to have a different start state for each Monday. This 
is not computationally feasible as we could not sum over all paths.
The assumptions we have used here are still not as convincing as the scenario laid out 
in §6.1.2. Moreover, the restriction in the calibration that the path remains in its initial 
state for the whole of the calibration period is not ideal. Obviously, an extension of the 
calibration would be to allow the chain just one jump during the K days, but instead 
of pursuing this line of thought, it is better to investigate whether we could do better 
than this approach altogether.
6.5 M odelling Exercise 3: conditional-independence (Cl) 
and random walk (RW) calibration
The third approach to calibration we shall consider is the closest to the methodology 
outlined in §6.1.2. The motivation we use here is that having seen a large amount of 
data, we should have a fairly good idea what the values of the parameters must be; 
the values of 6 will largely be determined by the long-run historical average behaviour 
of the system. Conversely, we imagine the posterior distribution of X n will be more 
influenced by the recent history of the Markov chain. Hence we use an approximate 
conditional independence where the recent history tells us all we know of X n and dis­
tant history tells us about 6. Therefore we imagine the situation where there has been 
a large amount of observed data and we postulate that
L n { x , y n , 0) = 7rn( r , y n) n^ (^ ,y n). (6.17)
We further assume that
ln{0 ,yn) oc exp (-^ (0  -  0n)T S ~ l (0 -  6n)) (6.18)
for some positive-definite symmetric matrix S ~ l . We may find the value of S ~ l by 
computing the second derivative matrix of ln with respect to 6. However, for simplic­
ity we only consider the diagonal matrix S'” 1 and ignore cross derivative terms. The 
quadratic approximation to the likelihood (6.18) is quite natural if we think we have 
nearly identified the true value of 6.
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The values 6n, S'"1, and 7rn(-, yn) are computed recursively, using the assumed form 
(6.17) of the likelihood. Supposing that we already know 0n- i ,  ■SJ'-u anc  ^ i('» Yn-i),
then (6.4) and (6.17) give us that
Ln(x ,yn,0) = ^ 7 r n_ i( f ,y n_ i)in_ i(0 ,y„_i)p fX(s„;0)exp[-&(yn -Y (x \0 ) )]
oc I > -  l(^yn-l)Pe,^(Sn;^)exp[-6(7/n -Y {x]0))]
£
' exp[—i(6» -  0n_i) • 5 ^ ix(0 -  0n_i)] (6.19)
we sum this expression over x, and numerically pick 0 to maximise it; the maximising 
value is our new estimate 0n of 6. As in the previous calibration we compute 7rn(Xn, y n), 
for any day n using the recursive formulae
7rn(z,y„) oc ^ 7 r n_ i(£ ,y n_i)p£X(sn;0n)exp[-&(2/n -  Y (x \0n))], (6.20)
f
We use this approximation to the likelihood because the correct expression would in­
volve integrating (6.19) with respect to 6 which computationally is not feasible. Instead, 
to avoid a multidimensional integral we assume that the posterior distribution for 6 
can be replaced by the point mass at 0n. The above method will be referred to as a 
conditional-independence (Cl) calibration.
6 .5 .1  C ase  A: co n d itio n a l-in d e p e n d e n c e  c a lib r a tio n
This experiment will calculate the MLE (maximum likelihood estimate) using the pre­
scription in (6.19). The initial value S q 1 is taken to be the identity matrix, the vector 
§0 is taken as a zero vector and the initial posterior distribution is the uniform distribu­
tion, so 7ro(x) =  1/N  for all x  E X, where N  =  \X\. Once we have calculated our point 
estimates, 6, we use the recursive formula (6.20) to calculate the posterior distribution. 
Again for this quasi-Bayesian approach, a derivative on any day n  will be priced using
^7T n(z ,yn )-F (z50n), (6.21)
x
where F(x, 6) is the price which the Markov chain potential model would produce if 
the starting state were x  and the true parameter value were 6.
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• Method: a one country Cl calibration using an 11-state Markov chain.
• Markov structure: data imposed structure.
• Data used: GBP only.
• Parameters in the minimisation vector 9:
g vector, a  vector, upper triangular part of A  and 7r vector.
6.5.2 Case B: random walk calibration
The random walk (RW) calibration is very similar to the Cl method which was de­
scribed above and it can be seen that the Cl method is a special case of the RW 
calibration. The idea here is that we would now like our model to take account of 
changes which may occur in the market from day to day. To do this, we allow the 
vector 9 to change according to a Gaussian random walk with zero mean and variance 
matrix R. The method we use is similar to the Kalman filter argument.
For ease of notation let Y  be the discrete time vector process representing the yields 
generated by our model and 6n the parameter vector at time n. Consider modelling 
the evolution of these processes according to the linear model
9n — 9n—i  -I-  £n 
Yn — C9n -H T]n,
(6 .22)
(6.23)
where for every n, en ~  N (0, R) and r]n ~  iV(0, V) are independent random variables 
and C  is a matrix. If y n denotes the cr-field generated by {Yjt : k < n}, and if we have 
that conditional on y n the law of 6n is N(9n, Sn), then
y^ n N
' en \  (  R  + Sn (R + Sn)CF





R  +  Sn 0 (6.25)
It is a straightforward exercise to confirm from (6.24) that the law of 6n+\ given yn+1 
is N($n+i, Sn+i), where 6n+\ is the value of 9 maximising the joint density of the
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distribution (6.24) or equivalently (6.25):
1 ~ ‘ (6.26)exp - - (6 -  eny  (r  + Sn)~l(e -  en) -  ~(y -  ce y  v ~ \ y -  co)
and — is the second derivative of the log-likelihood with respect to 9. The actual 
estimation problem we face has non-linear dynamics, but we shall suppose that a local 
linear approximation is adequate, so we replace (6.23) with
=  ^ {Xm 9n) +  TJm
giving the analogue of (6.26) to be
1 ~ 1 (6.27)exp -\(0 -  Sn f(R + S J - ' i e  -  en) -  i(y -  Y ( X n, 0))TV ~ 1(y -  Y ( X n,e ))
Taking R  =  0 corresponds to the Cl calibration discussed previously and this is equiv­
alent to dropping the random walk contribution in (6.22), we find that (6.27) reduces 
to the exponential terms in (6.19).
For the RW calibration, we shall take R  = — 1)5^, for a fixed variable (3 E (0,1),
the likelihood (6.19) now becomes
~ Y{x\9))\
z
• e x p [ - |(0  -  e„_,) • S-i^B -  (9„_0)]. (6.28)
The introduction of the parameter (3 allows our model to take account of changes to 
the market environment and at the same time provides us with a mechanism for con­
trolling the level in which new observations are allowed to influence the model. One 
of the other advantages of this approach is that the implementation of it is virtually 
identical to that of the Cl calibration.
• Method: a RW calibration using an 11-state Markov chain.
• Markov structure: data imposed structure.
• Data used: GBP only.
• Parameters in the minimisation vector 0:
g vector, a  vector, upper triangular part of A  and 7r vector.
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6.5.3 R esu lts
The results obtained for the fits investigated in this section were very good bearing 
in mind we have only considered an 11-state underlying Markov chain. For the Cl 
calibration on a one country (GBP) eight point yield curve we obtain a median error 
of just over 5 bp per maturity which is already better than even the 1-day rigid fit. 
We also observe (from Table 6.5) that the best daily fit we achieve has an error of 
approximately only 1 bp per maturity. On the other hand, the worst day fitted in the 
100 day period was on average around 13 bp out per maturity, which is considerably 
less appealing.
Diagnostics of the Cl fit are given in Figure 6-12. Notice that in the basis point error 
plot, days 35 to 55 are much harder to fit than the other days in the interval. This pe­
riod contains one of the two base rate changes4 that occur over the 100 days. After day 
55 the fit improves marginally before deteriorating again to coincide with the second 
base rate change. This observation together with the other characteristics of the fit 
lead us to conclude that the Cl calibration performs less effectively under the volatile 
circumstances leading to a base rate change. If this is indeed the case, an obvious cause 
may be that the Cl calibration assumes that our knowledge of the parameter vector 
6 is being updated over time, not that 0 is necessarily changing or evolving in time. 
Indeed, the plot of parameter movements in this calibration exercise reveal that the 
parameters are quite tightly constrained.
CI/RW calibration statistics one country GBP (all values are in basis points)
P Mean Std. Dev. Min Qi Median Q3 Max
1.0 (Cl) 47.936 22.253 8.441 30.155 41.755 65.786 107.383
0.8 34.995 14.942 8.432 23.944 34.272 45.493 78.581
0.6 26.398 11.243 7.734 18.004 25.72 34.134 62.514
0.4 23.957 10.172 5.751 15.95 23.216 30.261 53.292
0.2 21.346 9.48 5.462 13.35 20.529 26.704 45.744
0.1 20.339 9.31 4.917 13.062 18.942 26.088 45.509
Table 6.5: This table contains summary statistics relating to the one country (GBP) 
period 14 CI/RW fits for different (3 values. Note that the case (3 = 1.0 corresponds to 
the Cl calibration.
4 base rate changes occur on 7th December 1994 (day 43) and 2nd February 1995 (day 79).
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D iagnostic plots for case A: GBP C l calibration
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Evolution of posterior distribution: c a se  A GBP Cl calibration Sorted mod residuals: c a se  A GBP Cl calibration
M od res id u a ls  bo x p lo t for C ase  A, Cl ca lib ra tion
Figure 6-12: These plots relate to the one country Cl calibration described in case 
A. The basis point error plot shows the cumulative error in basis points for each day 
over the 100 day fitting period. The parameter change plot shows how the g vector 
and a scalar change over the 100 day fitting period. We give a surface plot which 
shows the evolution of the posterior distribution over the fit. The characteristics of the 
mod-residuals are given in the boxplots.
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Diagnostic plots for case B: G BP RW calibration (/3 = 0.2)
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Figure 6-13: These plots relate to the one country RW calibration described in case B 
with (3 = 0.2. The basis point error plot shows the cumulative error in basis points for 
each day over the 100 day fitting period. The parameter change plot shows how the 
g vector and a scalar change over the 100 day fitting period. We give a surface plot 
which shows the evolution of the posterior distribution over the fit. The characteristics 
of the mod-residuals are given in the boxplots.
The plots showing the evolution of the posterior distribution do not reveal a great deal.
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However, one observation we can make is that the states seems to fall into two classes. 
There is a set of states which have little or no initial weight attached to them and 
another set for which all the states broadly speaking have an even spread of mass.
We do not present any analysis of the underlying structure which was chosen by the 
data and whose values are altered by changing elements of 6. The reason for this is that 
there is little that can be said about the structure other than the properties that we 
have insisted it satisfy. Something which is considerably more interesting is the break­
down in the quality of the fit per maturity. We provide two plots to examine this. The 
surface plot is of the sorted mod-residuals. The boxplot also shows the characteristics 
of the mod residuals and we see from this that with the exception of maturity 8 (the 
ten year bond) the mean fit for each of the maturities is around the same mark (5 bp). 
There are also one or two clear outliers.
Unsurprisingly we observe from the statistics in Table 6.5 that the fit improves consid­
erably as we take lower values of /? in the term
e x p [- |(0  -  9„_i) • S - l ^ e  -  0„_i))] (6.29)
contained within (6.28). Performing an RW calibration with /? =  0.2, we can obtain 
median errors of around 2.5 bp per maturity which is significantly better than the fit 
obtained from the Cl calibration.
Figure 6-13 contains plots for the RW calibration where /3 = 0.2. From the plot of 
the basis point error, we see immediately that the RW calibration method provides a 
consistently better fit over the 100-day interval than we saw from the Cl fit. Next ob­
serve that when we compare the plot showing parameter movements in g and a, with 
the corresponding plot for the Cl case given in Figure 6-12, we find that even with 
this seemingly low value of (3 we obtain quite impressive stability. The boxplot of mod 
residuals for the RW case confirm the improved median fit for each of the maturities, 
though the quality of fit between maturities is slightly less consistent.
6 .5 .4  D isc u ss io n
The conditional-independence and random walk calibrations introduced in this mod­
elling exercise seem to be as close as we can get to the ideal methodology explained in 
§6.1.2. If we were to attempt a more realistic and ambitious approach than this, we
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would not be able to carry out the required calibrations within a time-frame which is 
realistic for the industry.
Overall, it is clear that the calibration philosophies described here are much more con­
sistent with the theoretical foundations than the the day-by-day approach and more 
flexible than the rigid calibration. The question next is how these approaches can be 
extended to cater for multiple countries as well as exchange rates and then how good 
the fit is.
We have already remarked that because there is no common general testing framework, 
it is hard to make comparisons between the results of our fits and those obtained using 
other models. However, in §6.8 we will attempt to give a guide to the quality of our 
fits against some of the others quoted in the literature.
6.6 M odelling Exercise 4: fitting m ultiple countries
One of the many appealing features of the potential approach is the ease with which 
yield curves in many countries can be handled. Once we have defined our Markov chain 
and the yield curve for one country in terms of a function of that Markov chain, we 
can extend the model to include other countries without the need of any new sources 
of randomness. All that is required is a new function of the Markov process.
Therefore, for each country j  in the model, we take a new positive function g3 and 
positive real a3 and define the state-price density for this country by
C’t =  (6-30)
The underlying Markov chain is the same for all countries. Each g3 and a3 are included 
in the parameter vector 6 which we use in the minimisation.
6 .6 .1  C I /R W  ca lib ra tio n s  for tw o  and  th r e e  c o u n tr y  m o d e ls
In this section we investigate two and three country fits using the Cl and RW cali­
bration procedures. We do not consider multi-country day-by-day or rigid calibrations 
because the work of §6.5 has clearly indicated that the Cl and RW procedures are the 
most suitable calibration procedures.
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For the two country fits we use USD and GBP data, again considering the period from 
5th October 1994 to 6th March 1995. The three country fits will involve USD, GBP 
and DEM data from the same period. We use an 11-state Markov chain with a fully 
data imposed underlying structure.
• Method: Cl and RW calibrations using 11-state Markov chain structures.
• Markov structure: data imposed structure.
• Data used: for two countries, USD and GBP, for three countries DEM is also 
included.
• Parameters in minimisation, 6:
g vector and a  for each country, upper triangular part of A, ir.
6 .6 .2  R e su lts
Tables 6.6 and 6.7 give summary statistics for the two and three country fits respec­
tively. Further diagnostics for the two country fit can be found in Figures 6-14 and 6-15.
Although the results are not as good as the single country fits, they are still very promis­
ing. The median fitting error for the two country RW case with parameter (3 =  0.2 is 
around 3.5-4.5 bp per maturity. Notice also that the USD fit is consistently slightly 
worse than the fit for GBP. There seem s to be little justification for this, but we are 
confident that with more effort and sensible choices of weights, this difference can be 
eliminated. For example, the boxplots of mod residuals for the USD Cl calibration in 
Figure 6-14 indicate that the final maturity (corresponding to 10 year ZCB’s) is con­
siderably harder to fit than all the others. In order to pull this error down, we could 
try taking more states in the Markov chain, or try to alter the importance weighting 
of the maturity using the covariance matrix V. At present each maturity is weighted 
equally but it would perhaps be more sensible to adopt a weighting scheme which is 
dependent on the maturity. We could bias the error so that
% error =  Ti{yn (Ti) -  Y ( T j ,  x\ 6)) 
for i =  1, ..,8, where Tj is the maturity.
Presently the fit for the short maturities is excellent, however, by adopting the above 
strategy we may find that the quality of the fit at the short end will deteriorate. Nev­
ertheless, this method should help balance the fitting error over the yield curve.
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C I/R W  calibration statistics for two country  fit
(all values are in basis points)
USD FIT
P Mean Std. Dev. Min Q1 Median Q3 Max
1.0 (Cl) 93.082 36.671 28.606 60.205 87.108 127.584 168.642
0.8 59.183 19.086 16.899 45.524 55.416 71.192 123.935
0.6 47.947 13.160 18.402 38.282 47.458 54.798 91.380
0.4 43.583 11.195 16.978 36.625 42.664 50.295 74.498
0.2 38.153 11.564 15.619 30.589 37.258 45.501 73.653
0.1 36.775 11.586 15.335 29.052 35.939 44.924 73.549
GBP FIT
P Mean Std. Dev. Min Q1 Median Q3 Max
1.0 (Cl) 62.968 26.815 9.552 41.592 62.022 81.679 128.058
0.8 37.816 13.280 9.292 30.283 37.566 46.950 76.318
0.6 33.551 12.923 8.444 24.170 33.806 41.459 76.651
0.4 31.264 12.261 12.330 22.219 28.115 38.620 74.929
0.2 29.184 12.738 6.061 19.819 27.085 38.287 73.427
0.1 28.338 12.902 7.086 19.283 26.448 37.447 72.702
Table 6.6: Summary statistics for the two country CI/RW fits, period 14 of USD and 
GBP. This table gives breakdowns for the GBP and USD fits individually.
Again we observe that the parameter movements over the fitting period are small, the 
posterior distribution (given in Figure 6-14) also has very different characteristics to 
that of the single country fit with more of the states being attached some initial weight. 
This trend is repeated in the posterior distribution for the three country RW fit (see 
Figure 6-16) where we see nearly all the states contribute to start with.
The RW plots in the three country case demonstrate that adding the third country 
does not substantially alter the quality of the fits, there is a deterioration but we still 
obtain fits of the order of 3.5-4.5 bp per maturity.
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Diagnostic plots for two country  (USD & G B P) C l calibration
Basis point error lor USD and GBP fits, Cl calibration Evolution of posterior distribution: (USD & GBP) Cl calibration
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Figure 6-14: These plots refer to the two country fits for the Cl calibration, USD and 
GBP. We show the basis point error plots for both countries (top left). The worst fit 
(blue) is the USD economy. The evolution of the g vector and a scalar are also given 
for each country. Again we normalise the g vectors using (6.12). The two boxplots are 
of the mod residuals for the USD and GBP fits.
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Diagnostic plots for two country (USD & G B P) RW calibration (/3 = 0.2)
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Figure 6-15: These plots refer to the two country fits for the RW calibration (/3 = 0.2), 
USD and GBP. We show the basis point error plots for both countries (top left). The 
worst fit (blue) is the USD economy.The evolution of the g vector and a scalar are 
also given for each country. Again we normalise the g vectors using (6.12). The two 
boxplots are of the mod residuals for the USD and GBP fits.
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C I/R W  calibration statistics for the  th ree  country  fit
(all values are in basis points)
USD FIT
P Mean Std. Dev. Min Qi Median Q3 Max
1.0 (Cl) 115.678 32.023 48.308 100.543 115.006 136.413 211.331
0.8 86.260 22.713 34.222 66.194 86.097 106.046 130.637
0.6 67.065 20.279 14.589 52.759 63.658 83.099 113.933
0.4 50.983 14.494 23.901 41.129 50.661 57.949 89.969
0.2 39.511 10.414 21.605 30.209 39.640 47.340 67.369
0.1 35.153 10.444 17.487 27.883 33.912 42.666 66.016
G BP FIT
P Mean Std. Dev. Min Ql Median Q3 Max
1.0 (Cl) 84.958 29.853 28.229 60.984 81.629 107.327 149.090
0.8 45.772 13.036 12.617 36.644 46.403 52.012 82.245
0.6 39.031 13.808 12.529 31.140 37.188 46.512 87.466
0.4 35.006 12.430 13.078 27.435 33.425 40.875 76.725
0.2 31.140 10.532 12.523 24.456 29.408 37.529 70.204
0.1 29.123 10.458 7.467 22.943 27.858 35.956 67.502
DEM  FIT
P Mean Std. Dev. Min Ql Median Q3 Max
1.0 (Cl) 66.798 21.886 32.260 50.378 62.351 79.501 132.468
0.8 49.857 10.955 30.902 41.828 47.704 56.204 86.001
0.6 45.070 9.925 28.391 38.174 43.194 50.179 74.346
0.4 40.557 8.014 25.880 35.359 40.172 45.085 72.847
0.2 37.050 6.360 23.124 32.613 37.530 41.188 59.138
0.1 35.640 5.704 23.380 32.013 34.881 39.556 55.702
Table 6.7: Summary statistics for the 100 day, three country CI/RW fits on period 14. 
This table gives breakdowns for USD, GBP and DEM.
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Figure 6-16: These plots are for a three country fit using the RW calibration method 
with (3 = 0.2. The first plot shows the basis point error for each of the three countries. 
The worst fit (blue line) is achieved by the USD and the the best fit (red line) is the 
GBP. The second plot (top right) shows the evolution in the posterior distribution 
during the fitting process. The boxplots are of the mod residuals for each maturity.
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6 .6 .3  D isc u ss io n
Extending our conditional-independence and random walk calibrations of §6.5 so that 
they include the term structure of more than one country has proved to be a straight­
forward exercise. This is clearly an advantage that the Markov chain potential model 
has over some of the other models that have been proposed in the literature.
6.7 M odelling Exercise 5: foreign exchange rates
In this the final modelling exercise, we will investigate a method which will allow us to 
introduce exchange rates into our calibration frameworks. As we observed in §4.4, one 
of the most appealing features of the potential approach is that we can fit exchange 
rates without having to introduce any new sources of randomness. Therefore, our aim 
here will be to create a model which is driven by a single Markov chain structure and 
can handle the term structure between multiple countries along with the exchange rates 
between them.
Let us define
Q as the state-price density for country z’s assets at time t
and
cu (t) as the observed value of 1 unit of country j ’s currency 
in terms of country z’s currency at time t .
Rogers [84] shows, under certain assumptions (satisfied in the complete markets case),
With ^  =  1. (6.31)
c“3 (0) Q Co
If the model were correct then the value of the observation clJ(tn) would be ClJ(Xn\ 0), 
where X  is the underlying Markov process and
e ajtnRa Qi(Xn)
C *(X n] e) =  ‘^  n (6.32)
e 1 n Rai9i\Xn)
To incorporate the exchange rate into our framework, we pick a base currency (the 
‘domestic currency’) in relation to which exchange rates for all other currencies in the
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model will be defined. In the work which follows, we will let the base country be coun­
try 1.
6 .7 .1  In co rp o ra tin g  ex ch a n g e ra tes in to  th e  r ig id  ca lib r a tio n
Although we do not intend to present any numerical results for the rigid calibration 
approach with multiple countries and exchange rates, let us still begin by demonstrat­
ing how exchange rates could be included within this calibration procedure if so desired.
We would again calibrate our model to a period of K  days data, and minimise using
K
Y^lKVj ~ Y (  1;0)) +  91 Sj] -  log /o(0), (6.33)
j =l
where —91 is the diagonal entry in the first position of the Q-matrix Q.
Our vector 6 will include g j  and at j  for all countries j  together with the other usual pa­
rameters relating to the underlying structure. The difference when including exchange 
rates is that we normalise the p-vectors so that the model generated exchange rate for 
the final day in the calibration period is exactly correct. This is done by imposing an 
arbitrary normalisation for g\ (the g-vector for country 1):
kex
and for the gj of the other countries (noting that the initial state is chosen to be state 
1) we normalise so that
A i r  j  \ _  R c * j9 j ( X )
c3{dK)  = K M T y
where d,K is the last day in the calibration period. Having found our calibration vec­
tor 0*, we test the model out-of-sample, fitting the yield curves for the days after the 
calibration period by only allowing changes in the posterior distribution of X .  We 
compute the posterior distribution, 7rn by using the recursive formula
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7Tn(z,yn) oc ^ 7 r n_ i(^ ,yn_i)pfa:(sn;0n)exp[-6(3/n -  Y (x \6n))] 
i
•exP [- b(cn? -  c l j ( x - 9n))],  (6.34)
VjeG
where G is the set of countries excluding the base country. The proportional sign is 
because the above is subject to normalisation; we insist ^ iL i7 rn(Xn(i) ,yn) = 1 for 
all n. The initial distribution, 7ro is a point mass on the state chosen as the initial 
state in the calibration exercise. We calculate derivative prices in the same way as was 
described in §6.4 and the model’s exchange rate tn days after the calibration period is 
given by
6 .7 .2  In co rp o ra tin g  ex ch a n g e  ra te s  in to  th e  C l an d  R W  ca lib ra tio n s
Let us now explain how to incorporate the exchange rate into the Cl and RW calibra­
tion procedures. In this case, the vector of parameters 6 will now include gj and aj for 
all countries j  together with the other parameters usually included. At each stage we 
will normalise the ^-vectors. This is done by normalising g\ (the ^-vector for country 
1) using
Y ^ 9 i(k )  = 1,
kex
and the gj  of the other countries, we normalise using the initial posterior 7ro(-)> so that
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The likelihood function (6.19) becomes
Ln(x ,y n,9) oc ^^7rn_ i(^ ,yn_ i ) ^ jI(sn;0)exp[—6(?/n — Y ( x ’9))]
•eM ~ Y ^ b(<Cn ~  C l j (X:>e ) ) ] eM - \ ( d -  -  § n - l )].
where G is the set of all countries excluding the base country. We again sum this
expression over x, and numerically pick 9 which maximises it; the maximising value
6 .7 .3  C I /R W  ca lib ra tio n  o f  a  tw o  co u n try  m o d e l w ith  ex ch a n g e  ra tes
We axe now in a position to investigate the fit using the Cl and RW calibration ap­
proaches of term structures for the USD and GBP together with the exchange rate 
between the two. One motivation for investigating a model which can provide good fits 
for such a set up is that it would potentially allow us to price or hedge cross currency 
derivatives.
• Method: Cl and RW calibration of two country and exchange rate using an 11- 
state Markov chain.
• Markov structure: data imposed structure.
is our new estimate 9n of 9. We compute the posterior distribution, 7rn by using the 
recursive formula




The model’s exchange rate at time tn will be given by
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• Data used: two countries, USD and GBP, together with dollar/pound exchange 
rate.
• Parameters in minimisation, 9:
g vector and a  for both countries, 7r, upper triangular part of A.
6.7.4 Results
When we compare the basis point error plot for the fit in Figure 6-17 with the corre­
sponding plot for the two country fit, Figure 6-14, we see similar characteristics.
Table 6.8 gives a breakdown of the statistics of the fit for different (3 parameters, we 
again focus on RW (3 = 0.2 and plots for this calibration procedure can be found in Fig­
ures 6-19 and 6-20. The results show that the median error is about 4.5-5.5 bp out per 
maturity and the exchange rate error is not more than five hundreths of a cent (0.5 bp).
C I/R W  calibration statistics for two country and exchange ra te  fit
(all values are in basis points)
USD FIT
(3 Mean Std. Dev. Min Qi Median Q3 Max
1.0 (Cl) 146.245 54.529 38.552 101.450 158.334 190.084 310.810
0.8 82.139 29.645 35.550 60.063 78.209 105.595 144.969
0.6 72.696 29.291 30.794 51.712 62.452 98.970 138.709
0.4 58.471 20.738 21.819 43.719 52.419 71.981 115.074
0.2 49.979 16.727 19.442 37.926 47.491 60.373 96.033
0.1 42.505 12.762 5.670 34.353 42.572 48.860 82.313
GBP FIT
P Mean Std. Dev. Min Ql Median Q3 Max
1.0 (Cl) 103.685 41.776 16.543 72.962 101.316 129.850 211.00
0.8 48.495 17.366 10.098 39.003 47.939 58.941 86.957
0.6 42.928 14.936 13.318 32.262 40.831 53.962 83.303
0.4 32.557 12.410 10.285 22.825 32.933 40.758 74.011
0.2 35.910 12.144 13.076 27.088 34.235 43.552 79.165
0.1 30.402 11.581 10.049 21.721 29.326 36.612 73.550
Table 6.8: Summary statistics for the two country and exchange rate CI/RW fits over 
100 days (period 14). This table has breakdowns for the USD and GBP fitting errors.
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Figure 6-17: These plots refer to the two country and exchange rate fits for the Cl 
calibration, period 14, over a 100 day period using USD and GBP data. In this figure 
we show the basis point error plots (top left) for both the USD and the GBP, the worst 
fit (blue) is the USD.
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Diagnostic plots for two country  (USD &: G B P) 
C l calibration w ith exchange rates
Mod residual* boxplot, Cl calibration (GBP) Mod residuals boxplot, Cl calibration (USD)
two country and exchange rate Cl calibration (GBP) Sorted mod residuals: two country and exchange rate Cl calibration (USD)
Actual and Model Exchange rates: (USD & GBP) Cl calibration Fitting error lor the  exchange rate: (USD & GBP) Cl calibration
Figure 6-18: These plots refer to the two country and exchange rate fits for the Cl 
calibration of the USD and GBP, period 14 data. The penultimate plot in this figure 
shows the observed data and the fitted curve for the exchange rates (there are two 
curves in this picture). The final plot is of the fitting error in the exchange rate.
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Diagnostic plots for two country (USD &: G BP) 
RW calibration w ith exchange rates (/? = 0.2)
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Figure 6-19: These plots refer to the two country and exchange rate fits for the Cl 
calibration, period 14, over a 100 day period using USD and GBP data. In this figure 
we show the basis point error plots (top left) for both the USD and the GBP, the worst 
fit (blue) is the USD.
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Diagnostic plots for two country  (USD &: G BP) 
RW calibration w ith exchange ra tes (/3 = 0.2)
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Figure 6-20: These plots refer to the two country and exchange rate fits for the RW 
calibration of the USD and GBP, period 14 data. The penultimate plot in this figure 
shows the observed data and the fitted curve for the exchange rates (there are two 
curves in this picture). The final plot is of the fitting error in the exchange rate.
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6 .7 .5  D isc u ss io n
Incorporating exchange rates into our calibration procedures can be accomplished with 
little difficulty. Clearly the fits of the yield curve do suffer as a result and there is a 
payoff between the quality of the fit of the exchange rate and that of the yield curve. 
We also found that by attaching more weight to the yield curve and lowering it for the 
exchange rate we were able to obtain much better yield curve agreement with only a 
small deterioration in the exchange rate.
Although the quality of the fits obtained for multiple countries together with exchange 
rates are probably not good enough to trade off, it should be remembered that this is 
only really a pilot study. If we take into account the fact that we only have 11 states 
in our Markov chain, the omens are good for the quality of fit that might be achieved 
with much bigger chains.
6.8 Empirical results from other studies
Although we have already briefly discussed other empirical studies in §3.6, we have not 
mentioned the quality of fits achieved in those papers. Unfortunately, even a broad 
comparison of results appears difficult as studies such as those by Moraleda k  Pelsser 
[78], Amin k  Morton [14] and Biihler et al [30] adopt very different calibration pro­
cedures and consider different classes of interest rate models. The interested reader is 
therefore referred to the original papers to see the analysis and results for their inves­
tigations.
One paper we can directly compare our results with is that of Rogers k  Zane [85] which 
we discussed in §4.5. This paper investigates calibrating a diffusion based potential 
model to the USD and GBP. They present a couple of different calibration techniques, 
one of which is similar to the day-by-day calibration which we implemented in §6.3. 
A more realistic approach they consider is one they term a quadratic constrained fit. 
Figure 6-21 shows their results for this fitting approach5.
5The author wishes to thank Prof L. C. G. Rogers for allowing us to reprint these plots
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Figure 6-21: Three plots from Rogers & Zane [85] showing their two country and 
exchange rate fits.
Their fits have been conducted over a fitting period of 200 days, nevertheless if we 
compare them with the two country and exchange rate results obtained using our RW 
calibration (/3 = 0.2) in Figures 6-19 and 6-20, we see that our results compare very 
favourably.
6.9 Conclusions, Criticisms and Discussion
Our study of Markov chain potential models has yielded a number of interesting results. 
Although this modelling regime has not yet been considered by the industry and is very 
different to the ones currently used, it appears to have several appealing features;
• it provides a quick and straightforward means of pricing complicated derivatives. 
The traditionally difficult integration over multi-dimensional spaces which is often 
needed when using diffusions as the underlying process reduces to an easy-to- 
handle sum over states in the Markov chain framework;
• it can model the yield curves from any number of countries without the need for
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added sources of randomness and without complicating the underlying Markov 
process;
• we can make rational choices for the underlying Markov structure based on market 
data;
• modelling exchange rates within the same framework is a straightforward exten­
sion;
• it also follows that this model is well suited to pricing cross-currency derivatives.
The work in this thesis serves as a pilot study into the feasibility of this approach. 
We begin in Chapter 5 by presenting a theoretical result which demonstrates how by 
choosing the underlying structure in the potential approach to be an Ornstein Uhlen- 
beck process, it is possible to replicate the bond prices given by Vasicek’s spot rate 
model. The work in this chapter has been solely concerned with issues of calibration of 
Markov chain potential models to market data. The aim has not been to compare this 
model with others but more to present and implement different ways of calibrating the 
model to the term structure and exchange rates of several countries.
Most of the trials carried out have been restricted to Markov chain models with only 
11-states and this would undoubtedly be much bigger in practice. The aim throughout 
the study has been to investigate computationally feasible models, by this it is meant 
that the models proposed should be able to be used in a trading environment. The 
longest computer runs we conduct here are those of the conditional-independence fits 
over 100 days. Each run of the single country fit for this period took of the order of 
200 cpu minutes and the two country with exchange rate fit was of the order of 300 
cpu minutes6. Clearly these figures are dependent on the starting point for the min­
imisation routines and the convergence criteria imposed.
The reasons why we choose not to quote exact computation times for our runs were 
twofold. Firstly, given the current rate of advancement of computer technology it is 
likely that any figures we might give would be outdated in a very short period of time. 
Indeed, the computer technology currently available to us (in this academic environ­
ment) are multiuser machines which are not close to the cutting edge technology now 
on the market. A second reason for not giving times is that much of the numerics 
involved in this study would be well suited to parallelization and if the industry were 
to adopt these models this is the route they would almost certainly choose to go down.
6These computation times were for runs conducted on a Sun Ultra E3500 with 400 MHz UltraSPARC 
II processor
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The results themselves have been promising given that we are insisting on fitting a 
time-homogeneous model with such a small statespace. We found that when allowing 
a different model to be fitted each day (day-by-day calibration), we were able to fit a 
single yield curve with median errors of the order of 1 bp per maturity. Conversely, 
the rigid calibration of fitting 5 days of data and then using the calibrated model to fit 
subsequent days yielded median errors of the order of 6 bp per maturity.
The best method appeared to be one which was between these two extremes, that is 
the conditional-independence and random walk calibrations. We were able to produce 
single-country fits with median errors of around 2.5 bp per maturity with good param­
eter stability. Obviously, incorporating more than one country inevitably worsened the 
fit; when we fitted USD and GBP data, the median error was around 3.5-4.5 bp per 
maturity, adding a third country (DEM) increased the error slightly. The inclusion of 
the exchange rate in the two country fit gave errors of the order of 4.5-5.5 bp which 
is high for trading. However, it is again worth emphasizing the severe restrictions im­
posed and the fact that this is the error for modelling two economies together with the 
exchange rate between them.
There are obvious extensions which could be carried out, some of which are mentioned 
in the avenues for further research section which follows this one. We are confident 
that the fit could be improved with more states in the chain and by focusing more 
on the weights of each maturity. One other avenue to pursue would be incorporating 
derivatives other than ZCBs in the calibration/fitting process and investigating how 
this affects the fit.
As regards the question of whether the industry would use such a model, we have 
already mentioned many of the appealing features. However, one of the main stumbling 
blocks is that this model is clearly very different to the ones currently used by the 
industry and practitioners may well be reluctant to drastically change their existing 
models unless the perceived benefits of a new approach were very high.
6.10 Avenues for further research
The work in this thesis has opened up a number of interesting avenues for further 
research. Along with the possible extensions to the theory which we have suggested 
in the body of the text, it would be interesting to extend the framework so that it is 
capable of hedging derivatives.
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It would also be of interest to investigate how well the existing framework could price 
more complicated cross-currency derivatives. One pricing problem which could be 
looked at is that of pricing a cross-currency swaption. Although we will not investigate 
this here, it is fairly straightforward to obtain expressions for prices of such derivatives 
in this modelling framework. All that is required is good quality market data.
6.10 Avenues for further research
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Exam ining the Effects o f Shocks 
to  a Market Equilibrium
7.1 Introduction
Events which influence the financial world are not always expected and the effect they 
can have is often far from predictable. In this and the next chapter we present a classi­
cal equilibrium model and study the changes which happen when we impose a sudden 
unexpected shock to the market equilibrium.
Sudden changes and moves in the world markets are not uncommon, for example in 
recent years we have had; the stock market crash of October 1987, the sterling crisis of 
1992, the collapse of the Korean economy at the end of 1997 and the Russian default 
in August 1998. These events result in large market movements and are often charac­
terised by a lack of liquidity in the critical markets. The effects can potentially be fax 
more important than many of the risks usually described as market risk.
The structure of the model we use in this study is quite conventional. Under the as­
sumption of complete markets, we construct an economy which has multiple investors 
with heterogeneous preferences who may invest in a small number of productive risky 
assets and a riskless deposit account. Each investor aims to maximise their expected 
integrated utility of consumption over all future time (this is a continuous time, infi­
nite horizon model). Each risky asset has a dividend stream which we model as a log 
Brownian process and agents have so-called power-law or constant relative risk aversion 
utility function.
We examine the effect a sudden shock has on the economic equilibrium. The shock is
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imposed via the dividend stream of the risky assets and a comparison of the equilibrium 
before and after the event is made. We make no attempt to describe the trajectory 
of the economy through the period of change. This analysis may offer some insight 
into certain “real-world” situations. For example it may give us an indication of what 
would happen if a large but volatile market participant such as the Russian or Asian 
economy suffered a severe downturn in fortunes.
There are now many papers in the economic and finance literature concerned with 
equilibrium modelling. Much of the initial work on optimal consumption-investment 
policy was carried out by Merton [73] [74] [75] who studied the single agent optimal 
control problem. Merton produced closed form expressions for the consumption and 
investment policies when the utility function of consumption, U(c), was of the HARA 
(Hyperbolic Absolute Risk Aversion) class and satisfied =  oo.
Among the other early well known models is the theory developed by Lucas [71] for 
equilibrium asset pricing in a discrete-time setting, this model provides the flexibility 
of allowing us to pick an exogeneous consumption-portfolio plan.
The starting point for a large number of continuous-time equilibrium models for the 
valuation of contingent claims and the term structure of interest rates is the Cox, Inger- 
soll and Ross (CIR) [36] valuation formula. Many of the studies which use this model 
assume log utility functions for tractability.
The work of Cox Sz Huang [35], Karatzas, Lehoczky, Sethi & Shreve [64] and Karatzas, 
Lehoczky & Shreve [65] [66] were an important breakthrough in the study of this kind 
of optimal consumption-investment type problem.
The first of these papers was Karatzas, Lehoczky, Sethi &; Shreve [64]. In their work 
the authors obtained explicit formulas for optimal single agent consumption and in­
vestment policies when the stock price process is geometric Brownian motion. They 
were also able to remove the restriction that U'(0) =  oo.
A martingale based characterization for the optimal decisions of a single agent under a 
general class of stock price processes with more general utility functions was then given 
in Karatzas, Lehoczky & Shreve [65]. The same methodology was independently de­
veloped and applied to diffusion models by Cox & Huang [35]. Finally, the single agent 
equilibrium was extended to a multi-agent problem in Karatzas, Lehoczky & Shreve 
[66]; results on existence and uniqueness of equilibria solutions were given in this paper.
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There are now a number of related studies which use and extend the work of the above 
authors. However, much of the work is concerned with proofs of existence and the for­
mulation of closed form expressions. There are still very few studies which examine the 
properties of particular equilibrium solutions and give a description of the behaviour 
or characteristics exhibited. The work of Dumas [43] and that of Wang [91] are notable 
exceptions to this. Their interesting studies begin to consider the equilibrium proper­
ties for particular two-investor models with specially chosen heterogeneous investors.
In this part of the thesis we shall consider an equilibrium model which has a similar 
construction to that discussed for the two-investor case in Wang [91]. This is a conven­
tional intertemporal equilibrium consumption-investment model and it has elements 
in common with the classical Merton [74] model and the work in the seminal paper 
of Breeden [23]. The model in Dumas [43] also has close links with our model. We 
will examine the behaviour and characteristics of an equilibrium which has multiple 
investors who are heterogeneous in risk and impatience preferences. The paper of Wang 
[91] together with that of Karatzas et al [66] may be consulted for questions concerning 
the existence and uniqueness of equilibria for this model.
Wang considers two classes of investors and in analysing the equilibria he imposes the 
simplifying restriction that investors in class 1 have logarithmic utility and investors 
in class 2 have a square root utility function. We will consider a more general situa­
tion and numerically investigate equilibria with four heterogeneous agents each with 
CRRA utility. We examine the change in portfolios of the investors, the affect on stock 
prices and the variation in interest rates as a result of shocks to the equilibrium solution.
One motivation for attempting to examine the equilibrium characteristics is that it al­
lows us to understand what might happen after a shock to the market. The literature 
has few papers which genuinely analyse the effect of external shocks to an equilibrium 
solution as we will attempt.
There are, however, several studies which focus on policy measures and the role of liq­
uidity in precipitating financial crashes. For example Diamond and Dybvig [40] discuss 
how illiquidity and bank runs can cause real economic damage; they look at contracts 
and government provision which may prevent this. Gennotte h  Leland [46] consider 
how hedging strategies can trigger liquidity concerns which, in turn, can lead to sharp 
market falls. Short-term borrowing has also often been blamed for such crises, the 
reader is referred to Diamond & Rajan [41] for an account of this. Masson [72] devel­
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ops a simple two-country balance of payments model to illustrate the role of contagion 
(also see Allen & Gale [13]) in the collapse of markets; discussing in particular the 
recent turmoil in Asia. Further economic and political analysis of the Asian crisis may 
be found in Mishkin [77]; this paper suggests causes as well as strategies to prevent 
collapses.
Finally, the paper of Blejer, Feldman and Feltenstein [19] develops a framework to anal­
yse how an exogenous shock affects an initially solvent banking system. Their focus is 
to use a simple general equilibrium model and analyse the potential economic conse­
quences and policy responses when sudden shocks affect bank deposits in the economy.
The plan for this and the next chapter is as follows. We start in §7.2 by setting-up 
the problem, explaining the assumptions we make and the terminology used. In §7.3 
we derive the system of equations which must be satisfied by the equilibrium solution 
giving expressions for the asset price and the wealth of each investor. We also give a 
sufficient condition for convergence of our system of equations. The interest rate for the 
riskless deposit account is determined endogenously and in §7.4 we derive an explicit 
expression for this rate. We end this chapter with a few remarks, §7.5.
Chapter 8 follows on directly from the work of this chapter. We present a numerical 
procedure to synthesize shocks to the market and investigate two explicit examples 
providing the results and analysis of our study.
7.2 The Set Up
Consider a world with J  investors, M  assets and a riskless deposit account with endo- 
geneously determined interest rate (rt)t>o-
Each asset i has a dividend stream (8i(t))t>o which we model as a log Brownian process 
in the form
dXi(t) = d(\ogSi(t)) = GidWl +  mdt  (7.1)
where (Pf7)t>o is a standard Brownian motion (independent for all i), pi is the mean 
rate of return and Oi is the volatility of the asset. We define 8(t) = (£i(£),.., <W(0) 
and also A (t) =  1.8(t) = Y^iLi 8i(t).
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Each investor j  has a utility function, Uj(t,c), given by
j  .
= ^-y, (7.2)
where c represents the consumption rate of the agent, pj is the rate of impatience of 
agent j  and R j  > 0 (Rj  ^  1) for all j . 1 Investors seek to
(7.3)max | iEq f  
subject to the constraint
Wj(t) > 0 (7.4)
for all t .  Here W j ( t )  is the wealth and Cj (i) is the consumption rate of agent j  at 
time t. Et = 1E[* |^t] is the P measure conditional expectation given the information Tt 
available at time t .
Agent j  invests an amount <f>j(t) in the riskless bank deposit account and holds 7r*(i)
in share i (i = 1 , M ) at time t. We denote agent j 's portfolio of holdings in the risky
assets by the vector
7Tj(t) = (7T)(«),...,7T^(t))T.
Therefore, it follows that the time t wealth of agent j  is
U)j(t) = 7Tj(t).St +  4>j ( t )  (7.5)
where St is the vector of prices at time t for the M  assets.
Although we allow the risky assets to be sold short and money to be borrowed from the 
bank, we shall impose the restriction that there is exactly one share of each productive 
asset in existence, and cash is in zero net supply:
J J
^ ^ 7 Tj ( t )  =  1 Vi i  — 1 ,..,M  and =  0, Vi. (7.6)
j = i  j = l
1The case Rj  =  1 is that of the logarithmic utility and can be considered analogously but we do 
not explicitly discuss it here.
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We will assume throughout that we are in the complete market situation. Therefore, 
there exists a unique probability measure P* (equivalent to P) under which all dis­
counted asset prices are martingales. The state price density, £ is defined by
Ct =  exp(- f  
Jo
- / rsds) dF
Under these assumptions, it is well known (see, for example, Karatzas, Lehoczky & 
Shreve [66]) that for some constants2 A j the marginal utilities of agents’ consumption 
and the state-price density process (Ct)t>o are linked by
Uj (t, cj (t)) — A j , (7.7)
where prime represents differentiation with respect to consumption. The share price is 
the net present value of all future dividends
r p°°
$(*) =  c r 1 Et j  CU8 i ( u ) d u
and the wealth process is the net present value of all future consumption
Wj(t) = Ct-1 Et
(7.8)
/ oo £ u C j ( u ) d u (7.9)L Jt
Finally to complete the first part of the story we also impose the restriction
M J
A W =  =  ] C cj Wi—1 j =1
(7.10)
on the dividend payments of the assets and the consumption of the agents. This equa­
tion, (7.10), will be referred to as the market clearing condition.
7.3 Calculating the Equilibrium
Since we consider the situation where the utility of each agent j  is of the form
c ~Ri (t)
C0(t,Cj(i)) =  (7.11)
The constants Xj axe often referred to as Lagrange multipliers.
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it follows that
U'j (t,cj (t)) = e - » tcJRi(t). (7.12)
Recall from §7.2 that under complete market assumptions we have U j ( t , C j ( t ) )  =  CAj- 
Therefore,
Cj ( t )  =  (CtV « ‘r ^ ,  (7.13)
and so the market clearing (see (7.10)) gives
M  J  J  1
A t =  =  £< * (* ) =  £ ( c « v * ‘r ^ -  (7.i4)
7 — 1 j  =  1 j  =  1
Ideally we would like to be able to make the subject of this equation but unfortu­
nately, this is the best we can do in this set up. Indeed, the only way to determine
here is to use a numerical root finding routine and we discuss this more fully in §8.2.
7.3.1 Share price and wealth expressions
We have already given expressions for the share price and the wealth ((7.8) and (7.9) 
respectively). Although we would like to make these more explicit, it is not possible to 
progress any further at the general level, the best we can do is write the wealth of any 
agent j  as:
(7.15)
(7.16)
1 f ° °Wj(t) =  — E,[ J  ( sCj(s)ds]
=  1 e , [ r U C s ^ e W f ^ d s ]
1 f°° (i-lf-)  3-
= i l  1(v'’,i) ’
and write the share price process for asset i as:
1 700
S i ( t )  =  - E t [ J  C s S i ( s ) d s ]
1 f°°= -  /
st Jt
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7 .3 .2  E x p r e ss io n  for th e  p ayoff
In this case, an expression for the payoff, Vj(t), at time t for any agent j  can easily be 
derived. Using (7.11) and (7.13) we see that
/oo Uj{s,Cj(s))ds]
=  ( i ZTrt)  ^ ~ e - « s(AJe',i “)<1" ^ )Et [c!1" 17)]ds
=  ( r r ^ )  J™
Aj ^ (tWj(t).1 - R j
7 .3 .3  E x p r e ss io n  sa tis fied  b y  p a ra m eters  a t e q u ilib r iu m
Next we wish to find the system of equations that the model parameters must satisfy 
to be in equilibrium. To do this we will use the wealth equation given in (7.5)
M
wj{t ) =  W- (7-17)
1=1
So putting (7.15) and (7.16) into (7.17) gives
/ o o  n  — )  i_  r  ooE*[Cs Rj ] {^jePjS) Rjds =  Y l r f i t )  J E*[Cs^(s)]ds +  <pj{t)(tz=1 ^
for j  =  1,.., J . Therefore we have the J equations
roo (  M  / j  i_\  __ i _ )Jt KViS) M<fe +  &(t)C* =  0, (7.18)
which we solve for Aj, j  —  1, . . ,  J.
This system of equations cannot be solved analytically, so the only way we can proceed 
is via numerical means. However, this is also far from trivial as we have a complicated 
infinite multi-dimensional integral to evaluate. Moreover, there is no guarantee that 
the integral (7.18) actually converges.
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7 .3 .4  C o n v erg en ce  o f  (7 .1 8 )
It is important to try to obtain a sufficiency condition under which convergence of the 
system of equations given in (7.18) occurs.
First notice that
j=1
=  Ee[C,Aj (7.19)
where the equality above comes from the market clearing condition. Similarly, by 
defining 7fj =  m ax7r*-, we can also obtain the inequality
M  M
^ r f Vj(t)Et [<;88i(8)] < 7fj(t)Ef[Cs ^ ^ ( s ) ]
i=l i=l
= 7rJ-(t)Ee[C,A(4)]. (7.20)
Hence in view of (7.19) and (7.20), it follows that to determine conditions for conver-
r  o o
gence of (7.18) we need to ensure that / Et[£sAs]ds converges. To find conditions
Jo
for this, first observe that
ifC‘ "U  I  < r / a ( E / = i ( v « ‘) Rn  if Ct < i
where i? =  maxi?,- and R = mini?,. Hence 
j  j
,  <  f  At- , (E/=i(AJ-e«‘)-1^ )*  if Ct > 1 n  ,.v
Ct - 1 if 6  < x-
PiNext, if we define « =  min -J- then
j  R j
j  _  _





for some constants Ci, C^- Therefore using (7.21), (7.22) and (7.23) we deduce that for
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convergence it is sufficient to find conditions such that
poo poo
/  Et[C,A.]da< /  E ,[A j-9e - “ e]ci*<ooJO Jo
for 6 = R ,R .  Denoting Xi(t) = <JiWl +  ptf, we see that
poo poo
/  Et[A l - ° e - Ks6]ds < C 3 e"'<s9E4[ y 'e (1- s)-¥i(s)]ds
Jo Jo i
roo ^
= Y '' / exp[—k0s +  -o f s ( l  — Q)2 +  pis(l  — 0)]ds.
i Jo 2
where C3 is a constant. So for convergence it is sufficient to insist each i that
2
/U i(l-0 ) +  ( l - 0 ) 2^ - K 0 < O  (7.24)z
7.4 Calculating the Interest Rate
As we have already mentioned, the interest rate is endogenously determined. It is 
useful to calculate the interest rate before and after a shock to the equilibrium and 
investigate how this rate is affected by the shocks we impose. In this section we derive
an explicit expression for the interest rate in our modelling framework. To do this,
observe that if we differentiate
x dP*
6  =  exP( - 1  r -* )-  r t
=  exp(- [  rsds)Zt (7.25)
Jo
we get
dCt = —rt(tdt +  exp(— / rsds)dZt 
Jo
— ~ f'tCtdt +  -^rdZt
At
= a Z t d Z t - r tdt), (7.26)
d(tand so we see that the finite variation term in —  is —rtdt. It is this fact that we shall
C t
use to derive our expression.
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First recall that the market clearing condition (7.14) says
=  Ri-
3 =  1
This implies
Ct =  ^ t)
for some function <fi and if we set 'ip = (p~l we have that





Next, our specification that the dividend stream, Si(t), is log Brownian motion for all 
i gives us that
M
d A t =  d f ^ < 5 j ( * )
\ i = 1 
M




G idW l +  p id t  +  -cr i d t  £ (7.30)
Therefore, (7.29) together with (7.30) give
dCt =
d(p\ _ (  d<p 
dt +  ( | £ )  E m  +*,2} +  J  ( g )  *
+ ( § f ) E m ^ d w i .  (7.3i)
'  * ' 1=1
What remains is to find expressions for the differentials
JWe have omitted including the specific parameter dependencies for each function to ease reading.
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50 50 520
a ?  a /v  an 5 a ? '
Unfortunately, because we cannot explicitly write down 0, calculating the partial 








Then differentiate (7.33) to give
50 50 . .^ ^ =  1. (7.33)
+  ( 7 3 4 1a^ 2 vaA,y a< t> dA j ( ' >
We rearrange (7.32), (7.33) and (7.34) so that
g  ■  - ( g ) / ( g )
50 50
5 A *  5 0
5 2 0  /  ^ 25 ^ 0 \  / 5 0 V
U ^ U a ^  'aA?
In this manner, we have altered the problem into one of finding
5 0  5 0  5 2 0
~ d t ’ 5 0  5 0 2  ’
which is more straightforward to handle. Using
(7.36)
(7.37)
0 ( t , 0 ( * , A t ) )  =  0(*,Ct) Rj
j =l
we have













£ { & ) ’  +5  • (' 4"’
dCt .Now since the finite variation term of —  is —rtdt, we can put together (7.35), (7.36),
Ct
(7.37), (7.38), (7.39), (7.40) and by using (7.31) we have that
S/=i (#) fc* V s‘)" Etei ti(t) {w + Jo?}
l '
E / = i  ( i )  (C.A,e»‘f  ■«( E / = i  ( i )  (C.A,e»‘f
E/=1 ( j ) 2(Cty ^ ) - ^  +E j=1 ( i ) (C.Aie«*)-* 





This is the simplest form we can find for the interest rate in this situation.
7.5 Remarks
The work presented in this chapter is as far as we can proceed analytically in this 
general case. If we were to impose further assumptions, such as that Rj  was the same 
for all jf, or that Rj = 1 we could get closer to an explicit form for some of the ex­
pectations. However, in all cases we will eventually have to consider numerical methods.
7.5 Remarks
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N um erical Examples: procedure, 
results and analysis
The closing comments of Chapter 7 suggested that it was not possible to get any further 
with an analytical solution and that numerical methods were necessary. Therefore in 
this chapter we will consider two explicit examples numerically; the first is the case 
where all agents have the utility function,
=  (8.1)
so essentially the R j 's (CRRA coefficient) are the same for all agents. The second ex­
ample uses the original utility function given in (7.2) taking the impatience parameter 
pj to be the same for all agents.
One of the advantages of considering the first case where all agents have the same Rj  
is that it allows us to proceed a little further analytically and consequently simplifies 
the work we must do numerically. It will also be easier to analyse the results and carry 
out some comparative statics for this case.
The plan for this chapter is to begin in §8.1 by presenting the method we use to find 
the equilibrium and to describe how we synthesize a shock to the risky assets. The 
procedure we give can be looked at as being the key steps of the numerical code. In 
§8.2 we discuss the numerical differentiation, integration and root finding procedures 
used. §8.3 gives the analysis and equations we require for Example A, that is the case 
where all agents have the same risk aversion coefficient. The results obtained from the 
numerics and the discussion for this example are given in §8.4.
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Next, §8.5 has the analysis for Example B where the investors can have different risk 
preferences but the same impatience value. The numerical results and discussion for 
this example are in §8.6. Finally, we end the chapter and this part of the thesis in §8.7 
with some conclusions.
8.1 The Procedure
In this modelling procedure we begin by computing the initial equilibrium parameter 
values. This is under the assumption that the existing economic conditions prevail 
forever. Having done this, we then hit the equilibrium with a sudden shock, modifying 
the dynamics of one of the risky assets. To determine the reaction induced by the 
shock, it is necessary to recompute the equilibrium under the new dynamics and then 
examine the changes that have occurred.
8 .1 .1  S p ec ific  d e ta ils
To reduce computation time, and as we are not concerned about the specific initial 
portfolios of the agents, we shall begin by specifying values for Aj and then use these 
to find the corresponding equilibrium portfolio holdings for each agent. The specific 
steps in creating our two-stage (continuous framework) static equilibrium model are as 
follows.
1. We start by choosing appropriate values for A j, the Lagrange multiplier. These 
can either be chosen randomly, or from empirical experience and the specific 
values are unimportant provided each A j  is unique and they are all positive. 
Next, observe that the share price of any asset i and the wealth of any agent j  is 
given by
Si(t) =  fi(t,S(t)]X) and Wj(t) = A)
for some functions fi  and gj which we can typically only determine numerically.
2. Using our numerical values for the asset prices and wealths of the agents, we can 
determine the initial portfolio, tTj (0), and the initial amount held in the riskless 
deposit account, (f)j(0), that agent j  would need to start from in order to get the 
desired consumption stream cj(.).




dwj{t) =  ^ 2  n T 'K d5p(t)+ finite variation terms,
p=i
and similarly from (7.8) we have
M Q f  ■
dSl(t) = ^ 2  or /* , dSp(t)-\- finite variation terms. 
p=i ovpv')
Next, using the change in wealth equation (7.5) and equating quadratic variation 
terms only, we get
=  i  = p =  <8-2)
Therefore, by numerically finding
dfi(o,s(oy, \)  , d9 j(o,s(oy,x) 
asp d6p
we can determine 7Tj(0) using the relationship (8.2). Moreover, since we know 
Wj{0) (= gj(0, J(0); A)) and 7rj(0)^i(0)j we can also determine the new hold­
ings in the riskless asset, 0(0).
We now have the time-0 initial equilibrium values for the wealth and portfolio 
holdings of each agent, as well as the share prices. It is instructional to also 
evaluate the payoff Eo[/0°° Uj(s,Cj(s))ds] for each agent j  = 1,.., J.
3. At this point we hit the market with some kind of shock. This will be imposed 
via the dynamics of the risky assets, the details of which we discuss below.
4. Now using 7Tj(0), (f)j (0) and our new post-shock (time 0+) dynamics for the assets, 
we compute A which solves
M
5>.*(0)A(0,*(0+);A) +  &(0) =Si(0,*(0+);A), j  =  1 J. (8.3)
k=1
5. Finally, armed with our new A we compute the new portfolio of risky assets and
holdings in the bank (7^(0+) and 0j(O-h) j  = 1 ,-•,«/) and examine what affect 
the shock has had on these. We also compute the new wealth and payoff for each
agent and compare these to the values before the shock. The interest rate before
and after the shock should also be calculated.
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8 .1 .2  S y n th e s iz in g  a sh o ck  to  th e  m ark et e q u ilib r iu m
We have chosen to impose shocks to the market via the risky assets. Although there 
are a number of ways we could attempt to do this, we have decided to limit ourselves 
to imposing the shocks only via the dividend stream of the asset and to just hitting 
one asset at a time.
The shock can be imposed in one of two ways:
1. by hitting the mean return value, p, of the dividend stream of one of the assets;
2. by hitting the initial dividend, J(0) of an asset.
Therefore, under our construction, if we wished to synthesize a shock to asset i , we 
could either modify pi or Jf(O) in the specification of Si(t). We will consider what 
happens if these parameters are suddenly increased or reduced by a fixed percentage.
8.2 Num erical considerations
It is already clear from the analysis in Chapter 7 and the modelling procedure given 
in §8.1, that to proceed numerically we must use a routine which can compute multi­
dimensional integrals. Moreover, we also require numerical differentiation, minimisa­
tion and root finding routines; the uses for each of these will become apparent as we 
proceed.
The integration procedure which we use here is the routine D01FCF, supplied by NAG. 
This routine is capable of evaluating any multi-dimensional integral, up to 15 dimen­
sions. This routine is ideal for our purposes as our numerical examples do not look at 
models with more than 4 assets (i.e. 4 dimensions).
This routine is used to compute expectations such as
and Et[Au E^(u)].
The transition density of log 6i(t) is
(8.4)
where is the volatility and pi is the mean rate of return of asset i.
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We also need to evaluate an integral over time (see (8.13) for example), this we do us­
ing the NAG routine D01AMF, a 1-D quadrature routine which allows for semi-infinite 
intervals.
The minimisation routine which we will use is E04JYF, this gives us a tool to solve the 
set of J  equations when we compute A after the shock1.
The numerical differentiation of Si(t) = fi(t,S(t)] A) and W j ( t ) = g j ( t , 5 ( t ) ;  A) is stan­
dard, we use the 0 (h 2) numerical approximation of the derivative of a function p(x) at 
the point xo
p(x0 +  h) -  p{x0 -  h)
------------ 2h------------ ’ (8'5)
this is the 2nd order central difference formula.
Finally, we also ask the numerical code to produce a couple of extra diagnostic parame­
ters whose values we shall compare before and after the shock to aid the interpretation 
of the output.
The first diagnostic value we compute is
-  I v,(o) )  ’ m
for all j ,  where V)(0) is the payoff of agent j  before the shock and V)(0+) is the payoff 
after the shock.
This quantity may be looked at as a true measure of how much better or worse things 
have got after the shock. If agent ji’s original consumption stream was multiplied by 
the constant i/j, then the original payoff Vj(0) would be changed to the post-shock 
payoff Vj(0+).
The second value we shall consider is the changeover time. All our runs will be done 
with two risky assets; to begin with, the dividend rate of one of the assets will be longer 
than the other, however, there will be a point in time when the second asset becomes 
preferred. We refer to this as the changeover time. It is computed by finding the time





8.3 Example A: all agents have the sam e C RR A
(8.7)
In this section we will consider the situation where all agents are equally risk averse. 
Therefore the utility for each j  is
(8.8)
and we assume that R  > 1 throughout. One of the key advantages behind this choice 
of utility function is that it is now possible to explicitly write down the state price 
density process, (t- We have from the market clearing condition that




( t  —
E / =i(e * tA j)-1/*l* 
Af (8.10)
For ease of notation, we write = Ylj=i(ePit^-j)
Some slight simplifications of the expressions for the share price and wealth given in 
§7.3.1 are now possible. The wealth process of agent j  is
W j ( t )  =
i r ° °
—Et [ J  Cs C j ( s ) d s ]
/oo _V’(K_1)(s)A(“1/fi)e -£ 1A i-'R(fs]
/oo (s) W e^Ei [A*-fl]ds
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Similarly, for the price of share i we have
Si(t) = ^ E t l C  (uSi(u)du]
/ OO TpR{u)AuRdi(u)dA,
R / OO J(52(<ft'‘*k)-1/R)REt[*Z%M]du. (8.12)
k=1
It follows that the J  equations we must solve to compute A in the post shock equilib­
rium are given by (using the wealth equation as described in §7.3.3)
Ao R  poo






du 4- 4>j(0) =  0 j  = 1,.., J. (8.13)
We can also express the payoff of agent j  as
(8 .1 4 )
The sufficient condition for convergence of (8.13) is simpler than for the case of different 
Rj  presented in §7.3.4.
Assuming R  > 1, p\ =  miny pj and denoting Xi{t) =  OiWl *f m t, we see that
poo pooJ e-MUE[A l - R}du < J  e - ',1‘E [ E  e(I" B)X<(<)]<lt
roo ^
=  j T exP[“ Pl^ +  (1 -  R f-^ o - t  +  pi( 1 -  R)t]dt.
So the condition that for each i
W(1 -  R) + (1 -  R f f  -  pi <  0 (8 .1 5 )
guarantees convergence of (8.13).
Also, by taking Rj =  R  for all j  in (7.41) we get the following, simpler form, for the
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interest rate in this example,
We will often about (8.16) as being made up of three terms.
8.4 Results and Analysis for Example A
Our market has two risky assets and four agents.
A sset 0 is the more volatile asset. The initial dividend stream is low when compared 
to the other asset but the mean return and the volatility are significantly higher than 
that of asset 1.
A sset 1 has been set up to act as a more stable and secure asset. Although the mean 
return is lower than that of the other asset, the volatility is significantly lower as well. 
The initial dividend stream, #o is high for this asset.
The parameter values for the two assets are given in the Table 8.1.
Asset G m p  -  \ o l
0 0.26 0.38 2.15 0.1878
1 0.14 0.342 17.6 0.081518
Table 8.1: Example A: initial parameter values for the two risky assets in the model
We could interpret the assets as follows: Asset 0 is the stock index in an Asian economy, 
with higher mean return and volatility than Asset 1, which represents a larger more 
stable economy.
The parameter settings together with a description of the kind of market participants 
that might be described by these parameters are given in Table 8.2.
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Market Participants
Agent P R Possible Characteristics A
(CRRA) Type of Business Market Outlook
0 0.05 3.25 Pension Fund Long Term 0.1
1 0.075 3.25 Large Multi-national Mid/Long Term 4.0
2 0.09 3.25 Technology /  Comp uters Mid Term 22.0
3 0.12 3.25 Property Leasing Company Short Term 29.0
Table 8.2: Example A: the characteristics of the four agents in the model
The first stage market equilibrium was found before we hit the market with a shock. 
The equilibrium portfolio for this market is given in Table 8.4.
Pre-Shock M arket Equilibrium  Values
Agent Holdings Price 



















Bank 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Wealth % 60.2603 18.8911 11.0171 9.8314
Consumption Cj(0) 11.711705 3.764251 2.227792 2.046252
Interest Rate 10.5603%
Changeover Time 19.78 yrs
Table 8.3: Example A: pre-shock market equilibrium parameter values
Notice that the amount each agent invests in the riskless asset is zero in the pre-shock 
equilibrium in Table 8.4 (and in all the equilibrium tables in Example A). This is a 
consequence (see Heritage & Rogers [55]) of the fact that all agents have the same 
coefficient of relative risk aversion. The figures for wealth % report the percentage of 
total market value held by each agent. Agent 0 is the most patient agent and we see 
from his portfolio that he prefers to hold more of Asset 1, whereas the other agents
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take the opposite position.
8.4.1 H it t in g  th e  in itia l d iv id en d  s tre a m , (5(0)
The first situation considered is imposing a 20% drop to the initial dividend stream 
<5(0) for each asset (taken one at a time). The post-shock equilibrium values for these 
two shocks are given in Tables 8.4 and 8.5.
Post-Shock Equilibrium  (20% drop to  <5(0) of Asset 0)
Agent Holdings Price 





















































V 0.953587 0.954056 0.954422 0.954879
Interest Rate 7.2027% (-)
Changeover Time 21.88 yrs (+)
Table 8.4: Example A: post-shock equilibrium values - 20% drop to <5(0) of Asset 0
Comparing the pre-shock portfolios of each agent and their percentage holdings of the 
risky assets we might expect that if Asset 0 becomes less attractive, because of a re­
duction in <5o(0) (or even of /zo), then Agent 0 will improve his situation relative to the 
others. This is because he is less reliant on Asset 0. Conversely, if Asset 1 becomes 
less attractive, then we expect the reverse to happen. This behaviour is exactly what 
we observe in the results of Tables 8.4 and 8.5.
Another change that is predictable is that of the changeover time; by just considering 
how it is computed using (8.7) it is possible to determine the direction of change before 
imposing the shock.
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Post-Shock Equilibrium  (20% drop to  <5(0) of Asset 1)
Agent Holdings Price 














































V 0.842939 0.842671 0.842515 0.842180
Interest Rate 14.3724% (+)
Changeover Time 17.68 yrs (-)
Table 8.5: Example A: post-shock equilibrium values - 20 % drop to <5(0) of Asset 1 
8.4.2 H itt in g  th e  m ean  ra te  o f re tu rn , p
Next we impose shocks to the mean rate of return. The first case is hitting po by a 
20% drop, see Table 8.6, and the second case is identical but for Asset 1 (Table 8.7).
The rationale for the behaviour observed when we imposed a shock to the initial div­
idend stream in §8.4.1 applies equally here when the mean rate of return value is hit. 
Something which is much harder to justify is the effect on v in all the post-shock tables 
in Example A; we consistently see that the agent whose change in percentage wealth 
is best actually fares worst in terms of the effect on the payoff v value.
The movements of the (time-0) interest rate after a shock has been imposed are also 
very hard to predict, by looking at (8.16) it is immediately obvious that when we drop 
the initial dividend stream and recompute the equilibrium, it has an effect on all three 
terms in the expression. When dropping the mean rate of return the effect is limited 
to the first two terms but even here we can’t predict what will happen to the first term 
and so we’re stuck. Numerical tests have indicated that the change in the first term, 
which is actually just a weighted average of pj, is much smaller than the change in the 
second term, but it is not possible to verify that this would always be the case.
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Post-Shock Equilibrium  (20% drop to  p of Asset 0
Agent Holdings Price 














































V 0.945897 0.950873 0.953738 0.959222
Interest Rate 8.7278% (-)
Changeover Time 38.731643 yrs (+)
Table 8.6: Example A: post-shock equilibrium values - 20% shock to p of Asset 0
Post-Shock Equilibrium  (20% drop to  p of Asset 1
Agent Holdings Price 














































v 0.933538 0.938086 0.940743 0.945896
Interest Rate 2.4585% (-)
Changeover Time 15.656835 yrs (-)
Table 8.7: Example A: post-shock equilibrium values - 20% shock to p of Asset 1
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8.5 Explicit Example B: agents have different CRRA
In this case we consider the situation where the agents each have different risk prefer­
ences but the same impatience preference p. Therefore agent j  has utility
Uj(t,c) = e~pt- c1 Rj
( i - R j V
and the market clearing condition in this example is
M J J J
At = £ * W  =  E c )'W =  E K < V ' ’' f S7- (8.17)
i= 1 j = 1 j = 1
Unfortunately, unlike in Example A, we cannot solve (8.17) explicitly for £* in terms 
of A t ; indeed the best we can do is to determine (t numerically using a root finder but 
this inevitably slows the computations down.
The algorithm we will use to find (t numerically is the Newton-Raphson approximation; 
this is not computationally intensive and should converge quickly provided we give it a 
suitable starting approximation. Therefore, we seek a tight lower bound for to start 
the iterative process. Define R  =  max R j  and R  =  m inR j ,  then if < 1 we have
j  3
J
A< =  Ri
3 =  1
=  E c r ^ eW<r ^
3=1  
3 =  1
Therefore,
C. > I ) I , (8.18)
and similarly for > 1
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iR-
c, > i E, =i ( y i • (8.19)
The expressions for the wealth of each agent and the share prices are the same as those 
given in the analysis in §7.3.1 except that pj = p. Indeed, the other expressions de­
rived in Chapter 7: the equations governing an equilibrium solution, the convergence 
condition, the interest rate and the payoff expression translate directly in the same way.
8.6 Results and Analysis for Example B
We again have two assets and four agents. The dynamics of the two assets have similar 
characteristics to the assets in Example A (see §8.4).
The dynamics of the assets in this example are given in Table 8.8.
Asset o 6(0) p - ^ c 1
0 0.245 0.426 3.0 0.154262
1 0.125 0.34 20.0 0.067200
Table 8.8: Example B: initial parameter values for the two risky assets in the model
Again we have developed the four agents in the market so that they have their own in­
dividual characteristics and market outlook; these obviously relate to the chosen CRRA 
value for each agent. We take CRRA values between 2 and 9. Details of the market 
participants are given in Table 8.9.
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Type of Business Market Outlook
0 0.04 2.5 Currency Speculator Adventurous 8.0
1 0.04 4.5 Computer manufacturer Entrepreneurial 14.0
2 0.04 6.5 Chemical engineer Steady 20.0
3 0.04 8.5 Pension fund Cautious 3.7
Table 8.9: Example B: the characteristics of the four agents in the model
The first stage, pre-shock, market equilibrium values are given in Table 8.10
Pre-Shock M arket E quilibrium  Values
Agent Holdings Price 





























61.4351 16.7456 10.8166 11.0027
Consumption C j ( 0) 14.314344 3.873350 2.417163 2.395143
Interest Rate 6.5231%
Changeover Time 21.79 yrs
Table 8.10: Example B: pre-shock market equilibrium parameter values
We see from Table 8.10 that Agent 0 invests heavily in Asset 0 which is the high-return, 
high-risk asset, whereas the other agents go short in this asset. This is what we would 
expect given that Agent 0 is ‘adventurous’ in his outlook; indeed, this agent actually 
shorts cash to take up this risky position. It is clear in this example that the portfolio 
of the ‘adventurous’ agent is tilted toward the riskier asset, while the other agents lean 
towards the less risky asset. Their attitude towards risk is also reflected in the different 
proportions of wealth invested in the bank deposit account; for Agent 1 it is 33.67%, 
Agent 2 has 61.29% and Agent 3 has 76.51% of wealth in the bank.
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8.6.1 H it t in g  th e  in itia l d iv id en d  s tre a m , <5(0)
The two shocks we look at here are hits applied to the dividend stream J(0) of Asset 
0 and Asset 1. In both cases we drop the original initial dividend by 20%, the results 
are presented in Tables 8.11 and 8.12 for shocks to Asset 0 and Asset 1 respectively.
Post-Shock Equilibrium  (20% drop to  <5(0) of A sset 0)
Agent Holdings Price 





















































V 0.940726 0.958420 0.965115 0.968889
Interest Rate 2.6932% (-)
Changeover Time 24.35 yrs(+)
Table 8.11: Example B: post-shock equilibrium values - 20% shock to <5(0) of Asset 0
Notice from the tables that agents who are willing to take less risks suffer least in terms 
of the reduction in their u value. This seems logical when you consider the holdings of 
the various agents in the different assets, and also bear in mind that risk averse agents 
invest more in the riskless bank account.
Next, observe that the changes in the bank holdings and holdings of Asset 0 move in 
opposite directions when we hit Asset 0 and Asset 1, but the changes in the holdings 
of Asset 1 move in the same direction in both cases. It is much harder to formulate 
any hard rules or use comparative statics to explain this behaviour.
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Post-Shock Equilibrium  (20% drop to J(0) of A sset 1)
Agent Holdings Price 





















































V 0.781772 0.895363 0.935604 0.954849
Interest Rate 9.2766% (+)
Changeover Time 19.23 yrs(-)
Table 8.12: Example B: post-shock equilibrium values - 20% shock to J(0) of Asset 1 
8.6.2 H itt in g  th e  m ean  ra te  o f re tu rn , p
In this section we apply shocks to the market by changing the p value. The first 
case is hitting p of Asset 0 with a 20% drop, the results for which are shown in Table 
8.13. We also hit the p value of Asset 1 with a similar shock, see Table 8.14 for this case.
The numerical results when we hit the mean rate of return again suggest few rules 
we can rely on. We see that in both cases the moves of holdings in Asset 0 and the 
bank deposit account are in the same directions. The moves in Asset 1 are in opposite 
directions.
Notice that when we hit p, Agent 0 ends up better off after both shocks, that is, his 
v value is higher. Perhaps this is not so surprising in the case where p\ is hit because 
this agent took a large position in Asset 0 which ended up stronger after the shock, 
but if this is the correct rationale then the rise in v when po is hit is unexpected! One 
explanation may be that the relative value of cash holdings in the bank fell after the 
shock to po, so Agent 0’s short position in cash helped overall.
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Post-Shock Equilibrium  (20% drop to  p of Asset 0)
Agent Holdings Price 





















































V 1.398462 0.957025 0.834503 0.773732
Interest Rate 5.7322% (-)
Changeover Time 49.84 yrs (+)
Table 8.13: Example B: post-shock equilibrium values - 20% shock to p of Asset 0
Post-Shock Equilibrium  (20% drop to  p of Asset 1
Agent Holdings Price 





















































V 2.16556 1.020627 0.79002 0.68943
Interest Rate 1.7678% (-)
Changeover Time 16.93 yrs (-)
Table 8.14: Example B: post-shock equilibrium values - 20% shock to p of Asset 1
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8.7 Conclusions
In this part of the thesis we have taken a simple model for an economy where the 
structure of the equilibrium is well known, but for which it is very hard to say anything 
concrete about the equilibrium solution. Our objective has been to attempt to illu­
minate the behaviour of this type of equilibrium through applying sudden unexpected 
shocks to the economy.
As there appear to be no interesting tractable analytical cases we have pursued a nu­
merical analysis of a few small examples. However, a market economy such as this, even 
in its simplified form with just 2 risky assets and 4 agents, is a difficult and intricate 
puzzle to attempt to unravel.
Shocks were applied to the dynamics of the dividend stream of a risky asset, which 
was modelled by a log Brownian process. Changes in the share price, the wealth of the 
agents, the holdings in the risky assets and riskless bank deposit and the endogenously 
determined interest rate were all recorded. Some of the numerical results could be 
justified to a limited extent, but in many cases it was impossible to find clear rules 
or comparative statics for particular movements. Moreover, because the equilibrium 
depended on everything, all agents and the characteristics of all assets, a change in any 
part of the system affected everything else, and so we cannot say that a given change 
was due solely to any one change elsewhere.
8.7 Conclusions
Appendix A
Calculation of extra term s in the  
Petrov expansion to  the CLT
In this Appendix we will discuss how equations (2.9) and (2.10), obtained using Petrov’s 
expansion to the CLT, were derived in Chapter 2.
We use the following theorem from Petrov [9].
T heo rem  A .l  (T heorem  5.22 P e tro v  [9]) If we let be a sequence of indepen­
dent identically distributed random variables with mean m (A) and variance cr(A)2 then 
for Zn =  Yi +  >2 +  •• +  Yn we have
f Zn -  nm{ A) 
a(A)y/n < x  =  <3>(:r) +
where





a = E Cl - £ Ci £ [a> &] (A.2)
and q  = (CilCj e  [M ]) for 3 =  1> Af.
Next, using the substitution x =  and ignoring o(M -1/2) terms in (A.l) yields
n>r
,y — Mem / V— v . ^ . U I V I Z .  LX l  (y — M e)2\  ( y - M e ) 2
Using the notation Fm (v) =  ^ E S i  Ci* < 2/]? observe that
+
(A.3)
E K - * « p ( £ f f ) l  =  J_ (K  -  S0ey)FM(dy)
A° g(^)
=  /  S0eyFM(y)dy.
J  — oo
(A.4)
Therefore to find the extra term to add to our approximation (2.7), we find from (A.3) 
and (A.4) that the extra term is given by
p 1  (1 -  e - ^ d y ,v2M (A.5)
where A =
x/72ttM . We first consider
A = AS'o
/ x ^ )
{y — M e Y \   (y-Me)a
e" | ——o. ,  - I e dy. (A.6)
It can be verified that
t K \ \  (iog(*:/Sn)-Afe)2
A =  -A A | M e -  log ( — l l  e i * f l og^  -+  5oA / (y — M e)eye dy
J—oo
(A.7)
Next, putting (A.7) into (A.5), because of cancelling, all that remains is to calculate
( y - M e V
f loS  S>T (y —A/e)2
+S0\  / eye ~ ^ m ~ d y .
J  —oo
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rlo& S n  ( y - M e )2
B = XS0 ey(y -M e )e ~  W  dy. (A.8)
J —oo
This integral is
B  = -A K M v 2e~(]°S(K$ M M£) +  AS'oMi/2(27rMi/2)1/2e^M‘/2+Me$(c?2), (A.9)
where
log ( f o) - ( M S  + Me)
d 2 =
v\[M
and $(.) is the cumulative distribution function with zero mean and unit standard 
deviation.
Although the integrals (A.6) and (A.8) were originally calculated by hand, the calculus 
involved is quite lengthy. Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, instead of present­
ing several lines of straightforward, tedious, calculus, we choose to provide a Maple1 
worksheet which will verify that (A.7) and (A.9) are indeed correct.
The worksheet can be found at the end of this Appendix. In it, we begin by asking 
Maple to compute the integrals given in (A.6) and (A.8). The answers it provides are 
in a different form to those we give above, so we give Maple our solutions ((A.7) and 
(A.9)) and verify that the difference between Maple’s answers and our’s are zero.
Putting the results of (A.7) and (A.9) into (A.5) gives us the extra term for the price 
which we seek
(  o.(Mv2)^  
\V 7 2 ^ m )
„  , (log(g/S0) -  Me) N 
(1 +   )K e
-SoV2-KMu2e iM'/2+M‘$(d2j\ . (A.10) 
This is the expression we give in Chapter 2, equation (2.10).
1 Maple is an advanced mathematical software package, see http://www.m aplesoft.com /
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All that remains is to make our expression for a , (A.2), explicit. Observe that
a = E
f ( ^ ) ‘
Cl €
-E[Ci-3Ci2e + 3Ci62 - e3|Ci G [a, b]]
=  [E[C?|Ci € [a,b]] -  3E[C?|C! £ [a,6]]e +  2e3} . (A .ll)
Except for E[^ i ICi £ [a., 6]], we have explicit expressions for all the terms in (A .ll). 
Notice that
E[Ci ICx € [a, 6]] =  f  x3P[C!3 6 dx\x e  T] 
J R
[  x3 P^1 6 ^
JR
P[Ci  ^ [a>b]]J \aV2irb J Ja
x3e dx
(p[Ci e M l )  C v w )  I  x2{x 1x5)6.F[ l £ [a>&]]/ \cry/2nd.
rb (  (x-fiS)2 \
+ J  x2pbeV 2<r s ' dx
(  (x-fiS)2 \
2<t28 J dx
1 1 o  9 -  (a -/ x< ?)2 0 _ ( b - p i S ) *a a be 2a2i — b a  be 2*2&
F[Ci £ [aJb]]J \cr\/2irb
+2<t24E[Ci |Ci e  [a, 6]] +  m®[Ci ICi € [a, 6]]. 




a2ba2 exp(-^ 2^ ^  ) -  a2bb2 exp(-^ o J tf  )
2cr2$F[Ci £ [a5 b]]J \ a V 27rb,
+ ( ^ 3)  [2£(£2 +  a2&) +  (/^  “  3e)E[(^i)2|Ci G [a, 6]]] , (A.13)
which is the expression we give in Chapter 2, equation (2.9).
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Maple Worksheet 1 
This worksheet will verify that the integrals in (A.6) and (A.8) 




[ First give maple the four integrals
"> psi_l:=y->lambda*S_0*((y-M*epsilon)A2 /
(M*gammaA2) ) *exp(y) *exp{- (y-M*epsilon) A2/ (2*gammaA2*M) ) ; 
psi_2:=y->lambda*S_0*(y-M*epsilon)*exp (y)*exp(-(y-M*epsilon)A2 / (2 * 
gammaA2*M) ) ;
. Next, ask Maple to evaluate the integrals (A.6) and (A.8)
r > AA:=simplify(int(psi_l(y),y=-infinity.. (log(K/S_0)))) :
L BB:=simplify(int(psi_2(y),y=-infinity..(log(K/S_0)))):
We have supressed the ouput of the above equations. Unfortunately, Maple gives 
its answers in a form which looks very different to the expressions we have given 
in (A.7) and (A.9). So, to verify that they are indeed equal, we will now give Maple 
our expressions and then ask Maple to evaluate the difference between its answers 
(AA,BB) and our answers (A,B). Hopefully this should be zero.
> A:=simplify(K*lambda*(M*epsilon-log(K/S_0))*expand(exp(-expand((lo 
g(K/S_0)-M*epsilon)A2) /(2*gammaA2*M)))
+BB+S_0 * lambda* (int ( (exp (y) *exp (-( (y-M* epsilon) A2 /(2*gammaA2 *M)
) ) ),y=-infinity..(log(K/S_0) ) ) )):
B:=-lambda*K*M*gammaA2*expand(exp(-expand((log(K/S_0)-M*epsilon)A2 
) / (2*gammaA2*M)))+lambda*S_0*M*gammaA2*(2*Pi*M*gammaA2)A (1/2) *
exp ((1/2)*M*gammaA2 + M*epsilon)*normal_dist((log(K/S_0) - 
(M*gammaA2 + M*epsilon))/(gamma*sqrt (M)) ) :
. Now to evaluate the difference between the maple expression and our own.
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